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Abstract.
This thesis investigates the options for realising passive optical fibre sensing systems
based on digital modulation techniques with the aim o f overcoming some of the
systems problem s, such as low m ultiplexing gain potential and high lead- and
crosstalk- sensitivities, which plague analogue intensity-modulated schemes. The
investigation is principally directed tow ards process control applications and
concentrates on requirements for either simple threshold sensing or high precision
measurement
After a review of the many noise sources affecting optical fibre sensing systems, the
thesis considers the sensor capacity limitations of Time-Division Multiplexed (TDM)
and Frequency-Division Multiplexed (FDM) systems using conventional parallel fibre
networks in support of ON/OFF sensors.
The main limitation of such systems is the high cost of the optical power splitting
components (invariably fused or waveguide couplers for large networks) which to date
has prevented such technology displacing conventional electronic sensing in most civil
applications. An extensive study is therefore conducted into systems which do not
require optical power splitting components. Transmissive and reflective systems
capable of independently determining the states of a large number of ON/OFF sensors
serially deployed along a single bus fibre are investigated. A transmissive CoherenceDomain Multiplexed (CDM) system, based on a low cost video-disc laser diode and
capable of supporting in excess of 1 0 0 clip-on sensors, is demonstrated.
The design of digital optical sensors for multi-level and high precision measurement is
covered by comparing the various pulse-modulation formats in terms of optical power
efficiency and sensor/system complexity. Sensor complexity is minimised by using
intrinsic (in-fibre) modulation mechanisms and to this end, a novel intrinsic incremental
digital temperature/strain sensor with a potential measurement dynamic range of 40 dB
is demonstrated. The systems potential of this sensor is then investigated.
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Field Effect Transistor
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Introduction.
The exploitation of Optical Fibre Sensor (OPS) technology in the areas of industrial,
scientific and medical instrumentation has been widely reported in recent decades
[Culshaw, 1984][Dakin and Culshaw, 1988][Culshaw and Dakin, 1989]. The systems
aspects of such technology has also been investigated, in the simplest cases by
incorporating Fibre Optic (FO) sensors within electronic time-critical area networks
(Fieldbuses) to create what are termed hybrid sensor networks and in the more complex
cases by multiplexing optical sensors onto a common optical fibre highway using
purely optical telemetry and multiplexing techniques to create passive (all optical)
sensor networks.
By careful integration of optical sensing, telemetry and multiplexing techniques,
passive optical sensor systems allow the inform ation from each sensor to be
independently determined by a central controller without the need for electronic
technology within the network, thus yielding the highest levels of Electro-M agnetic
Immunity (EMI), Electro-Static Immunity (ESI) and Electro-Magnetic Compatibility
(EMC). Other advantages of passive sensor networks include resistance to nuclear
radiation, intrinsic safety, electrical isolation, low size and w eight and high
transmission range making the technology attractive for some military, nuclear, petro
chem ical, pow er, mining and process control applications [M cGeehin, 1988].
Additionally, the advantages of passive optical networks are currently being extended to
control applications by the development of opto-pneumatic and opto-hydraulic actuators
[Hockaday, 1989 and Jones, 1988] with the immediate application area being Fly-byLight.
This thesis is primarily concerned with the development of economically-viable passive
OFS systems for the sponsor's main application areas, namely industrial process
control and building management systems. In these application areas, it is claimed
[OSCA Doc. No. 89/07F, page 1] that 90% of measurements involve the determination
of either position, force/weight, flow, pressure or temperature and as such, the systems
presented in this thesis have been investigated for suitability in supporting these
measurands.
In the majority of passive multiplexed OFS systems, an optical carrier is generated by
coupling a system source (usually a Light Emitting Diode (LED) or semiconductor
Laser Diode (LD)) into an optical fibre. This fibre, commonly referred to as the drop
bus, is used to supply each point OFS with light by way of a netw ork containing
optical fibre splitting components (typically fused fibre couplers). Each sensor
employs an optical modulator to modulate one of the parameters of the optical carrier in
response to a desired measurand. The reader is referred to [Medlock, 1986] for a
comprehensive review of modulation techniques employed by FO sensors and to Table

Directly
m odulated
param eter.

D isplacem ent sensing
m echanism s. *1
I - Intrinsic mech.
E - Extrinsic mech.

Lead sensitivity
problem s. *2

M ethods to elim inate
lead sensitivity.

Intensity

Many options, eg.
1 - Microbending
E - Masks, reflectors &
fibre/prism deflection.

Micro- and macro- bending o f
bus fibre. Excess loss variations
in connectors. Source, launch
and detector efficiency
variations.

Double pulse- or twowavelength referencing.
balanced bridge, pol. ref.
in PMF. *3

Phase

1 - Strain/pressure
Highly sensitive

Significant phase-mod. in
leads with temp & strain var.

Temporal
composition

1 - Interferometer (FMCW)
E - Moving reflector (PPM)
Micro-resonators (PFM)

Thermal expansion & dispersion
cause small var. in transmission
delay but generally negligible.

W avelength/ 1 - Micro bending modulator
Spectral mod. E - Moving prism, grating,
filter, zone plate, acromatic lens
Polarisation

References;

1 - Lateral stress- or
microbending- induced pol.
mod.

Form int./pol. at sensor
head; use FMCW / PMDl
demod. to eliminate sens,
to atten. variation. *4
Not required generally.

Some spectral filtering & spectral
loss var. at connectors (which can
act as low finesse Fabry-Perot
filters.

Use MMF.

Bending- and strain -induced
birefringence corrupts pol. state
in SMF.

Use PMF leads or
analyse at sensor head
(M M F).

*1 [Medlock, 1986], *2 [Dakin, 1988], *3 [Adamovsky and Maitland, 1988], [Brenci et
al, 1988], [Li-Zhong et al, 1986] *4 [Kersey et al, 1987]

Table 0.1 M odulation-param eter options in passive optical fibre sensor systems.

M ultiplexing M ultiplexing
dom ain.
schem e.

Temporal

TDM
FDM
CDM

General
D isadvantages.

N etwork
options.

Multiplexing capacity
generally limited by
power budgeting and so
can be high if receiver
averaging time increased.
Uses standard FO
components. Good cross
talk suppression poss.

Parallel networks need delay
lines and care to ensure time
separation.

Any network providing
unique return time
delay for each sensor
eg. Transmissive or
reflective star or
ladder. Transmissive
serial n/w with
bimodal fibre (Chpt.2).

General
A dvantages.

Wavelength

WDM
Spectral DM

Continuous and
simultaneous monitoring
o f all sensors possible.
Simple electronics.

Expensive wavelength
multiplexers/demultiplexers
esp. as the number o f channels
increases (40 ch. dem o’d to
date); crosstalk & environ,
stability a problem.

Transmissive or
reflective star, ladder
or serial/ring networks.

Spatial

Multiple
detector

Reduced coupler/tap
costs; generally
cheapest option in small
(<10 sensor) systems.

Increased cabling costs
(significant in large networks).

Parallel configuration.

Key: TDM- Time Division Multiplexing; FDM- Frequency Division Multiplexing; CDM- Coherence Domain
Multiplexing; WDM- Wavelength Division Multiplexing.

Table 0.2 Multiplexing options in passive quasi-distributed OFS systems.
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For economic reasons, the modulated optical carriers reflected or transmitted from each
sensor are generally returned to the system detector (typically a semiconductor PhotoDiode (PD)) on a single return fibre. In order that the system controller can determine
the states of individual sensors from the combined signal supplied to it by the return
fibre, an optical multiplexing/demultiplexing scheme must be incorporated into the
sensor network. Table 0.2 details the range of optical multiplexing techniques available
together with a brief summary of the advantages and disadvantages of each technique.
In choosing a modulation scheme for a passive sensing system, the designer must
consider the following factors:
1. Whether suitable modulation techniques exist for the required measurand(s) ie.
to provide adequate m easurem ent accuracy and stability for the desired
measurand(s) whilst providing low sensitivity to unwanted measurands (low cross
sensitivity).
2. The significance of lead sensitivity effects [Dakin, 1988] associated with the
modulation scheme.
3. The cost and complexity of the sensor implementation and of any referencing
scheme required to overcome lead sensitivity effects.
4. The cost and complexity of the multiplexing schemes which are applicable to the
chosen modulation scheme.
The m odulation param eterl offering the w idest range of reliable m odulation
mechanisms and the lowest sensor costs is undoubtably optical intensity. For this
parameter, the modulation can be applied either directly (eg. baseband schemes such as
analogue or digital(m ulti-level) intensity-modulation) or tem porally by way of
subcarrier schem es (eg. pulse-m odulation schemes such as Pulse-Frequency
Modulation (PFM), Pulse-Position Modulation (PPM) and Pulse W idth Modulation
(PWM)). For the most common case of baseband analogue intensity-modulation, the
most reliable intrinsic (in-fibre) modulation mechanisms for displacement sensing (the
most desirable intermediary, see Section 2.2) include micro-bending [Harmer, 1989]
and interferom etric/polarim etric techniques [Culshaw and Dakin, 1989], w hilst
extrinsic (out-of-fibre) modulation mechanisms include moving masks, reflectors,
lenses or prisms [Medlock, 1986].

1 The classification of optical sensing systems in terms of which optical parameter is modulated
needs clarification since all systems must ultimately provide an intensity-modulated signal to the
system detector. In this thesis, the modulated optical parameter will be assessed for the optical signals
leaving each sensor configuration, where the term configuration encompasses any optical processing
conducted in the immediate vicinity of the sensor head.
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Unfortunately optical intensity is the parameter which is most sensitive to lead effects
[Dakin, 1988] such as micro/macro-bending, variations in the loss of connectors,
source/detector coupling variations and ageing effects and, in multim ode systems,
modal noise (see Section 1.2.3).
Whilst referencing schemes [Adamovsky, 1988] have been developed to reduce system
sensitivity to such lead effects (eg. the coupler bridge [OSCA Doc. No. 86/1 OF] and
the recirculating loop [Spillman, 1987]) in analogue intensity-modulated systems, the
methods are not appropriate for all measurement requirements. In particular the
schemes are too expensive to implement for simple threshold (ON/OFF) sensing,
whilst for high precision measurement the schemes are unable to provide long-term
measurement accuracy better than about 1% for loss variations up to 10-20 dB [OSCA
Doc. No. 8 6 /lOF].
The solution for either simple threshold sensing or high precision measurement which
this thesis addresses is to use digital intensity-modulation. The term digital is used in
this context to refer to any intensity-modulated scheme which employs a thresholding
receiver and which can therefore be rendered insensitive to transm ission level
fluctuations in the network by incorporating a suitable margin in the system power
budget. Apart from low sensor and system costs, other advantages of this
configuration include low sensitivity to optical crosstalk^ and high system power
m argin^ both of which offer the potential for high sensor counts (m ultiplexing
capacity).
This thesis concentrates primarily on single-mode fibre-optic technology with multimode systems being covered in the Ph.D. thesis (University of London) of my
colleague A. Pervez.

^ For the case of a binary system in which the dominant noise source is signal-independent receiver
noise, it is easy to show that for a maximum crosstalk coupled power fraction c, the optical power
penalty [dB] required to maintain the system Bit Error Ratio (BER) (unspec.) is given by
PP=101ogio(0.5/(0.5-c)) dB; eg. for a maximum power penalty of 3 dB, optical crosstalk up to 25%
can be tolerated).

3 In a binary system in which the dominant noise source is signal-independent receiver noise and a
BER<10'^ is required, the minimum detected peak optical power need only be a factor of 12 (ie. 10.8
dB (optical)) above the receiver Noise Equivalent Power (NEP)).
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This thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 1 starts by investigating the incentives for multiplexing FO sensors onto
common optical highways and then reviews the many noise sources present in OFS
systems to allow the maximum multiplexing capacities of practical systems to be
estimated in later chapters. The chapter then reviews the multiplexing capacity limits of
the most common OFS systems (spatially-multiplexed systems and tem porallymultiplexed systems based on parallel sensor networks) for the case o f threshold
(ON/OFF) sensing. A major conclusion is that the costs of ON/OFF sensor systems
based on parallel (branching) networks are likely to be dominated by the cost of the
optical power splitting components in the network and are likely to be sufficiently high
to prevent OFS technology displacing conventional electronic technology in most of the
sponsor’s application areas (especially in the most cost-sensitive areas of ON/OFF or
few-state sensing). A major incentive is therefore to eliminate the need for optical
splitting components in such systems, which is addressed in the next chapter.
Chapter 2 conducts an extensive investigation into reflective and transmissive systems
which are capable of determining independently the states of large numbers of ON/OFF
or few-state sensors deployed serially along a single optical fibre. Transmissive
operation is desirable to avoid the high optical power losses involved in backscatter
schemes but unfortunately prevents temporally-multiplexed operation with a single
channel fibre. The optimum solution is to enable transmissive temporally-multiplexed
system operation by using a bimodal bus fibre in conjunction with mode-coupling
sensors, a configuration which is investigated further in the next chapter.
Chapter 3 conducts a theoretical study into the limitations of a novel CoherenceDomain M ultiplexed (CDM) transmissive serial netw ork for ON/OFF sensors,
followed by a practical demonstration of the proposed system. A commercial version
of the system is presented and costed.
Chapter 4 concentrates on digital solutions for multi-level measurement. The ways in
which various pulse-modulation formats can be implemented in passive intensitymodulated OFS systems are investigated and a study of the relative optical power
efficiencies of pulse-modulated and analogue sub-carrier (AM and FM) schemes are
compared.
Chapter 5 presents a novel intrinsic OFS system capable of providing digital
differential measurement of temperature or strain with a potential measurement dynamic
range of up to 40 dB. The system uses two-wavelength interrogation of an all-fibre
polarimetric sensing head to generate quadrature-phase outputs, allowing large phase
variations to be unambiguously tracked over thousands of fringes. The advantages of
the system are investigated in comparison to more conventional solutions.
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Chapter 1.
Multiplexing of Digital Optical Sensors.
1.1 Introduction.
This chapter will investigate the merits of multiplexing binary (ON/OFF) intensitymodulating sensors by various schemes such as spatial-division, time-division (TDM),
frequency-domain (FDM) and wavelength-division (WDM) multiplexing. A review of
the many noise sources plaguing optical fibre sensing systems will be conducted to
enable multiplexing capacities to be estimated for each system configuration and for
reference use in the following chapters. This thesis will not review the design of binary
(ON/OFF) intensity-modulating sensors because this is too application specific, but the
reader is referred to the summary of modulation mechanisms given in Table 0.1 and to
the list of current manufacturers of ON/OFF sensors and networks given in Appendix
1 . 1.
Before comparing the various multiplexing schemes, the reasons for multiplexing must
be identified. The main incentives for multiplexing are:
1. To reduce the amount of cabling required which reduces network size, weight
and cost and simplifies cable-routing studies.
2. To reduce the electro-optics costs by sharing a single launch and detection
system between the sensors.
3. To allow easier system expansion.
The main disadvantages are reduced fault tolerance^ (most multiplexed networks, by
definition, have points at which cable breakage would cause complete system failure),
increased optical component costs (especially coupler and splicing costs) and higher
installation costs.

^ Tolerance to single fibre breaks can be achieved in passive multiplexed systems by using redundant
ring and duplicate networks [Cutter, 1985, Figs. 4.2.3.2 and 4.2.3.3, p.43] but higher levels of fault
tolerance require electronic interfaces or bypass switches configured within mesh networks [Katz and
Metcalf, 1987] ie. much higher network complexity.
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The economic advantages of multiplexing are hard to assess without making gross
simplifications. For large TDM or FDM systems employing branching networks with a
ring (or bus) architecture and cable-routing topology, multiplexing effectively saves per
sensor, one source and detector pair and the controller to sensor fibre (pair) for the
additional cost of one (two) coupler(s) and two (four) fibre-to-fibre connections in
reflective (transmissive) configurations. This is not an overwhelming saving because
low loss couplers are expensive compared to the cost of providing a source and detector
pair in an unmultiplexed system.
For the unmultiplexed case, the cheapest electro-optics arrangement for a multimode
system, shown in Fig. 1.1, is to use a single high-power LED with a mixer rod splitter
for the launch (into 100/140 jxm multi-mode fibre (MMF)) and an OpticRAM detector
[Paton and MacKay, 1988]. The latter is an optically-sensitive conventional dynamic
RAM which can provide independent detection for up to 64 fibres (with 100/140 pm
MMF) for a device cost of only £15! The electro-optics cost could then be of order £1
per sensor in a 64 sensor unmultiplexed system (including fibre bundling and polishing
costs).
A multiplexed system of this sensor capacity would need to use either waveguide or
fused couplers at a cost of ~£25 each [Humberstone et al., 1989] and either mechanical
or fusion splicing at an approximate current cost of £5 per splice (inc. packaging). The
cheapest multiplexed system (reflective bus) will therefore need to save at least £34 of
fibre per sensor to be economic; ie. about 60 m for jacketed MMF (@ £0.60/m). This
im plies that m ultiplexing using* parallel (or branching) netw orks w ill only be
advantageous in networks with a maximum cable run > 1 0 0 - 2 0 0 metres for reflective
systems and > 200-400 m for transmissive systems. The greatest cost saving is to be
made in multiplexed systems which do not require couplers (ie. serial sensor arrays
using intrinsic modulation) and these will be investigated in Chapter 2.

1.2 Noise sources in passive optical sensing systems.
A variety of noise sources are present in an optical fibre sensing system the most
significant of which are:
1. Receiver noise terms: thermal noise, shot noise (on signal and dark current),
electronic or amplifier noise and, where applicable, detector multiplication noise.
2. Source noise terms: excess noise, FM noise and mode partition noise.
3. Fibre noise terms: modal noise and dispersion.
4. Beat noise generated through use of an optical amplifier, if present.
15

5. Additionally inter-sensor crosstalk will be present in most system s either
inherently or avoidably.
This report will mainly work in terms of optical signal to noise ratio (SNR) rather than
electrical SNR as this is generally more convenient for calculating optical power
penalties associated with various noise terms and for estimating maximum sensor
capacities. For simple binary intensity-modulated systems, optical SNR will generally
be calculated as the peak detected optical signal power from each sensor (ie. ON-state
or full-scale for analogue) divided by the r.m.s. optical noise equivalent power (NEP)
and will obviously incorporate receiver processing gain and the effective noise
bandwidth of the system. The following sections will therefore specify single-sided
noise spectral densities in terms of equivalent predetection optical pow er squared
[W^/Hz] which will allow simple calculation of optical SNR latter.

1.2.1 R eceiver noise terms.
Treatment of receiver noise is well covered in the literature [Gowar, 1983] so only the
main results will be quoted here. The noise spectral densities quoted below assume
direct detection with a detector of unmultiplied quantum efficiency T], multiplication
gain M and multiplication excess noise factor F(M) and so are applicable to PIN
detectors (put M=F=1), avalanche photodiodes (APD) and photomultiplier tubes (PMT)
alike. Asterisks denote spectral densities.

1 .2 .1 .1

Shot noise.

Shot noise represents a fundamental limit to the sensitivity of a receiver. The mean
square shot noise current density from the detector is given by [Gowar, 1983, Section
14.2]:

d l / = 2 e .(I,, +

\F ( M ) =

2

eJ

h.c

|M \F (M )
"'"y

[A ' / Hz]

( 1. 1)
where:
Ipjj

is the mean unmultiplied photocurrent [A]

Idark is the unmultiplied dark current [A]
F(M) is the multiplication excess noise factor of the detector at gain M []
Popt is the total mean optical power falling on the detector [W].
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The detector's responsivity SR (ratio of signal current / incident optical power) is given
by:

%=

-

h.c

[ A/ W]

(1.2)

so that the equivalent optical noise spectral density for the shot noise-on-signal term
will be:

G.„..w(f) =

[ W V H z]

(1.3)

and for the shot noise-on-dark current term:

Gaarkshot(f) =

1 .2 .1 .2

d d.rk.hot)

2 h '.c \ F ( M ) ,
' = — V ~ ^ .I d .r k

/ Hz]

(1.4)

Thermal noise.

Thermal noise is usually the dominant noise term in wideband system s and is
associated with the input resistance in low (LZ) and high (HZ) impedance receivers and
with the feedback resistance in transimpedance (TZ) receivers. The mean square (m.s.)
thermal noise current density at the pre-amplifier input due to resistance R [O] is given
by:

d L )' = ^

[ A V H z]

(1.5)

where:
k
T

is the Boltzmann constant (1.38 E-23 J/K)
is the resistor temperature [assume 298 K]

Thermal noise is therefore minimised by operating with maximum input resistance R.
In LZ receivers, the need for equalisation is avoided by using a resistance of
R lz^1/(27iCB^) [Q], where C is the detector capacitance [F] and B^^ [Hz] the required
front-end bandwidth, so that the frequency response of the receiver is flat up to B^^ Hz.
For this maximum resistance case, the mean square input current noise density will be:
( C ) ^ = 87i.kTC.B„

[ A '/W ]

(1.6)
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which corresponds to an equivalent optical noise spectral density of:
(C m f
Gthm (f)= 4 ^ =

8

ttk T .h ^c\C .B,
, '.
"
( T \.e X U f

[w V h z ]

(1.7)

In HZ receivers [Gowar, 1983, Section 14.4.3] a higher value of R (> I^ z) is used to
further reduce thermal noise but this requires an equaliser to boost high frequency
sensitivity and hence flatten the overall frequency response of the receiver up to
Hz.
The optical dynamic range (optical power range over which the receiver can operate) is
much lower than for the LZ receiver because of the large signal level difference between
low and high frequency components at the equaliser input, and generally makes the HZ
receiver unsuitable for most optical sensing systems (which typically require a high
dynamic range of 10-20 dB to take account of bending losses and power imbalances in
the network). A better receiver configuration is to use a transimpedance am plifier
[Gowar, 1983, Section 14.5] as a similar reduction in the thermal noise to the HZ
receiver can be achieved without optical dynamic range degradation. In this case (Fig.
1.2), for amplifier gain A » (1 + R /R ), the transimpedance of the pre-amplifier can be
shown to be:

where:
is the feedback resistance
Cj

is the stray capacitance between the amplifier input and output.

R, C

are the input resistance and detector capacitance respectively.

For large amplifier gain A, the bandwidth of this receiver will be set by R^ and C^.
W ith careful layout design,

«

C so that a full receiver bandwidth of Bj^ Hz can

now be achieved with a feedback resistance R^ = l/( 2 jiCfB) = (C/Cf)RLz which is much
higher than for the LZ receiver. Noise analysis [Gowar, 1983, Section 14.5] shows
that for large R, the output noise (both thermal and amplifier) of this configuration is
identical to the LZ case but with R replaced by R^ and so the mean square thermal and
amplifier noise current (and optical noise spectral densities [W^/Hz]) are a factor C /C
lower than the LZ case. With 1 pF<C<10 pF typically, the noise reduction factor is
likely to be in the region 1 - 1 0 .
The system modelling in this thesis will consider the use of a LZ receiver only, so that
estimates of the sensor capacities of OFS systems will be conservative.
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1 .2 .1 .3

Am plifier noise.

The noise generated by active components in the receiver pream plifier is usually
modelled in terms of equivalent current and voltage noise sources of spectral densities
la* [A/VHz] and V^* [V/VHz] respectively, acting at the input to an ideal (noiseless)
amplifier as shown for the LZ case in Fig. 1.3 [see also Gowar, 1983, Section 14.4].
For single transistor preamplifiers, these spectral densities are essentially flat for
frequencies above 10 KHz (ie. away from 1/f flicker noise) with a level dependent on
the transistor type and the biasing condition. Typically for a Si-FET stage, V^*«4
nV/VHz, I/= 1 0 fA/VHz whUst for a Si-BJT, V, * =

2

nVWHz, I,*=2 pA/VHz [Gowar],

For a LZ receiver, the voltage noise source is equivalent to an input current source of
spectral density [Gowar, 1983, Section 14.4]:

( i ;,v)' = y " ' c "b ?.(v ; ) '

[ A '/ W ]

(1.9)

acting as shown in Fig. 1.3. This allows the input current noise densities due to
thermal, amplifier current and amplifier voltage noise terms to be compared as a
function of front-end bandwidth in LZ receivers.
This has been done in Fig. 1.4 for a detector capacitance C=5 pF. The figure shows
that at low frequencies (<10 MHz) amplifier noise is negligible compared to thermal
noise provided that a Si-FET stage is used, whilst at high frequencies (>100 MHz)
amplifier voltage noise will be dominant with either transistor stage. In this report,
amplifier and thermal noise terms will be combined by introducing a pre-amplifier noise
figure Fp^ into eqns. (1.5) and (1.7) so that the total thermal and am plifier (m .s.)
optical noise spectral density is given by:

Estimated values of Fp^ are shown for Si-FET and Si-BJT pre-amplifiers in Fig. 1.4.
For FET pre-amplifiers, Fp^=l for

10 MHz whilst at higher band widths, when

amplifier voltage noise is dominant, the following approximation can be used:
_

< C ,)' + ( W

2ltC (V ;yB + 3W
5Î Î
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Table 1.1 below summarises typical performance parameters of commercially available
silicon and InGaAs PIN detectors and APDs and a typical PMT (w ith a GaAs
photocathode):

Detector type
and part no.

k range/nm
(X of spec)

Typical
detection
parameters

Unmultiplied Capacitance
dark current
(typically)
(typically)

3 dB Bandwidth
(Rise time)

PIN diodes :
Silicon
(Mitsubishi
PD2XX1)

550-950
(800)

T|

= 0.7
M= 1
F= 1

0.5 nA

5 pF

80 MHz
(2nS)

InGaAs
(Mitsubishi
PD7XX5)

1000-1600
(1300)

q - 0.8
M=1
F= 1

0.1 nA

1 pF

> 1 GHz
(<160 pS)

Silicon
(Mitsubishi
PD1XX2)

550-950
(800)

T|

= 0.77
1<M <1000
F = M/^0.25

0.3 nA

1.5 pF

2 GHz
(80 pS)

InGaAs
(Mitsubishi
PD8XX1)

1000-1600
(1300-1550)

q = 0.75
1<M <100
F = M/^0.85

1 nA

0.8 pF

> 1 GHz
(<160 pS)

Tj = 0.8
M<5E5
F <1.2

2fA

APDs :

PMT
160-930
(Speirs Robertson (3(X)-7(X))
R943-02)

60 MHz
(2.8 nS)

Table 1 . 1 . Typical detector performance data.
The modelling in this thesis will concentrate on the use of PIN and APD detectors as
they are low cost, physically small devices with adequate detection capability at low
operating voltages (< 60Vj^ typically).
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1.2.2 Source noise terms: excess noise and mode partition noise.
Excess noise refers to source intensity noise in excess of shot noise and can be
significant in systems using laser diodes [Yamamoto et al, 1986] and SLDs [Yurek et
al, 1986]. In laser diodes, excess noise is prim arily induced by unwanted optical
feedback into the cavity (complex resonator noise), whilst in SLDs it is intrinsic to the
operation of the device (due to the amplification of random spontaneous emission). As
the signal-to-excess noise ratio will be independent of received optical power level (for
constant source conditions), this noise term puts a maximum limit on system SNR (and
so is significant for high dynamic range analogue measurement) and introduces a small
power penalty in digital systems.
Most manufacturers quote source signal to noise ratios (as 10 LogjQ(P^/Pjj^) dB, where
P is the mean optical power level and P^ the r.m.s. power fluctuation at a specified
centre frequency f^ and within a bandwidth

[Hz]) from which the total effective

optical noise spectral density of quantum noise (ie. shot and excess noise) at the
receiver can be calculated as:

. F(M).P,^, = Y.F(M).Pjp, [W ' / Hz]

Gqu(f) -

(1.12)

where:
Popt

is the mean detected power (includes non-signal components)

y

is usually referred to as the Relative Intensity Noise (RIN) and which is
typically quoted in dB's (as lOLogio (Y))-

For convenience, excess noise is usually combined with the shot noise density of eqn.
(1.3) in systems equations by way of an excess noise factor X so that:
2.h.c.F(M ).(1 + X) _
Tj.X
From eqn. (1.12), the excess noise factor will be:

2

h.c

which indicates that excess noise will be significant compared to shot noise when the
mean detected power exceeds:
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For low noise GaAlAs multi-longitudinal mode laser diodes of the type used in
Compact-Disc players, RIN^ is typically in the range -115 to -125 dB for f^=20 KHz
and -120 to -135 dB for f^=10 MHz giving threshold power levels of approximately
lp,W and 10p,W respectively. Excess noise will therefore only be significant in systems
in which the signal power is accompanied by a large CW power level (such as
correlation TDM, FDM and CDM systems) and when signal components are at low
frequency (due to 1/f nature of RIN) but is generally negligible in standard TDM and
WDM systems (see power penalty vs (yB^^)"^/^ in Fig. 1.5 for the case o f signalindependent noise).
In addition to AM noise, laser diodes exhibit FM noise [Dakin and Culshaw, 1988,
p. 174] w hich produces intensity noise in system s em ploying im balanced
interferometers. This noise term is often referred to as 'phase-induced noise' and has
been studied in the literature [Wentworth, 1989][Dakin and Culshaw, 1988, p .174].
For the interferom etric systems modelled in this thesis, the intensity noise level
produced by FM noise was found not to be the dominant noise term (see for example
Section 3.6 of this thesis).
Mode-partition noise [Ogawa, 1982] is a form of intensity-noise which can occur when
using directly-m odulated multi-longitudinal-m ode laser diode sources over long
dispersive transmission paths. It arises from the fact that the power contained in each
longitudinal mode of such lasers continuously varies even in the case when the overall
output power remains constant. The fluctuation in the power of each mode is intrinsic
to the operation of the device and is enhanced under external optical feedback into the
laser cavity. Over a dispersive transmission path such as an optical fibre, each
longitudinal mode arrives at the detector at a different time. In pulsed optical systems
(eg. TDM and correlation TDM) operating at an effective bit rate (1/pulse width) of B
bit/s, each longitude mode will invoke the im pulse response of the receiver
g(t)=sin(7 tBt)/( 7 cBt) at slightly different times (due to the dispersion) so that the signal
voltage at decision times is subject to fluctuation when the modal power distribution
varies from one pulse to the next.
The resulting signal to noise ratio when mode-partition noise is dominant [see Ogawa,
1982] is independent of received signal level so this noise term puts a fundamental limit
on the bit rate-distance product B z at which such systems can operate. This limit is
derived in [Ogawa, 1982] for a BER < 10‘^as:

^ Usually manufacturers quote the highest RIN measured over the output power range of the laser,
for reflectivity in the range 0.05 to 5 % and a temperature range 20-60 ®C.
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153 3
B z < - — — ----- [G b its/s km]
(dx/dX)i„pO

(1.16)

where:
(d i / dX))^p is the transmission delay dispersion [ps/nm/km] of the LP qj mode
at the operating wavelength Xop.
a

is the half rms spectral width [nm] of the source spectral envelope.

W ith a silica single-mode fibre (SMF) at Xop=830 nm, d i/d X is typically +3.5
ps/nm/km (see Section 2.4.2.1.1 after eqn. (2.48)) so that with a source with c = l nm
(eg. Sharp LT022MC, see Fig. 3.14(a)) the maximum bit rate-distance product is
approximately 44 Gbits/s-km. Clearly, mode-partition noise is unlikely to be a problem
in most OFS systems which typically have maximum network lengths less than 1 km.

1.2.3 Fibre noise terms: modal noise and dispersion.
Modal noise refers to intensity noise caused by mode-selective losses in a network and
can occur in both single-mode and multimode systems, but is most prevalent in the
latter.
In multimode systems, mode-selective losses can occur in fused couplers, misaligned
connectors and poorly coupled detectors and will produce intensity noise whenever the
modal power distribution and/or the relative phases of the guided modes in the fibre are
corrupted. This can occur through mechanical and thermal distortion of the fibre and
launch, through drift in the source centre frequency and through fluctuations in the
source spectrum (ie. mode partition noise, see Section 1.2.2). In [Hill et al., 1980] a
relatively simple statistical model is presented (and experimentally confirmed) which
allows rapid calculation of modal noise level when the level of mode-selective loss is
known. For the case of maximum speckle contrast (ie. source coherence time »
pulse-broadening time of the fibre) and for uniform filling of all modes in a gradedindex (GI) fibre, this reference shows that the modal noise to signal ratio (ratio of the
standard deviation of the light intensity to the mean light intensity) can be approximated
as:

where:
V is the normalised frequency. For X= 850 nm, V«40 for typical 50/125 |xm fibres
(NA=0.2) and V*100 for 100/140 fibres (NA=0.29).
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Lms

is the total mode-selective loss [in 4 -ve dB's] along the fibre path being
investigated (this is in fact for the worst case in which no mode-scrambling
occurs between the loss sites).

For binary intensity-modulation and a detected bit error ratio (BER) requirement of <
1 0

’^, the power penalty incurred by modal noise can then be calculated as:

PP = 1 ——Y
\
R

I

[dB]

(1.18)

In Fig. 1.6, eqns. (1.17) and (1.18) have been plotted for V=40 and 100 and for the
aforementioned conditions. In using the figure, care should be taken to sum only
mode-selective losses (and not mode-independent losses) and to bear in mind that the
modal noise level and power penalty associated with spatial filtering losses (eg.
misaligned connectors and detectors) can be reduced by using a source with coherence
time less than the pulse-broadening time of the fibre, since this reduces the speckle
contrast [Epworth, 19781. For most systems an LED will satisfactorily achieve this, in
which case the dominant loss terms to consider in assessing the power penalty will be
modal filtering losses associated with fused couplers in the network. Multimode fused
couplers are mode-selective because they rely on evanescent coupling, which is more
efficient for higher order modes as they have a higher proportion of their power
contained in the evanescent field compared to lower order modes. The level of modeselective loss and the associated power penalty increase with decreasing coupling ratio
and as a result, the minimum practical limit on coupling ratio is about 5-10% for
commercial couplers. This severely limits the multiplexing capacity of multimode
sensor systems employing ladder arrays.
In single-m ode systems, modal noise will occur when two high loss splices or
connectors are located sufficiently close together that any power injected into the lossy
L P jj mode at the first splice is still significant upon reaching the second splice (as
shown in Fig. 1.7). The second splice, if sufficiently lossy, then acts as an
asymmetrical spatial filter on the LPqj-LPjj mixed mode field exiting the intersplice
fibre so that a low visibility two-propagation mode interferometer is effectively formed
between the two splices. In the presence of source mode partition noise (Section 1.2.2)
in multi-longitudinal mode lasers, or frequency instability in single-longitudinal mode
lasers, this imbalanced interferometer will then produce intensity noise on the optical
carrier. In multiplexed sensor systems with branching networks, the large number of
splices and connectors needed to incorporate couplers/splitters and their close proximity
(typically 1 - 2 m apart) means that modal noise might be a problem in practice.
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Following the analysis of [Sears et al., 1986], and in particular eqns. (1) and (2) of the
reference, modal noise to signal ratio

has been calculated in Fig. 1.8 for a single

pair of splices in a system with a depressed-cladding fibre, a laser mode partition
coefficient k=0.5 [Ogawa and Vodhanel, 1982] and a minimum operating wavelength
AX(min) nm above the maximum L P ^ cut-off wavelength. The figure shows that the
power penalty due to modal noise in a binary ON/OFF system operating at least 10 nm
above cut-off is small (<0.5 dB) provided that splice loss is kept below 1 dB and a
minimum splice spacing of 1 0 cm is observed which should be the case in practice
(most couplers are supplied with 1 m fibre pigtails so the minimum splice spacing w ül
be 1-2 m typically). The figure also shows that analogue intensity-modulated systems
requiring a measurement precision better than 1% will need to operate at least 50 nm
above cut-off (and with a maximum splice loss < IdB) if operation is to be unaffected
by modal noise.
Another form of modal noise in single-mode systems is polarisation modal noise. This
refers to intensity noise occurring at polarisation-selective com ponents (such as
polarisers and to a lesser extent fused couplers, misaligned connectors and tight bends)
when the carrier’s state of polarisation (SOP) is corrupted by externally-induced
birefringence and can only be eliminated by using polarisation-m aintaining fibre
(PMF).
Dispersion is not significant in most optical sensor systems as source modulation
bandwidths and transmission distances are usually much lower than those used in
communications systems. The most likely sensor system to be affected will be a
m ultim ode TDM system operating with high spatial range to resolution, as the
modulation rate could well be as high as 200 Mbits/s (for 1 m spatial resolution). In
[Midwinter, 1979] the power penalty in a binary intensity-modulated system (with
Gaussian pulse-shape and no mode coupling) due to fractional pulse dispersion c/T has
been approximated as:

PP = 1 2 8 (^ ]

(dB]

(1.19)

where:
a
T
Lmax

is the r.m.s. pulse-broadening [s].
is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the launched pulses [s].
is the maximum network length [m].

S
is the source equivalent bit rate (1/T) [bits/s].
BWD is the quoted bandwidth-distance product [Hz-m] of the fibre for the operating
source spectral width (BWD = 1/(2.AT/L) where AT/L [s/m] is the timedispersion of the fibre [see Gowar, 1983, Section 2.1.2].
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The power penalty of eqn. (1.19) is plotted in Fig. 1.9 and shows that for reasonable
efficiency (<1 dB penalty), c U must be less than 0.3 ie. S .L ^ ^ < 0.6(BW D). Most
GI fibres when operated with LED sources can provide a bandwidth-distance product
som ewhere in the range 400 MHz-km to 1 GHz-km [Gowar, 1983, Fig. 6 . 8 ]
depending on operating wavelength, so that dispersion will be significant in multimode
TDM systems when L ^^> 1.2 km for Im spatial resolution and when L ^ ^ > 1 2 km for
10m resolution; ie. when spatial range to resolution exceeds 1200.
problems will therefore be the exception rather than the rule.

D ispersion

1.2.4 Optical amplification noise.
Optical power budget calculations in this thesis will, where appropriate, consider only
one type of optical amplifier [Yamamoto and Mukai, 1989]; the rare-earth ion doped
fibre am plifier [Payne and Reekie, 1988]. This amplifier has been considered in
preference to other types due to the following advantages it offers:
(a) Excellent compatibility with other fibre-optic system components.
(b) Insensitivity of operation to input polarisation state.
(c) Very high small signal gains (up to 40 dB) at low noise figures (< 4 dB).
(d) Adequate Gain-Bandwidth product for optical fibre sensing systems (5x10^^ Hz).
System modelling in this thesis will assume that intrinsic safety is a requirement which
will limit maximum optical power to as little as 10 mW [Hills, 1990]. As such, it will
be assumed that if optical amplifiers are incorporated within systems, they will be used
as preamplifiers immediately in front of the system receiver and not as power amplifiers
after the source (use as repeaters within sensor arms of a branching netw ork is
discounted on the grounds of cost). In the preamplifier role, the dominant noise source
will be spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise [Yamamoto and Mukai, 1989] which will
produce a mean square detector current of [Taylor, 1992]:
< 4

t> s p -s p =

4 .( n .e .M ) \N % ,.,g \B ^ .B ,,^

( 1 .2 0 )

where:
T|.e.M
N spont

is the overall detector responsivity in [A/(photon/s)].
is the spontaneous noise parameter given by N
= f/

f
g
B Qp^

is the noise figure (linear) of the optical amplifier,
is the optical power gain (linear) of the optical amplifier.
is the FWHM bandwidth [Hz] of the optical bandpass filter succeeding the

B

optical amplifier whose function it is to reduce spontaneous-spontaneous
beat noise.
is the noise bandwidth [Hz] of the detection system.
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2

where:

This relates to a single-sided noise spectral density in terms of predetection optical
power squared [W^/Hz] of:

m

< i ;del
„ > sp-sp _
/ f \ -----------

B „ „ [W V H z ]

( 1 .2 1 )

elect

where SR is the overall detector responsivity [A/W].
The theoretical minimum noise figure F [dB] (P=101ogjQ(f)) and optical gain G [dB]
(O = 1 0 1 ogjQ(g)) of erbium-doped fibre pre-am plifiers have been m odelled and
compared to experimental measurements in the literature [Olshansky, 1988]. The
results of this modelling are shown in Fig. 1.10 for fibre lengths in the range 0 to 15
m, an input signal power of 1 pW (at X=1.54 pm) and pump power of 100 mW . The
best performance is obtained with a co-propagating pump beam for which a noise
figure of 3.4 dB is predicted at a signal gain of 26 dB. This compares to a measured
noise figure of 5 dB at a gain of 30 dB for a commercially available 980 nm pumped
erbium-doped fibre amplifier (Pirelli Ampliphos OP-980-F) [Taylor, 1992].
A typical value for B^^^is 130 GHz (AX=lnm) for commercially available tunable
bandpass optical filters.
In systems modelled with optical preamplifiers, the measured performance of the Pirelli
device will be used; in the SNR expressions, the optical gain will obviously be applied
to the signal power terms and the mean optical power level P^^^ in the shot noise-onsignal terms and Ggp ^p(f) included in the noise term.

1.3 Spatially-multiplexed schemes.
These schemes use networks in which each sensor can affect the optical transmission in
a number of separate bus fibres. The combination o f fibres affected by sensor
activation is unique to each sensor and thus serves as a means of identification. These
schemes offer relatively low multiplexing gain and are generally only applicable to
binary (ON/OFF) sensing.
The most common schemes are those based on a matrix of fibres, as shown in Fig.
1.11(a) and (b). In the simplest case, Fig. 1.11(a), each sensor would be a microbend
loss modulator acting on a pair of separate row and column identifying fibres. By
using a low sensor ON-state loss, multi-level detection of the transmission in each array
fibre will indicate when the number of activated sensors in that row or column changes.
By using appropriate logic operating on all detector outputs, the state of every sensor
on the network can be monitored. Whilst the sensor design is straightforward in this
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scheme, an ambiguity problem can occur when two or more sensors are activated
'simultaneously'. This problem arises because the detection of transmission change in
the row and column fibres of an activated sensor will occur at slightly different times as
a result of the finite rate of change of sensor loss and differences in the lead loss
between matrix fibres (giving rise to a 'transition-tim e'). If two sensors (eg.S 2 2 and
S 3 3 ) are activated within this time scale, the possibility exists that transmission change
may be detected in a sequence such as C2, R3, C3, R2 with the erroneous decision that
sensors S 2 3 and S 3 2 have been activated. This problem restricts this system to
applications requiring either single-event detection (eg. area surveillance) or those
requiring simply the number and/or the centroid of many events (eg. tactile sensing
[Jenstrom and Chen, 1989], [Chao and Neudeck, 1990]).
This ambiguity problem can be overcome by using sensors which couple light between
row and column fibres as shown in Fig. 1.11(b) [see UK Patent Application 89174528/24]. In this case row-scanning allows every activated sensor in the network to
be discriminated using simple binary detection on the column fibres. The num ber of
sources and detectors is now halved but at the expense of increased sensor complexity.
The main application area is in keyboard design but could be applied to analogue or
digital force or displacement measurement.
A more fibre-efficient scheme, shown in Fig. 1.11(c), is to route all bus fibres to each
sensor (eg. using a ribbon cable) so that the maximum possible num ber of output
combinations can be accessed. In the scheme shown, N sensors could be supported
using only log 2 (N + l) fibres as compared to 2Vn for the matrix schemes. The system
would operate in a similar way to the uncoupled matrix system using m ulti-level
detection when more than one event must be detected, but would suffer ambiguity if
two or more sensors activate within the maximum 'transition-time'.

1.4 Tem porally-m ultiplexed systems.
In this section, systems equations will be derived for binary intensity-modulated TDM
and FDM systems which together with the noise analysis of Section 1.2 will allow the
maximum multiplexing capacities of practical systems to be estimated.
These systems are all based on temporal multiplexing and hence use fibre networks
which provide a unique retum-time delay (from source to detector) for each sensor
element. These networks include serial arrays based on reflectometry (see Section 2.2)
and parallel (branching) arrays (eg. transmissive and reflective star and ladder arrays)
em ploying optical pow er splitting devices and fibre delay lines (see Fig. 1.12).
Proposed multiplexing schemes, suitable for analogue and digital intensity-modulating
sensors alike, include [Kersey and Dandridge, 1988]:
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1. Pulsed (or standard) TDM [Nelson and McMahon, 1981].
2. Correlation (or enhanced) TDM [Mlodzianowski et al., 1988].
3. Sub-carrier phase detection at multiple sub-carrier frequencies [Mlodzianowski
et al., 1987].
4. FDM schemes such as FMCW [Sakai, 1986].
5. CDM using preset or scanning path-matching interferometers and a low
coherence source [Brooks et al., 1985].
For brevity, this section will only study the most commonly applied schemes detailed in
1, 2 and 4 above.

1.4.1 Standard TDM.
This is the optical analogue of pulsed radar operation and is a commonly applied
multiplexing scheme in sensor systems [Nelson and McMahon, 1981]. A typical
system is shown in Fig. 1.12(a) which uses a balanced^ transmissive ladder array to
support Ng sensors. The network employs fibre delay lines, assumed to be of equal
physical length 5L [m], to introduce a differential tim e delay Ôt = 2 n ^ .6 L /c [ s ]
between sensor returns (n ^ is the effective index of the core) thus enabling temporal
multiplexing. For the standard TDM case, assume that the system source launches a
pulse of light of peak power

[W] and full width

[s] into the netw ork thus

producing a train of pulses at the receiver which are intensity-modulated by individual
sensors. After the complete frame of length Xj=Ng.5t [s] has been returned, the source
injects the next interrogating pulse into the network. By ensuring Xp^Ôt and using a
receiver with a front-end bandwidth B^^>l/(28t) [Hz], the state of any sensor on the
network can be independently determined by appropriate gating, averaging and slicing
of the receiver output. The worst-case optical SNR of a single return pulse from an
activated sensor will be:
SN R „ = ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ( 1

2 2

)

where:
kn^(Ng)

is the network (power) transmission level from source to detector through
the most lossy sensor arm of a network supporting N^ sensors and
incorporates relevant power penalty and power margin terms.

^ The term 'balanced' will be used to describe networks which have been arranged, by judicious
choice of coupler split-ratio, to return equal power from each sensor element when in the ON state;
such networks allow maximum multiplexing capacity to be achieved in power-budget limited systems.
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Supposing that a system response time to sensor state changes of

[s] is required

(corresponding to a measurement bandwidth of B^=l/(2Xj.) [Hz]) then the receiver can
average over

received frames to obtain each sensor state estimate where, for the

aforementioned conditions:

Averaging improves the detected optical SNR by a factor

so that for the minimum

receiver bandwidth case (B =l/(20t)) this gives an SNR at the slicer input of:

SN R

= ______________________________________________

(1.24)

1 .4 .2 Correlation TDM.
In this scheme the system source is intensity modulated with a pseudo-random binary
sequence generated, for example, by a Linear-Feedback Shift-Register (LFSR). As
shown in Fig. 1.12(a), the other system components and requirements are identical to
the standard TDM case. The signal returns from activated sensors are isolated by
electrically correlating the receiver output with an appropriately delayed version of the
pseudo-random binary sequence. For a maximal-length sequence of repeat length
Ny= 2 " ^ - 1 bits (generated by an m-bit shift register), the auto-correlation function of the
code will be 1 at zero delay and 1/Ny when delay exceeds one bit duration [Everard,
1987] so that with large Ny and a bit duration less than the minimum inter-sensor delay,
the system can effectively isolate individual sensor returns. The advantage of the
scheme over standard TDM is that the source now operates with a 50% duty-cycle so
mean detected power levels are substantially increased.
Assuming that the source coherence length Lg«6 L, the sensor beams returning to the
receiver will be mutually incoherent so that the total mean detected power (to be used in
Gg.g shot(O) from a balanced network will be:

Popt=

N ,.k _ (N .).P ,
"

(1.25)

2

The mean detected signal power from an activated sensor being interrogated will be
kn^(N^).PL/2 giving a detected SNR at the slicer input of:
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SNR = --------------------ËiüLiNiiL-----(G „ „ .(f) + G.„.,<,.(f) + G ,„ ^ .J f ) )

(1.26)
.2 ( B J

Comparison with eqn. (1.24) shows that this scheme provides an SNR improvement
over standard TDM of a factor (VNj)/2 when the dominant noise source is signalindependent but no improvement for the shot noise-on-signal limited case (due to
higher P„p,).

1 .4 .3 FDM (FMCW).
This scheme provides a Frequency-Division Multiplexed (FDM) system output from
the sensor network by use of the FMCW technique [Economou et al., 1986]. The
technique generates subcarrier (or beat) frequencies passively by operating imbalanced
interferometers with a CW coherent source whose optical frequency is continuously
ramped (usually by direct (current) modulation). Let the instantaneous angular
frequency (ùjit) of the optical field emitted by the source be:
Cû,(t) = Cûc+ 2 a t

for ~ T / 2 < t < T / 2

(1.27)

where:
(i)g

is the source centre (angular) frequency [rads/s]

a
T

is half the rate of change of angular frequency during the ramp [rads.s’^J
is the period [s] of the sawtooth modulation of the source frequency and
current.

Suppose that the source is coupled to a Mach-Zehnder fibre interferom eter of path
im balance Tj [s] ^ , one arm of which contains a binary (O N /O FF) intensitymodulating sensor and the other serves as the reference path. The electric field of the
source beam (ignoring phase noise and intensity-modulation resulting from direct
modulation) can be expressed as:

Eg(t)= Eg.Cos((Ogt + a.t^ + *(0))
for-T /2< t< T /2

(1.28)

where E^ is the maximum field strength and <()(0) the phase at time t=0. The field at the
interferometer output, assuming maximum fringe visibility, will then be:

^ Assume Tj «

(x^ : source coherence time) so that source phase noise can be ignored.
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Ed(t) = E„.(T/^.Cos(co,t + cct^ + <l)(0)) + Si.T;^.Cos(co,(t-Tj + a(t-Xd)^ + <|>(0)))
for-T /2<t< T /2
(1.29)
where:
Tj.,Tg

are the power transmission levels from source to detector via the reference

Sj

and signal arms respectively.
is the state of the sensor (Sj=l (ON); Sj=0 (OFF)).

The optical power detected at the receiver, P j(t), will be proportional to < E^(t) >
(where <> denotes averaging over the receiver rise time), giving:

Pd«(t)“=P, +S..P. +S,.Pp.Cos(2ax^.t + 0) ,.t , - a x ^ )
for-T /2<t< T /2

(1.30)

where:
P ,Pg

represent the power levels reaching the detector via the reference and
sensing arms alone, respectively.

Pp = 2 .^P,.Pg is the peak power of the subcarrier.
Eqn. (1.30) shows that the detected power contains an ON/OFF Keyed (OOK)
subcarrier at a frequency set by the product of the rate of change of source optical
frequency and the interferometer time imbalance.
The scheme has the potential for supporting more than one sensor from a single source
by using a network in which each sensor is associated with a reference path at a unique
imbalance; in this way each sensor will generate an OOK subcarrier at a unique
frequency resulting in a Frequency-Division Multiplexed (FDM) system output. Three
types of network are applicable:
1. Parallel network with a single reference arm (see Fig. 1.12(b)).
2. Parallel network with separate reference arms for each sensor.
3. Transmissive Serial Array (TSA).
These netw ork configurations have been reviewed in [Sakai, 1986] in term s of
crossterm frequency generation (resulting from the beating of undesirable path pairs)
and the resulting optical power efficiency. This reference indicates that where more
than 1 0 sensors are to be multiplexed, a parallel network should be used preferably
with a separate reference path for each sensor. This configuration (1.) allows
crossterms to be eliminated (by spacing successive sensor branches by more than the
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source coherence length) and allows subcarrier frequencies to be evenly spaced
(preferably at multiples of the ramp frequency to simplify the detected spectrum, which
also allows maximum sensor capacity for a given source coherence length) with the
only disadvantage being the need for four 2 x 2 couplers per sensor rather than two in
the other netw ork configurations. This configuration will be considered in the
modelling.
After synchronous AM demodulation, the SNR at the decision stage can be shown to
be:

S N R = : ^ = ----------------------- h l E K ----------_

where

—

(1.31)

the shot noise-on-signal term in the worst case of all (N^)

sensors being activated. Incorporating the transmission through each arm of the sensor
interferometers with the network transmission level k^^(Ng) gives:

p

(1.32)

where:
Tgpi

is the splice transmission level (above eqn. assumes two splices in each

Tg

interferometer arm).
is the coupler excess loss

[+ ve dB] expressed as a transmission ratio via.

7^=1
is the optical power [W] launched by the source into the network.
and the factor of 4 accounts for the 3 dB loss in the splitting and combining couplers of
each sensor interferometer.
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1 .4 .4 Estim ating the maximum ON/OFF sensor capacities o f Standard
TDM, Correlating TDM and FDM system s.
The next section will model the network loss of temporally-multiplexed fibre networks
to permit the maximum sensor capacities of TDM and FDM systems to be estimated in
Section 1.4.4.2.

1 .4 .4 .1

Parallel network loss study.

This section will investigate the per sensor network losses of the two most common
types of optical fibre network used in temporally-multiplexed OPS systems:
1. The star-configured network (Fig. 1.13).
2. The ladder network (Fig. 1.14).
The modelling will consider the case where both networks are balanced (ie. by
judicious choice of coupler split ratio, each will provide the same network loss for all
the sensors, to give maximum sensor capacity) and will investigate both transmissive
and reflective cases. The following component excess losses will be assumed:

SYSTEM QUALITY.

COUPLER EXCESS
LOSS/dB

SPLICE LOSS / dB.

IDEAL

0

0

HIGH

0.1

0.1

MEDIUM

0.5

0.3

LOW

1

0.3

Table 1.2. Component grades used in system modelling.
All assume zero fibre loss.

The following assumptions have been made:
1. Fibre loss is negligible throughout the system.
2. There are two splices between successive couplers to accommodate the fibre
delay lines.
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3. Couplers can have coupling ratios in the range 1% to 50% (the range of
commercially-available single-mode fused couplers).
4. All sensors on the network have the same ON-state loss.
5. In transmissive versions of each network, couplers on the return bus w ill have
identical split ratios to the corresponding couplers on the drop (outward) bus.
This will minimise the overall network loss [Prewett, 1989, A ppendix 4,
Section 1.1.1].
6

. In reflective ladder arrays, the coupler nearest the source should, if reciprocal,
have a coupling ratio of k=0.5 in order to minimise the network loss (a case of
maximising k(l-k)). This coupler may be the first stage of the array or may be
additional. As such, reflective ladder arrays will have a network loss 6 dB
higher than that shown in Figs. 1.16-1.18 for the transmissive ladder. If the
network is multimode, this loss penalty can be reduced to <1 dB by using a
non-reciprocal coupler [Boughton et al., 1987] for the first stage.

7. In the star-configured network, all couplers will be assumed to be symmetrical
(ie. they will provide an equal coupling ratio to each output fibre).
The network loss to be calculated will be the maximum optical loss [in dBs] between
source and detector fibres through an individual sensor path, assuming that the sensor
excess loss is zero (ie. the sensor is either fully reflective or transm issive, as
appropriate).
The case of the star-configured network (Fig. 1.13) is straightforw ard, with the
network loss NL [+ve dB] being given by:
N L = 2 ( 3 + L ,+ L ,p,)H

(1.33)

where:
Lg

is the coupler excess loss [+ve dB]

Lgpj

is the spiice loss [+ve dB]

H

is the number of coupler stages (Ng=2^;

is the number of sensors).

Substituting H=(logjo(Ng)/logio(2)) in eqn. (1.33) gives:
NL =6.64(3 + L , + L ,p,).log,,(N J

(1.34)

which will be used to estimate the network loss for all integer values of N^ (ie. when
couplers other than 2 x 2 are used).
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System quality:

Network Loss NL / dB

Ideal

NL = 20 logio(Ns) dB

High Quality

NL = 21.3 logio(Ns) dB

Medium Quality

NL = 25.2 logio(Ns) dB

Low Quality

NL = 28.6 logio(Ns) dB

Table 1.3. Estimated network losses of star configured networks
with various grades of component (see Table 1.2).
For ladder networks, the network loss is calculated iteratively by dividing the network
into a series of identical stages (Fig. 1.14). Starting from the furthest sensor, the
transmission through the stage T(0) (as shown in Fig. 1.14) is given by:
(1.35)

T ( 0 )= T _ .T .^,
where:
Tson

is the ON-state sensor transmission/reflection ratio (P^^/P^).

Tspi

is the transmission ratio of each fibre splice (Pou/Pin)-

For each upstream stage in succession, the coupling ratio k(N) of the coupler C n is
calculated such that sensors S n and S n +i return equal optical power to the system
receiver when in the ON-state (Fig. 1.15), via:

(1.36)

This will be subject to k(N) ^ 0.01 in the modelling as noted in assumption (c). Next
the transm ission through the N^^ stage for activated sensors supplied by the next
downstream coupler will be calculated from:
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T (N )= T(N - 1).T.;,.T/.(1 -k ( N ) )

(1.37)

where:
Tg

is the coupler excess loss

[+ve] expressed as a transmission ratio via.

Eqns. (1.36)-(1.37) are derived in this way so that when coupling ratios are
constrained to being > 0 .0 1 , the calculated network loss corresponds to the most lossy
sensor paths in the network. Eqns. (1.36) and (1.37) are then repeatedly solved for
each stage in the ladder network to give the final network transmission ratio from which
the network loss is calculated.
It is found that the values of the coupling ratios in balanced ladder arrays are
independent of the chosen sensor ON-state loss (this is evident from eqns. (1.35)(1.37)). As a result, network losses can simply be derived by iteratively calculating the
network loss for the lossless sensor case (Tg^^=l) using eqns. (1.35)-(1.37) above
(which has been done in Figs. 1.16-1.18) and adding to this the specific sensor loss
[dB] in each case. This is true for star and ladder networks alike.
Figs. 1.16-1.18 shows how the network excess losses (ie. less sensor ON-state loss)
for star and ladder networks vary with the total number of sensors supported (Ng) for
each grade of system studied (see Table 1.2). Table 1.4 below details approximating
equations for ladder network loss.

System Grade.

High Grade

Network Loss Approximation
(for the interval l<Ns<100).
[R: correlation coefficient]
NL= 5.952 Ns'^0.553 dB

Estimated maximum error
of approximating function
for l<Ns<100.
±2dB

[R= 0.997]
Medium Grade

NL= 4.812 Ns'^0.788 dB

±4dB

[R= 0.998]
Low Grade

NL= 4.846 Ns'^0.837 dB

±4dB

[R= 0.999]

Table 1.4. Approximating equations for ladder network loss for various grades
of network component (see Table 1.2).
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It is clear that the star-configured network is by far the most power efficient network
when large numbers of sensors are to be supported (Ng>10). Other factors are
obviously to be considered in practice when choosing a netw ork type such as
minimising the total amount of fibre required (favouring a reflective ladder network
with a ring cable-routing topology) and the tolerance required to fibre breaks (favouring
star or mesh networks).
In practice, it is likely that large networks will use a combination of different network
types. For example a building complex might use a star network to supply each
building, feeding into ladder arrays to supply each floor within each building, feeding
into star or ladder arrays to supply each sensor within each floor. Strategies to
m aximise the total sensor capacities of these m ultiple array systems have been
investigated [Prewett, 1989, Appendix 4, Section 1.2.2]. In short, for networks
consisting of only the star structure there is no maximisation strategy. For networks
containing only the ladder structure, the network loss is minimised by ensuring that the
sizes of every array (at every level) are equal. For networks containing both star and
ladder structures, network loss is minimised by using the smallest possible ladder size.

1 .4 .4 .2 Sensor capacity calculations and results.
This section will estimate maximum sensor capacities of TDM and FDM systems using
the system SNR equations calculated in Sections 1.4.1-1.4.3, the netw ork losses
calculated in Section 1.4.4.1 and the following assumptions:
1. The whole system uses single-mode optical fibre components and operates at a
wavelength of 1.55 pm. This thesis generally models systems operating in the first
communications window (^=800-850 nm) due to the abundance of high quality,
low cost and reliable opto-electronic and fibre optic components. However, the
modelling in this section will incorporate fibre pre-amplifiers the most successful of
which (erbium doped) operate in the third communications window (X~1.55 pm).
2. Transmissive star and ladder configured networks are used based on ideal, high,
medium and low grade components as detailed in Table 1.2. The differential
fibre delay-line length between successive sensors in TDM systems is assumed to
be 10m. Sensor excess loss and fibre loss are assumed to be zero.
3. The peak launch power of the system is 10 mW (the estimated intrinsic safety limit
[Hills, 1990]).
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4. System response times to sensor activation will be in the range 0.001 to Is (i e.
measurement bandwidths of 1000 to 1 Hz) to cover control, essential monitoring
and security applications.
5. The detector is an avalanche photo-diode (M itsubishi PD8XX1 series), with
performance parameters as detailed in Table 1.1. The electrical pream plifier is
assumed to be BJT-based for TDM systems and FET-based for FDM systems, with
both having a linear noise figure of 2 (from Fig. 1.4).
6

. Systems will be modelled with and without an optical pre-amplifier. This will be
assumed to be an erbium-doped fibre pre-amplifier (with co-propagating pump
beam) providing an optical gain of 30 dB at a noise figure of 5 dB (see Section
1.2.4). The optical bandpass filter is assumed to have a FWHM = 1 nm.

7. A Bit Error Ratio (BER) of < 10"^ which requires an SNR (peak signal voltage to
r.m.s. noise voltage) at the decision instant > 1 2 .
8

. A power margin of 10 dB will be incorporated in the optical power budget.

In each case the optimum APD gain will be calculated to maximise detected SNR (ie.
the thermal noise level, referred to the receiver's optical input, will be brought down to
the level of the shot noise-on-signal or shot noise-on-dark current, whichever is the
larger).
Results of the modelling are detailed in tabular form in Figs. 1.19-1.21. The following
observations can be drawn from these results:
1. As expected from the network loss study of Section 1.4.4.1, use of the starconfigured optical network improves the estimated maximum sensor capacity of
practical (lossy) systems substantially from the ladder network case, the improvement
being typically 2 0 - 1 0 0 fold.
2. For the assumed system parameters, correlation TDM offers the highest sensor
capacities followed closely by FDM (FMCW) with standard TDM being substantially
poorer. The differences in maximum sensor capacity between the schem es is
pronounced in the case of the star-configured network and negligible in the ladder
network case. This is due to the dramatic increase in ladder network loss when the
numbers of sensors exceeds 10 (see Figs. 1.16 to 1.18).
3. The results indicate that use of the fibre pream plifier offers no capacity
im provem ent in the standard TDM case and moderate to high im provem ent in
correlation TDM and FDM (FMCW) systems when both use star networks.
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In these cases, the improvement is approximately 80% (30%) for high grade systems
with B^=1000 Hz (1 Hz) and 20% for low grade systems with B^=1000 Hz,
At first it seems surprising that the optical preamplifier (with a gain of 30 dB) does not
offer an increase in sensor capacity in the standard TDM system. The main reason for
this is because the noise floor, formerly dominated by shot noise-on-dark-current,
increases by a factor of 2,400 (in terms of optical power and for the stated conditions)
when spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise is introduced by the optical pre-am plifier
whilst the detected optical signal power only improves by a factor of 1 0 0 0 (the linear
gain of the preamplifier. The noise figure of the optical preamplifier in the Standard
TDM case (expressed as the ratio of optical signal-to-(quantum) noise at the input to the
optical signal-to-(spontaneous-spontaneous beat) noise at the output is as high as 1 0 0 0
(30 dB) indicating little benefit in using optical pre-amplifiers in this system.
In the correlation TDM and FDM (FMCW) systems, the shot noise-on-signal level is
much higher than in the standard TDM case due to the higher mean optical power levels
at the receiver and generally this will be the dominant noise source when optical
amplifiers are not used. However, as borne out in the results, shot noise-on-darkcurrent commonly dominates when the ladder network is used because of the markedly
different way in which k^^ varies with
compared to the star-configured network
(G^ig

(kg^.Ng) in these two systems, so that for the same maximum network

loss (minimum k^^), Gg^g g)^Q^(f) will be lower for the ladder case from Figs. 1.161.18).
In all cases when the optical preamplifier is used, spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise
is the dominant noise source (by 1-3 orders in optical power terms) when systems are
at maximum sensor capacity. Since the optical power of both the detected signal and
the spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise scale with optical preamplifier gain (linear),
there is no further SNR (and sensor capacity) advantage in increasing optical
pream plifier gain (eg. by cascading stages) beyond the point when spontaneousspontaneous beat noise becomes dominant.
4. The results indicate very favourable multiplexing potential in all systems using the
star-configured network, with capacities in excess of 140. Results are disappointing
for the ladder network in all but the high grade component case. In general, the starconfigured network is favoured for redundancy and simple installation (with 1:N
splitters/combiners greatly reducing the number of field splices required) whilst savings
in fibre and armouring favour the ladder network with a ring cable-routing topology.
5. In the case of correlation TDM and FDM (FMCW) systems using star-configured
networks, sensor capacities could in practice be in the region of 1 0 0 0 with careful use
of low loss couplers and splices and with good termination, which is encouraging.
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1.5. W avelength-division m ultiplexed system s.
Passive and active WDM techniques have been extensively investigated for both
communications and sensing applications. The reference [Senior and Cusworth, 1988]
provides an excellent account on unwanted spectral effects in fibre-optic components
(fibres, connectors, couplers, sources and detectors) whilst a latter publication [Senior
and Cusworth, 1989] concentrates on wavelength multiplexing and demultiplexing
devices.
O f principal interest to OFS networks are the passive WDM devices. M ost devices
marketed to date are simple two channel multiplexers/demultiplexers (Xj=1300 nm,
^2=1550 nm) based on directional couplers and are of limited interest to sensor
applications. For large numbers of channels, WDM m ultiplexers/dem ultiplexers
generally are based on diffraction gratings providing up to 1 0 - 2 0 channels (prisms are
too bulky for OFS applications with this number of channels). WDM devices need to
be carefully engineered to limit inter-channel crosstalk and insertion loss in the intended
environment, with the final cost, numbers of channels and perform ance resting
critically on how well this is done. As a result of this and because o f the lack of
commercial WDM devices on which to base modelling, this project has not investigated
WDM in any great depth (only in the case of serial schemes; see Sections 2.4.1.1 and
2.4.2.2).

1 .6 .

C onclusions.

This chapter has reviewed the various noise sources affecting OFS systems, spatial
m ultiplexing schemes and the application of TDM and FDM to parallel sensor
networks. OFS systems based on parallel networks and TDM /FDM have good
m ultiplexing potential in single-mode technology but suffer the disadvantage of
effectively requiring two (four) 2 x 2 couplers per sensor in reflective (transmissive)
geometries. Being expensive components (minimum £25 each (1992)), couplers are
seen to make the use of parallel networks for simple ON/OFF sensors uneconomic in
most civil applications. In multimode technology, there are other options to the use of
fused or waveguide couplers such as the bent fibre coupler [Cheshmehdoost, 1989]
and the Ensign-Bickford tap for hard clad silica fibre (this tap removes a small area of
cladding from the bus fibre and positions and bonds the coupled fibre appropriately to
it). Both taps have been reviewed in the M.Phil/Ph.D transfer thesis [Prewett, 1989].
These are substantially cheaper and simpler to install in the field than the fused coupler
though have higher excess losses which seriously limits maximum sensor capacity.
The optimum solution envisaged for ON/OFF sensors is to provide a serial sensor
network based on a single bus fibre which does not require directional couplers;
options for realising such a system will be reviewed in the next chapter.
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1.7 Figures for Chapter 1
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High Power LED eg. Opto
Diode Corp. OD-100;

. Perspex mixer

/ rod.
/ . Index-matching gel

Po(CW) up 100 mW!

Reference channels (for
m ulti-level sensors)

etc.
Small
Micro
computer
ON/OFF or multi-level intensitymodulating sensors with fibre
guides for quick bonding.
Bonded and polished bundle o f 100/140
MMF (up to 64 channels with IS 32).

Op tic RAM eg.
Micron Tech. Inc. IS 32.

Fig. 1.1 Low cost unmultiplexed scheme for ON/OFF or few-level
sensors based on an Optical RAM detector.
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Fig. 1.2 Circuit diagram of a transim pedance receiver.
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Fig. 1.3 Noise model of a low impedance receiver.
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Fig. 1.4 Low impedance receiver noise perform ance.
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Fig. 1.11 Spatial multiplexing schemes.
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Fig. 1.12 Temporally-multiplexed schemes.
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Fig. 1.13 Model of reflective star-configured fibre network.
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Fig. 1.14 Model of reflective ladder- configured fibre network.
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Fig. 1.15 Coupling ratios required in balanced lad d er netw orks
with various com ponent grades (see Table 1.2).
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Fig. 1.16 Estim ated netw ork losses of s ta r and ladder netw orks
with high grade components.
Assumes zero fibre and sensor losses, 0.1 dll coupler excess loss and 0.1 dll splice loss.
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Fig. 1.17 Estim ated network losses of star and ladder networks
with medium grade components.
Assumes zero fibre and sensor losses, 0.5 dB coupler excess loss and 0.3 dB splice loss.
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Fig. 1.18 Estim ated network losses of star and ladder networks
with low grade components.
Assumes zero fibre and sensor losses, 1 dB coupler excess loss and 0.3 dB splice loss.
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(b) STAR NETWORK (WITH OPTICAL PREAMPLIFIER).
All spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise limited; optimum detector; PIN.
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(d) LADDER NETWORK (WITH OPTICAL PREAMPLIFIER).
All spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise limited; optimum detector: PIN.

Fig. 1.19 Estimated sensor capacities of passive ON /O FF sensing
systems based on standard TDM and parallel netw orks for various
grades of network component (see Table 1.2).
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Fig. 1.20 Estimated sensor capacities of passive ON/OFF sensing
systems based on correlation TDM and parallel networks for various
grades of network component (see Table 1.2).
Figures in bold indicate a sensor capacity increase through use of an optical preamplifier.
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(b) STAR NETWORK (WITH OPTICAL PREAMPLIFIER).
All spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise limited; optimum detector: PIN.
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(d) LADDER NETWORK (WITH OPTICAL PREAMPLIFIER).
All spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise limited; optimum detector: PIN.

Fig. 1.21 Estimated sensor capacities of passive ON /O FF sensing
systems based on FDM (FMCW) and parallel netw orks for various
grades of network component (see Table 1.2).
Figures in bold indicate a sensor capacity increase through use of an optical preamplifier.
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1.8 A ppendices for Chapter 1.
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Appendix 1.1
M anufacturers o f passive optical ON/OFF sensors and networks.
Netw orks:
Manufacturer:

Network (status):

OPTOFRA

FRASCAN (Prod)

Configuration:
40 ch. WDM (805-925 nm), star n/w TX/RX

Framatome div

Max. sensor loss 5 dB @ 1 KHz bandwidth

Tour Fiat - Cedex 16

(-37 dB inter-channel cross-talk).

F-92084 Paris la Defense
France
Photonetics

OPTONET (prelim.) TDM - reflective star.

52 Av. de l'Europe
F-78160 Marly-le-Roi
France

Sensors:
Manufacturer:

Sensor Name

Performance;

Configuration:

or Type:
Bertin & Co.,BP 22

FIBROSTAT (Prod) 0-200®C thres.

Refl.(Wax probe)

F-13762 Les Milles Cedex

(ON/OFF temp)

1®C acc., 1 sec

50/125 or 100/140 MMF

response time,

(intended for OPTONET

>12 dB ON/OFF

or FRASCAN)

France

ratio.
Cegelec

Proximity switch

5 Av. Newton

(dev)

Ferromagnetic effect.

F-92142 Clamait
France

Thermostat

+20 +80®C

Refl.(Wax probe)&

(dev)

-40 +20®C thres.

Curie point.

ranges.

Pressure switch

Optical microswitch with

(dev)

manometric capsule.
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Manufacturer:

Sensor Name

Performance:

Configuration:

or Type:
Soundek OY

Temperature

thresholds of 56,

Refl.(Wax probe)

Otaniemi Science Park

switch (prod)

105orll5®C.

EB HCS MMF

Tekniikantie 17

>20 dB ON/OFF

02150 Espoo, Finland

ratio.
FTOERDEK (prod)

One use (screw on

Spill detector for

replacement reagent) Extra fibre or EB HCS

general hydrocarbons 0-40°C temp range.

Refl.change.Twin ESKA

12-sensor alarm centre

(inc.diesel oils) plus resp. time 1-3 mins. available,
water det. available.
Liquid level switch

ESKA-ExtraorEB HCS

(prod)

fibre.

OILDEK (prod)

Not for permanent

Twin refl. probes (spaced

Oil/Water interface

installation.

apart) with differ, del.

detector probe.

0-40®C temp range.

Twin ESKA-Extra fibre.

Sick Optique Electronique

DSFO pressure mat

sens. 10 g/cm^

Bel. HERGALITE type

BP 42, F-77312Mame-la-

(prod)

resp. time 10 mS

fibre (see below).

Herga Electric Ltd.

Hergalite (prod)

-25 +65®C temp.

50/125 MMF with spiral

Northern Way,

Microbend loss

range. Max. sens.

wound pbending cord,

Bury St. Edmunds,

fibre for pressure

0.6 kg/cm for 10 dB

Suffolk, IP32 6NN

mats & vehicle

atten. change. Max.

bumpers.

load 50 kg/cm.

Vallee Cedex 2, France
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Chapter 2.
R eview o f Serial Sensor System s.
2.1 Introduction.
This chapter will investigate sensing schemes capable of independently determining the
states of a number of binary (ON/OFF) or multi-bit point sensors located serially on a
single bus fibre. The serial configuration offers a number of significant advantages.
Firstly, the need for optical power splitting components is avoided, which substantially
reduces cost, simplifies installation and in transmissive regimes improves the optical
power efficiency. Secondly, when intrinsic modulation is used, sensors can be of a
'clip-on' design allowing easy on-line installation and reconfiguration, with few
restrictions on their location along the fibre, other than a minimum sensor spacing set
by the spatial resolution of the interrogation system. Additionally, the topology may
reduce the total amount of optical fibre required and simplify cable-routing studies as
well as offering the potential for improved network fault-tolerance by the use of a
number of parallel (and redundant) fibres each serving the same sensors but having a
different routing plan (Fig. 2.1).
The chapter will briefly review distributed and quasi-distributed schemes proposed to
date, identifying those of particular relevance to binary point sensing. The limitations
on the maximum number of sensors supportable using currently available components
will be investigated for a number of systems based on common sets of system
requirem ents corresponding loosely to security, essential m onitoring and control
applications.
The first two application areas may only require the detection of a single event or
perhaps only a small number of simultaneous events from a large number of sensors.
This greatly simplifies and broadens the system possibilities and suitable schemes
capable of providing limited detection wiU be reviewed at the end of the chapter.
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2.2 Review of Distributed and Quasi-Distributed Sensing Schemes.
Table 2.1 summarises the system options for distributed and quasi-distributed sensing
which have been proposed (and in most cases demonstrated) to date. They functionally
divide into backscatter, transmissive bi-modal and bidirectional pulse/wave interaction
approaches in terms of the way in which spatial information about the measurand is
obtained or in the case of quasi-distributed measurement, the means by which sensors
are multiplexed.
One of the main factors which governs the suitability of a scheme for application in a
general point sensing system is the primary measurand on offer. As any general
sensing system will be required to measure a number of different measurands, there
must exist suitable sensing pathways to this primary or intermediary measurand for the
applications envisaged. The sensing options for interm ediaries of tem perature,
displacement, magnetic field and electrical parameters (voltage or current) have been
investigated (see Fig. 2.2). The best option is displacement, offering realistic sensing
pathways for a wide range of measurands and a reliable primary pathway in the form of
the m icrobend m odulator [Harmer, 1989], allow ing well controlled intensity
modulation in both single-mode and multi-mode sensing fibres. Using displacement
also enables a number of mechanical options to be used for adjusting threshold levels,
calibrating responses and manually testing the sensors.
Any backscatter-based distributed sensing scheme is capable o f detecting loss
discontinuities and therefore the states of numbers of serially-configured intensitymodulating sensors. Of the backscatter options, Rayleigh scattering is preferred as it
provides the highest return power (three orders higher than Spontaneous Raman
Scattering (SRS) without the need for excessive launch power (unlike SRS and
Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) which typically require 20-200mW). Section 2.3
will investigate the potential of Rayleigh-backscatter based OTDR in supporting
microbend sensors.
As Section 2.3 will show, a major drawback of backscatter techniques is the high
optical loss of the backscattering process which seriously limits operation at the high
interrogation rates demanded by applications such as process control. Distributed
sensing schemes which operate on the forward travelling wave only (henceforth to be
known as transmissive schemes) can offer the increased received power needed for
these applications but in order to provide time-resolved spatial information (or timedomain multiplexing) they must use a bimodal fibre. Systems developed to date use
either two-polarisation mode, two-propagation mode or two-core fibres and use either
frequency-domain (FMCW), coherence-domain, sub-carrier phase (for single-events
only) or spectral demodulation schemes. These options will be reviewed and their
limitations investigated in Section 2.4.2.
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Conflg.

R

Sensing
Mechanism
Rayleigh Backscatter
(Intensity Mod.)

Measurands

Fibre
Type

Primary

Secondary

Analogue:
Temp.
Analogue/
Digital:
Any loss Mech.

Many for
SM /
microbend
MM
(see fig.x) eg.
temp, press
humidity, fluid
level, switch
status. Using
PFM: Flow rate
Rotation rate
Velocity

egMicrobend
Macrobend
Radiationinduced loss

Demodulation
Schemes
Time - Domain
- standard
- correlation
Freq - domain
-FMCW
Coherence
Domain
- for short dist.

R

Fresnel reflection

Fault location
- Structural
integrity
monitoring
- Comms.

SM /
MM

As above

R

Anti-Stokes Ratio
Thermometry

Temperature

SM /
MM

Time-Domain
- Standard
- Correlation

R

Polarisation state
of Rayleigh B/scatter
(POTDR)
(Birefringence
modulation)

Strain, press
E-M field
temp.

SM

Pol. analysing
OTDR.

T

Propagation - mode
cross-coupling

Microbend
- Displacement
- Temp via
coatings

As above

SM

FMCW
Sub-carrier phase
mod. for single
events
Coherence Dom.
Spectral Mod.

T

Polarisation - mode
cross-coupling

Microbending
or Lateral
stress

As Above

PM

As above

T

Multi-core cross
coupling

As above plus
poss. elect. /
mag. / acoustic
field sensing
via. active glass
in intercore
region.

As above

MOF

As above

B iDirect

Pulse/Wave Raman
Interaction.
(Stimulated Raman
emission by a CW
depop. beam and a
pulsed pop. beam.)

Any measurand
causing pol.
rotation, eg.
long, strain
temp.
E-M fields

SM /
PM

extensive sig.
processing

B iDirect

Optical Kerr Effect

Temp.

PM

Unsuccessful

R/Bi

Stimulated Brillouin
Scattering

Temp.

SM /
PM

Demonstrated

T/Bi

Acoustic Wave Pol.
Mode coupling

Temp./S train

PM

Proposed

Table 2.1. D istributed and quasi-distributed sensing schemes.
References: [Rogers, 1987], [Rogers, 1988].
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Section 2.4.1 w ill review other transm issive schemes for supporting seriallyconfigured sensors on a single-channel bus fibre which use either wavelength or
spectral division multiplexing, sub-carrier frequency division multiplexing or intensitydivision multiplexing.
The provision of more spatial channels by using a number of bus fibres (eg. ribbon
cable) enables transm issive operation of a serial sensor array with many o f the
advantages of single fibre systems but avoiding the demodulation complexity demanded
by the bimodal approach. These options have been discussed in Section 1.3.

2.3 Rayleigh-Backscatter Optical Time-Domain Reflectometry (OTDR).
This section will investigate the capabilities of Rayleigh-backscatter based OTDR for
determining the states of binary microbend sensors deployed serially on a single fibre.
Sensors in these systems are designed to provide a small microbending loss in the
activated (ON) state and are lossless in the OFF state. The reference [Harmer, 1989]
discusses in some depth the many proposed sensors which use m icrobending. By
detecting discontinuities in the backscattered power from the bus fibre, an OTDR is
capable of determining which of a number of sensors are activated. To obtain such
information from the backscattering signature, OTDR generally use either a timedomain [Bam oski and Jensen, 1976], frequency-domain [M acDonald, 1981], or
coherence-domain [Youngquist et al., 1987] approach.
The time-domain schemes (OTDR) use high-speed source modulation to determine the
backscatter signature either directly from the system impulse response (in the case of
the standard pulsed operation [Bamoski and Jensen, 1976]) or by way of correlation at
RF frequencies (in the case of the enhanced OTDR [Everard, 1987]). Such schemes
are in commercial operation and allow high spatial resolution (typically 1 0 -0 . 1 m) at
reasonable cost (£5K-£20K), but with the disadvantages of poor optical dynamic range
(10-20 dB one-way) and slow operation (averaging times typically 1-100 secs) making
them unsuitable for process-control and some monitoring applications.
The frequency-domain approach (OFDR) uses a continuous-wave optical-frequency
ramped source to provide a frequency-mapped backscatter signature. This is achieved
by optically mixing the transmitted and backscattered signals whose instantaneous
optical frequency difference will be delay (and hence position) dependent. The scheme
offers higher spatial resolution than pulsed OTDR (down to cms) and puts less demand
on the speed of the electronics, but requires a highly coherent source, excellent
frequency ramp linearity and good source isolation to prevent mode hopping. As the
time-domain option provides adequate spatial resolution for most applications, this
option will not be considered further.
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The coherence-domain approach (OCDR) uses a short coherence length source and a
path matching interferometer to provide a spatial-mapping of the backscattered or
reflected signature with respect to the imbalance of the matching interferometer (see
Chapter 3). The scheme offers spatial resolution down to 10 jim but is limited in
maximum path imbalance to the scanning range of the path-matching interferom eter
(typically 0.5 m maximum) making it more suitable for transmissive bimodal operation
rather than for backscatter schemes.
The next section will investigate the limitations of the time-domain schemes based on
currently available electro-optic components.

2 .3 .1 Theory.
Consider the system shown in Fig. 2.1 comprising a bus fibre (either single-mode or
multi-mode) of length
[m], having a series of m microbend sensors (numbered
j= l to m) at positions Lj [m] from the OTDR end. Assume, for practicality, that sensors
have the same ON-state one-way transmission T^^ and can have a minimum spacing
equal to the spatial resolution of the system, ÔL [metres]. The latter constraint means
that the OTDR must determine sensor states from the ratio of backscattered power
returned from the fibre elements of length 5L immediately either side of each sensor.
By processing the ratio of these backscatter returns, rather than simply the difference,
the effects of common-mode fluctuations (arising from source power fluctuations and
upstream sensor losses) are eliminated.
An approach has been taken which allows simple comparison of both standard and
enhanced OTDR operating with either single-mode or multi-mode fibre. This involves
obtaining the backscatter signature from a single optical pulse input and accounting for
differences in averaging in the two systems by way of the gating duty-cycle of the
receiver. In this way, a common OTDR schematic diagram can be derived (Fig. 2.3) in
which only the characteristics of the gating signals differ in the two cases.
Assume an optical pulse of peak power

[W] and duration Tp [s] is launched and

propagates at a velocity c/n [m/s] in the bus fibre, where n is the effective index of the
core and c the speed of light in vacuum [m /s]. In travelling through an infinitesimal
fibre element length dL at L, a proportion a.dL of the transmitted pulse energy E-i<L) is
lost through absorption and scattering, where a [m‘ ^] is the absorption coefficient of
the fibre (a = 2.3E-4 x Fibre loss [dB/km] ). This gives rise to an exponential fall in
pulse energy in the homogeneous fibre sections.
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Thus:
E^(0 < L < L j)= E ^.exp(-aL )

(2.1)

where E^ = P^^.Tp. At the first sensor site L j, the pulse energy undergoes transmission
of unity if the first sensor is OFF (S j = 0) or

if ON(Sj = 1) so that:

E t (L, < L < L^) = E ,.(l - Sj.(l - I , J).e x p (-a L ,).e x p (-a (L - L J)

(2.2)

which simplifies to:
E ^( L, < L < L^) = E ,.(1 - S,.(1 - T _ )).ex p (-aL )

(2.3)

Extending to the whole fibre yields for all L:
E^(L) = E ,.e x p (-a L ).fl(l - S^.H(L - L .) . ( 1 - T J )

(2.4)

where H(x) is the unit step function. In the infinitesimal fibre element dL at L, a
proportion C of the absorbed or scattered energy is backscattered w ithin the
confinement angle of the fibre and hence is guided back to the receiver. The proportion
C is known as the backscatter capture fraction and will be discussed shortly. Thus, the
guided backscattered energy 5Ep(L) from the element is given by:
5ER(L) = adL .C .E T (L )

(2.5)

This energy is subject to the same attenuation in the return path as was suffered by the
transmitted energy so that the OTDR receives energy 6Ep^(2L) from the fibre element
given by:

6

E ^ (2L) = a.dL.C . E„.exp(-2a.L

- S^.H(L - L^Ml - T j } '

(2.6)

Observing that this energy is received after a time delay t [s] from the launch time,
where t = 2.n.L / c, the returned power Ppx(t) can be expressed as:

Prx( ') =

dt

2n

E „ ,e x p (-—
n

) . n { l - Sj.HCt - 2n.L
j-i

(2.7)
by substituting dL = c.dt /2n.
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As P rx( cx) « a.exp(-2aL ), received power is optimised by choosing a fibre with a =
l/(2Lmax)' which is now assumed to be the case. Assume also that a spatial resolution
or minimum sensor spacing ÔL [m] is required. Spatial resolution of the order Im shall
be assumed to be a common target for most industrial, building management and
security applications. In general, the transmitted pulse width
must be less than
2n.5L/c [s] if the backscattered signal is to be insensitive to transmitted pulse shape
[Rogers, 1987 p. 11], but for this analysis the maximum value for
will be assumed
to give an overestimate of detected power (for the case of a power-limited source).
Incorporating these changes in eqn. (2.7) and adding the two-way transmission of the
2x2 fused coupler of 1/4 yields a backscatter signal:

Pkx (t) =

{l - S^.H(t - 2n.L

For multi-mode fibre, the backscatter capture fraction

- Tj f

(2.8)

is given by [Anritsu Technical

Review, 1987]:
n ^ —n^
C„ = - Ÿ - r ^

(2.9)

where:
n^Q
core refractive index
^co
n^l

cladding refractive index

with a typical value being 5E-3 (n^^ = 1.475, n^,j = 1.46), whilst for single-mode fibre
the backscatter capture fraction Cg is approximately:

where:
X

wavelength [m]
spot size of beam [m]

with a typical value at 830 nm of 6E-4 (n ^ = 1.45,W^ = 4.5 [tm).
The limits on the maximum numbers of activated sensors supportable will be imposed
by the detected signal to noise ratio necessary to meet the specified maximum bit error
ratio. The chief noise sources in the system will arise from the photodetector and pre
amplifier stage in the receiver. A quick calculation of the maximum received power
from the above equations shows levels in the sub-nanowatt region implying the need
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for an avalanche photodiode to provide signal amplification above thermal noise levels
(typ. of order 10 pW /

for

= lKf2).

For an APD, the signal photocurrent will be:

I.(t) =

! 2 n L ^ ) .f t { l - Sj.H (t - 2 n .L j/cX (l - T „ )} '
j- 1

"V

(2.11)
where:
T|
M

unmultiplied quantum efficiency
multiplication factor

V

o p tic a l fre q u e n c y

In addition, is the noise current arising from signal induced shot noise (b), dark current
induced shot noise (a) and thermal noise (c) associated with the input / load resistance
R l of the stage. Ignoring pre-amplifier noise, the mean square APD noise current will
be given by [Gowar, 1983, Chpt.14]:

< lLnp..>=|2e[ I, + ^ . < P ,* (t)> ].F (M ).M H i^ |.B ,.
I

h.D

(a)

Rl j

(b)

(c)

(2 . 1 2 )

where:
Ij
bulk dark current
<P^^> average optical signal power
F(M) noise figure at gain M
k
Boltzmann constant
T
Temperature [K]
front-end receiver bandwidth (of the photodiode / pre-amplifier stage) [Hz]
It is possible now to define a signal to noise ratio at the pre-amplifier output in the form
of a current ratio
such that:

K „ (t) = - r =

^

(2.13)

input ^

SNR has been derived in terms of the peak-to-rms optical SNR rather than as an rms
electrical power ratio because this term is related directly to Bit Error Ratio (BER) (see
[Gowar, 1983, Fig. 15.8]).
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To interrogate the sensors in the system both types of OTDR will sequentially analyse
the level of backscattering arising from the upstream and downstream fibre elements
(Fig. 2.1) associated with each sensor. In the standard OTDR, a simple gating
operation is used to sample the backscattered power from each element giving for the
n^^ sensor's fibre elements, a sample SNR of K p^(2n.Lyc), ignoring the small
difference in signal power between the upstream and downstream elements when the
sensor is activated. The maximum input pulse rate (and hence the maximum sample
rate) of the standard system is governed by the maximum return time delay of the
backscattered signal which is 2 n .L ^ ^ /c [s] (ignoring multiple reflections). Since the
low pass filters following the gates effectively average sample values over a time period
of approximately 1/B^[s], where B ^ is the measurement bandwidth required, the SNR
at the input to the divider is improved by the square-root of the number of samples
averaged, giving an averaged SNR of:

K ., = K ^.(2 n .L „/c). /

^

(2.14)

In the correlating OTDR case, the SNR of each sample at the pre-amp output is also
given by Kp^(2 n.L^/c) (but the mean signal power in the shot noise term is different,
see latter) though by using a correlating detector the average input pulse rate (and hence
sample rate) can be increased to the reciprocal of twice the pulse width [Everard, 1987]
ie. c/4nÔL [s'^] so that after averaging:

K , = K ^ .(2 n .L „ /c ).J ^^

(2.15)

It is now necessary to calculate the SNR at the divider output, ie. at the input to the
decision stage. This can be calculated from the SNR and signal level from each fibre
element. Assume that the n*^ sensor is being interrogated, giving signal levels
and
Vds [V] at the divider input for the upstream and downstream elements respectively,
together with noise levels

and

[Vrms]. Assuming a linear receiver response, it

follows from eqn. (2 . 1 1 ) that:
V ^ = { 1 - S „ ( 1 - T J } ’.V „
Defining divider output A =

(2.16)
(the signal+noise terms), the signal part of A, A^,

is given by:
r \

s^ = 0

A ,(S „)=

"
l/T^
on

S

n

(2.17)
=1
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which allows a decision of the state of

to be made. The instantaneous noise in A,

ÔA can be found by differentiation:
ÔA = ■— .

5

V

„

(2. 18)

The noise terms in the upstream and downstream measurements must be uncorrelated;
this follows from the need to choose a sufficiently high front-end receiver bandwidth to
ensure that the signal measurements for the two elements are independent (ie. the
bandwidth must be greater than the reciprocal of the intergate delay):

Therefore since

and

are expressed in rms terms, the rms noise in A is found by

adding mean squared values:

( 2 .20 )

+

By definition this is simply:

Therefore, from eqn. (2.17) the SNR at the decision stage, defined as the ratio of the
margin (between states 0 and 1 ) to the rms noise level is:

K .„(S„

= 0 )=

(2 . 2 2 )

when S^= 0 giving rise to false alarm probability Prob(llO) (probability of deciding
wrongly that

=

1

when

= 0 ) and:

=

(2.23)

when S^= 1 giving rise to miss probability Prob(Oll). The error probabilities are
simply related to SNR when the noise probability density function (p.d.f.) is Gaussian
by [Gowar, 1983, p.442]:
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Pr ob(l - S, IS„ ) =

-1

(2.24)

for a threshold halfway being states A^(l) and Ag(0) and where erfc[x] is the
complementary error function. This gives the familiar requirement for a peak signal to
rms noise voltage ratio at the decision stage of greater than 12 for a BER less than 10"^.
A BER<10*^ will be assumed to be the target o f all sensor systems studied in this
thesis. This is not an over generalisation because receiver sensitivity only varies by ±1
dB for target BER in the range 10'^<BER<10*^^). The thermal and am plifier noise
sources in the receiver will both have Gaussian p.d.f.'s but the multiplied shot noise
terms obey Poisson statistics making the noise analysis complicated when shot-noise is
significant. For simplicity, a Gaussian approximation will be assumed in this analysis
which may produce a small discrepancy in the maximum bit error ratio.
Equations (2.22) and (2.23) show a higher miss probability than false alarm probability
when a half-way threshold level is chosen. Since Prob(S„=l) and Prob(Sg=0) are
unknown (application specific) the optimum threshold level to minimize total error
probability is also an unknown. In this analysis a half-way threshold will be assumed
and the miss-probability implied by eqns. (2.23) and (2.24) kept to less than 10"^.
The following system equation can now be evaluated from eqns. (2.11), (2.12),
(2.13), (2.14), (2.15), (2.19), (2.23) and (2.24), giving the optical SNR requirement
for the n*^ sensor as:

(1 -T=„).n.e.M .PL.C.5L.D''’.exp(-L„ / L„„).n(l - S j.(l-T J )*

K.„=----------------;---------------------^------ — 7W- ^ 12.0
8 V 2 .h .v .L „ „ .B i;\|2 e [I, + ^ . < P „ ( t ) >].F(M).M= +
(2.25)
where D, the duty cycle of the gating signal, is 5 L /L ^^ for the standard OTDR and 1/2
for the correlating OTDR. The maximum number of activated sensors m will be found
assuming the m*^ sensor is at

with all upstream sensors activated for which:

d -T L ).il.e .M .P ,.C . 8 L .D '« e x p (-lX T ’„"___________ _____
K , „ = -------------------------r r ir p ’
8 ^ .h .v .L „ „ .B ‘” .|2 e [ I , + ^ . < P „ ( t ) > ] . F ( M ) . M ^ + - ^ •
(2.26)
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2 .3 .2 Estimating maximum sensor capacities.
The maximum sensor capacities of single-mode and multi-mode backscattering systems
based on standard and correlating OTDR will now be estimated for the following
system requirements:
1. A spatial resolution of 1 metre.
2. A maximum network length of 1 km.
3. An operating wavelength of 830 nm (due to the wide choice o f low cost high
performance AlGaAs sources and Silicon APDs for this wavelength).
4. Response times of 100 s, Is and 10 ms (measurement band widths o f 0.01, 1 and
100 Hz) corresponding loosely to security, essential m onitoring and control
applications respectively.
and based on the following component performance parameters:

AlGaAs Source: Mitsubishi ML5704F (for OTDR applications)
Parameter

Condition

Implication

1. Peak Launch Power

Duty Cycle

Peak Pulse Power in Fibre P l
[mW] at (launch efficiency %)
Fibre Type:
SM (10%)

MM (50%)

20 mW

CW

25 mW

50% (Correlating OTDR) 2.5 mW

12.5 mW

80 mW

< 0.2% (Standard OTDR) 8.0 mW

40.0 mW

2. Modulation bandwidth

1-2 GHz

Indicates pulse widths down
to

1 0

ns can be achieved

giving Im spatial resolution.

Fibre Data: YORK SM 800 and Corning GI 50 /125
Parameter

Condition

1. Cg = 6E-4

X = 830 nm, n

2. C ^ = 5 E -3

n

3. Loss 2 dB/km (Optimum for L

CO

= 1.475,

= 1 km)
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= 1.45,
1.46

= 4.5 |xm

Silicon Avalanche Photodiode: Mitsubishi PD1XX2 Series
Parameter

Condition

1. q = 0.77 typ.

\ = 830 nm

2. M ^ , = 1000

Rl = 1 K Q

3. F(M) = M ®“
4. C j = 1.5 pF

M = 100
M = 20

Total capacitance

5. lj = 0.3 nA typ.

M=1

Unmultiplied dark current

R l = 50O

Bandwidth

X = 800 nm

Noise Equivalent Power

6

. BW = 400 MHz

7. N E P = 1E-14W/VH z

N pîçç

Only the following parameters of eqn. (2.26) remain unspecified:
1

. Minimum Sensor ON-state loss (or maximum

).

Limits exist on the minimum sensor on-state loss other than those imposed by receiver
noise considerations. In the multi-mode system, the minimum loss which can be
reliably resolved will be governed by the degree to which microbend loss is affected by
modal power redistributions induced by the upstream sensors. This effect has been
studied theoretically and experimentally [Mickelson et al., 1984]. The results of tests
on the crosstalk between three sensors reported in this reference indicate a minimum
reliable ON-state loss limit of about 0.1 dB (giving a force sensitivity of 0.5 N for a 5
cm long microbending plate). The work suggests that intersensor effects are minimised
when the launched modal power distribution is close to the steady-state microbending
power distribution. This was found to be the case for the semiconductor laser used in
the report, but in any case can be assured by using a fixed 7 dB microbend loss stage as
a modal filter immediately after the launch, at the expense of reduced optical dynamic
range.
For a single-mode fibre system, two factors may govern the minimum loss:
a. The level of background (enviromentally induced) dynamic loss at the sensor sites,
for example arising from vibration induced bend loss, which may give rise to false
alarms.
b. Polarisation-ripple noise. This arises from the polarisation-state dependency of the
split ratio of the directional coupler employed in the OTDR. Backscatter returns from
the upstream and downstream fibre elements for each sensor will be subjected to
different return losses if they have different polarisation states; the latter will arise from
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enviromentally-induced and microbending-induced birefringence changes in the sensing
fibre. YORK quote a maximum split ratio variation of 1% with changing polarisation
state for their 50% fused couplers (ie. ratio in range 49.5 to 50.5%), corresponding to a
maximum transmission difference of ± 0.09 dB between the upstream and downstream
backscatter returns. The situation is worse in bulk-optic beamsplitters; a typical non
polarising cube beamsplitter (MeUes Griot 03 BSL 052) has a maximum transmission
variation of 2.5% with polarisation change (ie. split ratio 48.75 to 51.25%) giving a
maximum transmission difference of ± 0.22 dB. For the fused coupler case, this means
a minimum ON-state loss of 0.045 dB (one-way) and a modification of the worst case
SNR ratio of eqn. (2.26) by a factor:

Z=

+

(2.27)

a - T .\)
to account for the reduction in power margin, where u is the fractional transmission
uncertainty of the beamsplitter (u=0.01 for the YORK coupler).
Polarisation-ripple noise has been avoided in the standard OTDR case only, by using an
acousto-optic switch instead of a directional coupler, which is claimed to be polarisation
insensitive and also reduces APD trailing caused by Fresnel reflection, thereby reducing
the dead-zone to less than 15m (see Anritsu data on MH958A OTDR).
An alternative approach, suitable for both types of OTDR, would be to depolarise the
source beam. One scheme which has been reported [Horiguchi et al., 1985] reduced
the transmission uncertainty due to polarisation-ripple by a factor of ten by using a
birefringent-fibre depolariser on the launch.
It is hard to obtain a figure for the minimum loss resolution of commercial OTDR.
Manufacturers usually specify the read-out resolution (the resolution of the display and
cursor devices), typically in the range 0.001 to 0.01 dB, but seldom the practical
measurement resolution, which is likely to be substantially poorer.
2. Load resistance of the APD, R^.
The maximum value in the case of a low impedance non-integrating front end is IK Q
(from R^ = (27i.Cj.Bjy^)-0 for a 100 MHz bandwidth (minimum specified by eqn.
(2.19)). To increase the load resistance further (to reduce thermal noise term (c) of
eqn. (2 . 1 2 )) by way of an integrating front end together with appropriate equalisation is
unlikely to yield substantial SNR improvement as the maximum resistance value will
soon be limited by the optical dynamic range requirement of order 40 dB betweeen the
nearest and furthest sensors.
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3. Mean received optical power < PRx(t)> in shot noise term (b).
This term relates to the mean received optical power at the gating instant. For the
standard OTDR interrogating the n*** sensor, this is simply P ^ (2 n .L ^ /c) (see eqn.
(2.8)). For the correlating OTDR the situation is more complicated because of the high
input pulse rate into the fibre, which causes the total backscattered power at any instant
to be the result of a number input pulses which were launched within the previous
seconds, this being the maximum return time of the backscatter signature
from any single pulse. Thus whilst the use of a correlating receiver improves the
average signal power from a fibre section by a factor

over the standard

version, the resulting SNR improvement is offset by the substantial increase in total
backscattered power induced shot noise. Assuming a 1010101... launch sequence (in
an attempt to approximate the average received power of the practical pseudo-random
binary sequence case) the mean received power will be approximately:

2SL

<PR xc(t)>= I P r x ( 2 -T,.Y)

(2.28)

Y «0

where T^ = 2n.0L / c is the pulse width [s]
The mean power will be governed by the state and locations of the sensors in the
system which are unknowns, so assuming worst case conditions (no activated sensors)
and substituting P ^ ( t) from eqn. (2 . 8 ) gives:

< PR. c W >=

I e x p (-^ p ^ )

y-o

(2.29)

L „„

which is simply a Geometric Progression giving:

< P R x c (t)> = % ^ .
8 Lm.x
i_ e x p (-—

For ÔL = 1 m and

(2.30)
)

= 1000 m this gives:

< Prxc(0 > = 316.*^^ - ™
°

(2.31)

max

From eqn. (2.12), this shows that the correlating OTDR has a worst case shot noise
power approximately 316 times higher than the standard OTDR.
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All parameters in the system equation (2.26) are now accounted for. For each system
configuration, the optimum APD gain M is calculated to bring the shot noise power up
to the thermal noise level and the maximum sensor count m maximized by varying the
ON-state sensor loss (above the minimum tolerable levels deduced earlier). The
following results were obtained:

STANDARD OTDR
B m /H z

0 . 0 1

1

1 0 0

optimum
APD gain:

SM
18 (0.16)

2

(0 . 8 )
u/s

CORRELATING OTDR

MM

SM

MM

107 (0.1)

17 (0.16)

69 (0.1)

48 (0.1)

1 (0.9)

19 (0.1)

4 (0.4)

u/s

u/s

27

5

2 0 0
2 1 0

135
81
resp.

Table 2.2. Estimated maximum sensor capacities of various OTDRbased microbend systems.
Key:
Table figures : m ( @ Sensor On-state loss / dB)
and at Measurement Bandwidth Bm /Hz
SM: Single-Mode fibre MM: Multi-Mode fibre
u/s configuration unsupportable with assumed data.

The most surprising result is that the estimated capacities of the correlating OTDR are in
fact worse than for the standard system. Whilst the shot noise level approximation for
the correlating OTDR case (derived from eqn. (2.30)) was an overestim ate, an
additional noise term in this case has been ignored which is incoherent or phaseinduced noise due to mixing of the incoherent backscattered signals (see eqn. (2.28)).
The results show that multi-mode systems offer 5-20 times higher sensor capacity than
single-mode as a combined result of higher launch power and backscattering capture
fraction, but clearly such a conclusion depends on whether a 0.1 dB minimum on-state
loss will give satisfactory cross-talk performance with large numbers of activated
sensors. W hilst results are encouraging for response times of approxim ately 100
seconds, performance at higher interrogation rates is very poor. This is demonstrated
by the fact that only one system (standard/MM) is capable of supporting 100 Hz
measurement bandwidth and then with only four sensors.
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Up to this point, the analysis has steered clear o f looking at simply quantum limited
performance. However, the development of coherent OTDR [King, 1987] has made
shot-noise limited detection a reality. In the coherent OTDR case, the thermal noise and
dark current shot noise terms of eqn. (2.26) can be ignored and with F=1 this gives a
SNR at the decision stage of:
1/2

T].PL.C.SL^.exp(-l)
[1
on"
3 2 h .u L ^ „„.B „

(2.32)

J

For a standard OTDR with coherent detection this gives the following estimated sensor
capacities for the same system requirement and parameters as before:

B m /H z

COHERENT OTDR
SM

0 . 0 1

1

1 0 0

MM

96 (0.09)

2 0 0

(0 . 1 )

19 (0.25)

1 0 0

(0 . 1 )

1

(2 )

15 (0.3)

Table 2.3. Estimated maximum sensor capacities of a
Coherent OTDR- based microbend system.
Key:
Table figures : m ( @ Sensor On-siaie loss / dB)
and measurement bandwidth Bm /Hz.
SM: Singlc-Modc fibre. MM: Multi-Mode fibre.

Coherent OTDRs provide linear detection (photocurrent « signal field) thus halving the
required receiver dynamic range [dB] for a given sensor count. Additionally, they have
been demonstrated using semiconductor laser sources with backscatter line narrowing
[King et al., 1987] providing linewidths well below the 150 KHz limit needed for 1 km
operation. The single-way dynamic range quoted in this reference was adjusted for
sim ilar conditions to the previous analysis and gave a value o f 9.6 dB for a
measurem ent bandwidth of 0.01 Hz which agrees well with the estim ated value ( 8 . 6
dB ). The coherent OTDR shows a one-w ay dynam ic range im provem ent of
approximately 6 dB over the incoherent scheme at this measurement bandwidth. This
improvem ent is relatively small due to the increased optical losses in the instrum ent
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(three couplers needed plus an acousto-optic modulator) and may be further reduced by
coherent fading (polarisation and backscatter fading).
The analysis has shown that even in the quantum limited case, a backscatter based
sensor scheme cannot provide adequate performance for response times less than one
second, a problem which primarily arises from the huge optical power loss incurred by
the backscatter process. The maximum near-end backscatter reflectivity is given from
eqn. (2.7) as:

Rb =

(2.33)

giving an optical loss of 65 dB (single-mode) and 56 dB (multi-mode) for the stated
system requirement. To extend the optical dynamic range at the higher interrogation
rates it is necessary to use a transmissive architecture; the options for this w ill be
reviewed next.

2.4 Transmissive distributed sensing schemes.
The backscatter-based sensing schemes discussed in the previous section use timedivision multiplexing to separate sensor returns, based on the position dependent return
time delay 2.n.L^ / c [s] of the backscattered signal from each unique sensor location
Lg. In transmissive serial schemes however, based on single-mode or multi-mode bus
fibres, only a single transmission path (and hence return tim e delay) exists which
prevents time-resolved operation. One solution to generating a position dependent
time-delay is to use a bimodal bus fibre, in which mode coupling sites (induced by
activated sensors) are located by way of transitom etry, based on the different
propagation rates of the two fibre modes. Such a solution offers significant advantages
and options will be fully discussed in Section 2.4.2.
A disadvantage of the bimodal approach is complexity in term s o f the optical
components required. Other schemes exist (with varying potentials) for multiplexing
transm issive serial sensor arrays on single-channel fibres, using m ultiplexing
parameters other than time. These will be reviewed next.
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2 .4 .1 T ra n s m is siv e s in g le -c h a n n e l fib re s e ria l s y ste m s .
The following multiplexing options are applicable to transmissive single-channel fibre
sensing systems:
1. Wavelength or Spectral Multiplexing.
2. Intensity - Division Multiplexing.
3. Sub-Carrier Multiplexing Schemes.
2 .4 .1 .1 W a v e le n g th o r s p e c tra lly m u ltip le x e d sc h e m e s.
In these schemes, ON/OFF (and possibly analogue) sensors modulate the optical power
spectrum of a broadband optical carrier to send measurand information. Modulation in
the activated state would be provided by an optical filter unique to each sensor and
chosen to ensure that activated sensors could be identified from the total transmission
spectrum of the serial sensor array. The latter is equal to the product o f the
transm ission spectra at each sensor site and can be detected by a spectrometer.
ON/OFF sensors would therefore comprise a moveable optical filter masking the optical
carrier in the activated state and removed to allow full transmission in the off-state. An
additional possibility in the case of filters able to be tilt-tuned is to send analogue
measurand information with use of either a rotary or linear displacement intermediary
(Fig. 2.2(b)).
The choice of filters is governed by three requirements; firstly, the need to separate
sensor filtering functions from the total transmission spectrum with low cross-talk,
secondly the need to prevent sensor obscuration and thirdly ease of realising the filters.
The first two considerations prohibit the use of edge and bandpass filters leaving only
two options; bandstop and periodic filters. These options will be discussed next.
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2 .4 .1 .1 .1 Bandstop filter schemes.
In this scheme, the filters would provide a unique stopband for each sensor in the
system. To make best use of available system spectral width, filter band widths would
need to be small (preferably in the region of 1 0 nm) with centre wavelengths similarly
spaced. The following filter types have been investigated:
1. Microbending loss in a single mode fibre.
2. Absorption filters (exploiting electronic or vibrational transitions).
3. Multi-layer thin film filters.
1. Microbend loss filter.
The wavelength selectivity of microbending-induced coupling between the fundamental
LPqi mode and the many cladding modes of a single-mode fibre has been investigated
as a means of realising notch filters [Cannell et al., 1988]. Enhanced micro-bending
loss will occur at wavelengths for which the beat length between the fundamental mode
and one or more of the cladding modes equals an integer multiple of the grating pitch,
causing resonant mode-coupling. This enables the stop-band to be set by the grating
pitch, which is experimentally confirmed [Cannell et al., 1988] for pitches of 0.6 mm
(Xgy = 1280 nm), 0.63 mm 0 ^^ = 1320 nm) and 0.75 mm (X^y = 1540 nm ) in Fig. 2.4.
Unfortunately, as the Figure shows, additional loss peaks occur in the spectra at longer
wavelengths to the main peak due to coupling to higher order cladding modes. This
results in high cross-talk, limiting the maximum number of sensors to perhaps 5 - 1 0
for a 300 nm system spectral range.
2. Absorption filters.
No bandstop filters based on absorption are commercially available having bandwidths
of order 1 0 nm.
3. Multi-layer thin film filters.
The basic thin-film structure which can provide a bandstop characteristic in
transmission is the all-dielectric multi-layer quarter wave stack, the theory of which is
discussed in Hecht & Zajac’s Optics (p.312) and Macleod’s Thin Film Optical Filters
(p.158).
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Filters have been investigated with the structure aH(LH)Pg, where:
a
H
L
P
g

signifies air as the input medium
a high index quarter wave layer
a low index quarter wave layer
the number of basic LH units
signifies the substrate.

Such a filter provides a series of stopbands centred at Xo (the design wavelength), Xo/3,
Xo/5, Xo/7 etc (for which the quarter-wave condition also holds) the fractional
bandwidths of which are given by:

^
X

= -.S in -

n

(2.34)

v^h + n j

where n^, n^are the high and low refractive indices respectively. This implies a
refractive index difference between adjacent layers of approximately 0.03 to meet a 10
nm bandwidth requirement in the near infra-red. Filter characteristics have been
modelled using the matrix technique detailed in Hecht & Zajac. Fig. 2.5 shows
calculated transmission spectra for an aH(LH)^^g filter with a design wavelength of
850 nm, a substrate refractive index ng=1.5 and various refractive index differences in
the range 0.04 to 0.08. A feature evident in these spectra is the presence of ripples in
the passband which limit the minimum required stopband attenuation to > 10-15 dB
(optical) if crosstalk arising from overlapping subsidiary minima is to be avoided. The
transmission at the design wavelength for > n^ is given by [Macleod p. 165]:

(2.35)

n,

which indicates that as refractive index difference is reduced to give a sm aller
bandwidth, the number of layers needed to maintain the minimum stopband attenuation
increases. This effect is shown in Fig. 2.6 for stopband attenuations of 10 and 20 dB
and bandwidths in the range 10 to 200 nm (at a design wavelength of 850 nm).
In practice, during fabrication errors arise in the refractive indices and thicknesses of
the layers which affect both the centre wavelength and the filter bandwidths. Error in
the nominal centre wavelength is a minor problem which can be overcome by tilttuning for errors up to 100 nm (30®). More of a problem is enviromental sensitivity of
the centre wavelength which might give rise to crosstalk between adjacent channels; the
main sensitivity is to temperature and moisture giving shifts to longer wavelengths of
typically 0.005% / °C (0.04 nm / °C at 850 nm) and up to 10 nm respectively for
narrowband filters [Macleod p.311]. Whilst hermetically sealing the filter will reduce
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the moisture sensitivity, the limit to channel spacing is likely to be typically 5-10 nm
due to the temperature sensitivity for most applications.
Variations in the optical thicknesses of the layers has a detrimental effect on both the
shape of the transmission spectrum and the bandwidth [M acleod, p.434]. This
reference suggests that as a rule of thumb, the maximum standard deviation of the
optical thickness error must be less than the required fractional half-width of the filter.
In typical thin-film filter production, layer thickness is determined by a quartz crystal
monitor with an accuracy of typically 2 %, indicating a filter design bandwidth > 2 0 nm.
Direct monitoring (on-line monitoring of the transmission spectrum) is frequently used
for narrowband filters and may improve slightly on this.
Design for a 20 nm bandwidth filter implies a refractive index difference of 0.06 with
80 - 90 total layers for a 10 dB stopband attenuation. Suitable materials could be Si2 0 g
(1.52 < n < 1.55) and SiOj (n =1.46) for the high and low index layers respectively.
Other filter structures such as a(HLLL)Pg and a(HcL)^g (where c is an integer >1) were
investigated to see if the total number of layers could be reduced, but this was not
found to be the case for the same bandwidth and stopband attenuation requirements.
Use of such structures increases the required refractive index difference ( typ. to 0.2 0.3) which may help fabrication but introduces stopbands (with some exceptions)
centred at:

=

(2.36)

where I and J are positive integers and

is the design wavelength [m]. These

additional stopbands limit the maximum system spectral width to 2X ^^/(J+ 3) [m]
making the use of such structures of little benefit.
All that remains is to calculate the maximum sensor capacity of such a system based on
the aH(LH)^g filter discussed above. The most likely limitation will be due to restricted
system spectral range arising from the various system com ponents. The lower
w avelength lim it is likely to be set by increased fibre attenuation resulting from
scattering and UV absorption losses and will be around 400 nm for a maximum
attenuation of 20 dB/Km with a silica fibre. The upper wavelength limit will be set by
either fibre attenuation

nm for atten.<20 dB /K m ), photodetector

responsivity (eg. 1200 nm for silicon) or source spectral range (1400 nm FWHM for a
tungsten filament source at 2900 K). For the components stated this gives a spectral
range o f -8 0 0 nm. W hilst the upper limit might be extended by using a combined
detector, the spectral range will be limited to 2 X ^y 3 due to the stopband centred at a
third of the design wavelength as noted at the beginning of the section, so the spectral
range can not be much greater than this.
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An 800 nm spectral range used with 20 nm linewidth filters will allow 20 sensors if
guard bands are included and 40 without. With tilt-tuning allowing the filter centre
frequencies to be adjusted over 1 0 0 nm, such a system could be based on only 8 filter
designs. The ultimate success of the system depends on the cost o f the filters and the
collimating optics in the sensor head (eg. collimating connectors like Sumicem FCP
would be ideal), with the design of a suitable monochromator and launch system being
relatively trivial.

2 .4 .1 .1 .2 Periodic Filter Schemes.
An alternative approach to the use of narrowband filters allowing easier filter fabrication
is to use broadband periodic filtering generated for example by two-path interference.
In such a scheme, each 'filter' would provide a sinusoidal spectral modulation at a
unique periodicity and hence it would be possible to identify activated sensors by
analysing the frequency content of the total transmission spectrum.
Consider a two-path interference filter having unequal beam pow ers and hence a
transmission spectrum of form:

T„(f) = r ^ f l + V . c o s f ^ 2 ^ 1 1

(2.37)

where:
n
dj,

associates the transmission spectrum with the n**' sensor, assumed activated
is the optical path imbalance of the interferometer [m]

f
V

is the optical frequency [Hz]
is the fringe visibility (0<V<1) resulting from the unequal powers o f the
two beams.

Assuming a serial array o f'm ' moveable mask sensors based on this type of filter, the
resulting transmission function for the whole network will be:

(2.38)

T „ .(f )“ n d
j-i2

where, as before, Sj = 1 (j^^ sensor ON) and 0 (j**» sensor OFF) and other network
losses have been ignored. The detector's spectrometer will be assumed to take the form
of a diffraction grating and CCD detector combination (the cheapest solution), which
after clocking out in a time period T^^^ [s], will give a filtered output voltage:
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V .(t) = H . T j f „ + A f . ( t / T . „ - l / 2 ) )
fo rO < t< T „ ,

( 2 .3 9 )

where:
H
is a constant encompassing the power spectral density of the source (assumed
flat), the responsitivity and integration time of the CCD and the transresistance
of the detector amplifier
f^
Centre optical frequency of the system [Hz]
Af

Spectral range of the system [Hz]

Substituting the spectral transmission function of eqn. (2.38) gives:

v . ( t ) - H . n l 2 —Sj.j 1 —V.cos
j-i 2
for 0 < t < T out

(2.40)

This shows that the output contains a series of frequency components associated with
the activated sensors, having frequencies:

=^

(2.41)
*out

By choosing sensor filters with different imbalances dj, sensor states can be
independently determ ined from spectral analysis of the CCD output signal.
Unfortunately, the presence of cross-terms arising from the multitude of path-pairs in
the system giving rise to spectral modulation limits the choice of {dj} and hence {fj}.
This situation is identical to the development of cross-terms in the FMCW demodulated
Transmissive Serial Array (TSA) [Sakai, 1986]. These cross-term frequencies are
developed at:
± ..... ± S ,..f,.}
where (ij, i j ,

(2.42)

ij^) takes any combination from {1 , 2 , ....... m ], K varies from

2

to

m and the sign ± is taken independently and will have amplitudes (V/2 )^'^ relative to
the signal frequency components (recalling that V is the fringe visibility at the
interferom eter outputs). The number of cross-terms is high ( ((3"'-l)/2)-m when m
sensors are activated) eg. 29,514 with 10 activated sensors, which rules out any
approach to ignore coincidence of cross-term and signal frequencies by instead
analysing the total frequency set at the CCD output to infer sensor states.
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The reference [Sakai, 1986] has investigated how sets of signal frequencies (or
equivalently filter imbalances) can be chosen to prevent coincidence of signal and
cross-term frequencies. The most dense set reported for this system, expressed as
multiples of the lowest frequency f j is:

W =

=

+

55444,....}

(2.43)

Assuming suitable imbalances can be established to the necessary accuracy, what are
the limits on the minimum and maximum signal frequencies at the CCD output and
hence the maximum number of sensors supportable? The minimum signal frequency at
the CCD output is f j = l/T^^^ [Hz]; this is set by the need to obtain one full period of
the transmission spectrum over the spectral range for any sensor state combination.
From eqn. (2.41), this sets the minimum interferometer path imbalance at d j> c/Af;
for a 50 nm spectral range, typical of an LED or BLED source, this gives dj>14 p,m.
The maximum signal frequency at the filtered CCD output is governed by the number
of pixels Np in the detector, giving f^^^^ = Np/ 2T^^^ [Hz] in the Nyquist limit. Higher
cross-term spectral frequencies than this value will undergo aliasing giving rise to new
cross term frequencies at (2 f^ ^ - f^oss) which may coincide with signal terms. This
can be prevented by ensuring that the spectral resolution of the spectrom eter is
diffraction limited rather than simply limited by the number of CCD pixels. The effect
of diffraction within the elements of the spectrometer is to low pass filter the power
spectra presented to the CCD with the above condition ensuring this is perform ed
below the Nyquist frequency of the CCD detection process.
For a state-of-the-art Thompson THX31516 CCD with 5184 pixels, this gives
X fj (d ^^ = 3.7 cm) which, from eqn. (2.42), limits the maximum sensor
count to only 9 for the zero crosstalk case. The condition for no cross-talk stated in
eqn. (2.43) implies that the highest imbalance must have a tolerance of approximately 1
part in 2584 which will be hard to achieve in practice. An additional problem is the
difficulty of designing filters with accurate imbalances over a range of three orders. It
is likely that a compromise from the zero crosstalk case will have to be made to reduce
the required imbalance range. The most likely solution w ill be to use a denser
frequency set than that given by eqn. (2.43) in conjunction with a reduction of the
fringe visibility V to suppress the amplitudes of the cross-terms. Such a strategy will
require careful modelling of the risk of false detection arising from the addition o f a
number of cross-terms having the same frequency and approximately the same phase;
such a risk will be small but finite.
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The physical design of the filter is relatively limited in the case of a single channel fibre
system. Two-path amplitude-splitting interferometer designs can be ruled out on the
grounds of cost and alignment difficulty whilst polarimetric designs are unsuitable
because of the polarisation instability of the fibre and the high path imbalances
demanded of the filters. The most convenient solution would appear to be a lowfinesse (-0.6) Fabry-Perot étalon with mirror reflectivities of approximately 4%. Such
low reflectivities cause the device to effectively operate as a two-path interferometer,
but will introduce sensitivity to unwanted reflections in the system which are likely to
be of similar size.
A better implementation of a periodic spectrally-encoded system is with bimodal fibre
and will be discussed in Appendix 3.2.
2 .4 .1 .2 In te n s ity -D iv is io n M u ltip le x in g .
In this system a number of binary (ON/OFF) intensity-modulating sensors would be
serially deployed along a single-channel fibre, with each sensor having a unique ONstate attenuation level. Each sensor would be arranged to have a unique ON-state
attenuation level [in dBs] equal to a 2" multiple of some nominal attenuation level (n:
integer), this would guarantee a unique overall transmission level for every possible
sensor state combination. As a result the receiver need only measure the overall
attenuation level [in dB] in the network, quantise the result and then deduce the
corresponding sensor state combination.
The minimum resolvable ON-state attenuation is set by the transmission uncertainty of
the system. For a typical system, this can be estimated from the transm ission
uncertainties of the components involved, which include:

Component

Transmission Uncertainty / dB
SM System

Connectors x 2
Coupler Split-Ratio
Misc. Fibre Bend loss

MM System

0.3 (FC/PC/Biconic)
0.1
1

0.3 (FC/PC) to 0.6 (SMA)
0.2 (3 dB coupler)
1

Ignorable terms in a launch power referenced system are:
Source Power
Source coupling

3 (long-term degradation)
3
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3 (long-term degradation)
0.5

Typically, detected power can be expected to fall by up to 1.5 dB from nominal levels
due to the component terms mentioned, demanding a minimum sensor ON-state loss of
at least 2 dB for reliable detection. Because the primary noise term in this system is
multiplicative, the detected power levels for each state combination must be spaced
evenly on a logarithmic scale to minimise error probability. This means sensor ON-state
losses of 2 ,4 , 8 ,1 6 , ..etc dB which restricts the maximum sensor count to typically 5
for a maximum system dynamic range of 62 dB (based on a system with a launch
power of 1 mW; 8 dB fibre, connector and coupler losses; a receiver NEP = 60 pW at
1 KHz bandwidth and SNR = 20). Clearly, the overall sensor attenuation level in this
case must be accurate to ±1 dB, suggesting attenuation accuracy of ±0.2 dB per sensor
for the 5 sensor system, which will be hard to achieve at high attenuation levels.
Another possibility for this system is to modulate the total transmission tim e through
the network rather than the transmission level. Sensors would insert a unique path
delay in the activated state, again arranged in a 1:2:4:8 weighting sequence, so that a
unique transmission delay could be guaranteed for every sensor state combination.
The minimum insertion delay will be set by the enviromentally induced path variation in
the network; this will be dominated by the temperature sensitivity of the fibre refractive
index (typ. for silica, 6n/5T = 0.68E-5/®C and thermal expansion a = 5.5E-6/°C) giving
a minimum insertion path delay of 0.5 m for a 1 km netw ork and a 30°C mean
temperature fluctuation. Delays of this magnitude will have to be achieved using fibre
delay lines inserted using a routing switch which is an expensive solution.
2 .4 .1 .3

S u b - C a rr ie r M o d u la tio n S c h e m es.

In these schemes, sensor returns are multiplexed by sub-carrier frequency division
multiplexing with measurand information sent by sub-carrier amplitude or frequency
modulation (either Analogue or Digital). The generation of sub-carrier frequencies in
optical sensing systems has been achieved passively by use of the FMCW technique
[Economou et al., 1986] and by micro-resonator techniques [W olfelschneider et al.,
1989; Zhang et al., 1989] though is most commonly and simply achieved by active
electrical means [Culshaw et al., 1982]. The micro-resonator approach is the least
suited to a transmissive serial architecture (no reports on any transmissive m icro
resonator sensors obtained) followed closely by the FMCW method; the latter can
support a transmissive serial interferometric array but requires imbalance differences of
order c/Af [m] ~ 3mm (for source frequency sweep Af = 60 GHz) if cross-talk is to be
avoided and hence it is hard to envisage a couplerless implementation of the system.
The hybrid electrical option offers many possibilities for a serial point sensing
architecture ranging from continuous fibre schemes like the Fibredyne system to
discontinuous fibre schemes which incorporate emitters and detectors at the sensor
interfaces. Systems of the latter type are generally known as Fieldbuses (eg. the Fuji
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system [Petrie and Jones, 1986]) and because they deploy optical fibre only as a pointto-point data communication medium they are of limited interest here.
The hybrid continuous fibre schemes most commonly use sub-carrier frequency
division multiplexing. Further classification of these systems can be made according to
the optical parameter modulated (intensity or phase), sub-carrier modulation scheme
(intensity or frequency), fibre type (single-mode or multi-mode) and detection scheme.
The main advantages of optical intensity-modulation are the simplicity of the optical
system (no couplers, isolators or polarisation controllers required), a simple directdetection system and relatively simple modulator design (piezo-electric crystal driven
microbending modulator [Harmer, 1989]). The main disadvantage results from the fact
that detected intensity varies as the product of sensor transmission (modulation) terms,
giving rise to intermodulation in much the same way as the periodic spectrally
modulated scheme of Section 2.4.1.1.2. To avoid cross-talk, the system will have to
use a low modulation depth or a carefully selected sub-carrier frequency allocation (see
eqn. (2.43)). The situation is helped by the fact that most interfaces will serve a number
of sensors, so the total number of modulators in most applications will be low. The
overall data rate of the system will be limited by the modulator bandwidth which can be
as high as 100 KHz [Harmer, 1989] with careful design.
Optical phase-modulated schemes avoid intermodulation because the sensor modulation
terms add to give the final system output (now phase-modulated). Single-mode fibre
based systems are the simplest conceptually. An optically-isolated coherent CW laser
diode would launch into a 2 x 2 coupler to supply both a sensing and reference fibre.
The lengths of the two fibres would be matched to well within the coherence length of
the source (typically 1-lOm) so that coherence is maintained between the light beams
exiting the two fibres. Phase-modulating sensors would be deployed at arbitrary
locations along the sensing fibre whilst at the receiver, the sensing and reference fibres
would be combined into a 2 x 2 coupler with appropriate polarisation control to ensure
high levels of interference. Modulation at the sensor interfaces would best be achieved
using a radially configured piezo-electric phase modulator [Kingsley, 1975]. Such a
clip-on modulator offers high bandwidth (2 MHz), high modulation efficiency (typ. 0.1
rad (2) 2 mW acoustic power) and low polarisation modulation. Additionally, the
system would require a polarisation controller to eliminate polarisation fading and a
quadrature-phase detection system to eliminate signal fading and provide linear phase
detection.
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2 .4 .2 Transmissive bimodal serial schemes.
The systems to be discussed in this section are based on bimodal (or two-channel) bus
fibre. As will become evident, the provision of an extra independent channel in the bus
fibre by using either a twin-core fibre, two-propagation modes of a single-mode fibre
or two-polarisation modes of a highly-birefringent fibre offers greatly improved
flexibility in the design of multiplexed transmissive serial sensor arrays.
The general operation of these systems is to launch CW light into one of the modes (the
'filled' mode) which is subsequently coupled under measurand control to the unfilled or
'free' mode at a number of discrete sensing sites along the bus fibre. The modal cross
coupling level at each sensor can be either analogue- or digitally- (ON/OFF) modulated
by the measurand and methods for achieving this will be discussed in Sections
2.4.2.1.1 and 3.3.
In order to independently determine the cross-coupling level (and hence the measurand
level) at each sensor location, it is necessary to be able to isolate the cross-coupled
power due to each sensor from the total detected power in the free mode. Two
multiplexing schemes have been proposed to achieve this.
The first scheme uses time-resolving and is based on the fact that in general the filled
and free modes have different propagation rates. As a result, a differential time delay is
developed between the cross-coupled and reference (filled-mode) beams which is
proportional to the length of fibre between the cross-coupling site and the receiver (and
hence is unique to each sensor). This permits any of a number o f tim e-resolved
schemes (reviewed in Section 2.4.2.1) to isolate the cross-coupled power from any
single sensor at the fibre output and hence to obtain, after normalising by the reference
beam power, a measurement which is also free of common-mode errors. Cross-talk
between sensors is prevented by using low cross-coupling levels, which ensures both
that the power in the filled mode is preserved (also allowing a high sensor count) and
that multiply cross-coupled beams reaching the detector have negligible power and
hence can be ignored. As can be seen in Fig. 3.2, the bimodal approach has effectively
allowed a time-division multiplexed ladder array to be realised using a single fibre serial
topology.
The second scheme is wavelength-division multiplexing. In this case, a cross-coupling
method is used which is highly wavelength selective, for example, microbend coupling
of two polarisation or two propagation modes. By varying the grating pitch, the
wavelength of maximum cross-coupling can be made unique to each sensor, allowing
separation of cross-coupled beams at the receiver using a broadband source and
spectrometer combination. This option will be discussed in Section 2.4.2.2.
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2 .4 .2 .1 Tim e-resolved transmissive bimodal sensing systems.
The basic theory of time-resolved operation of a transmissive bimodal system has been
briefly covered in the introduction (see Section 2.4.2), so it remains to look at how the
system can be implemented. This will cover both the network (fibre, components and
sensors) and the demodulation scheme.

2 .4 .2 .1 .1 Comparison of two-propagation mode, two-polarisation mode
and two-core fibre approaches to bimodal systems.
A comparison will be made between the three types of fibre which can be used to
realise a bimodal quasi-distributed sensing system. This will discuss the basic
operation and necessary components (such as modal filters, strippers and couplers) for
each fibre option and will investigate the following factors:
1. Mode cross-coupling and polarisation stabilities.
It is necessary that mode-coupling can occur with high sensitivity to the wanted
measurand at the sensing sites and yet be unaffected by environmental perturbations
(micro-bending, macro-bending or squeezing) of the fibre in the intervening sections,
which may result in measurement error. The sensitivity of the mode-coupling in each
scheme will be compared. In addition, as most demodulation schemes are based on
optical mixing, it is important that the modal polarisation stability is sufficiently high to
prevent polarisation fading and also that the fibre components used are sufficiently
polarisation insensitive.
2. Inter-modal delay stability.
The nom inal inter-m ode delay per metre of fibre is the reference used by the
demodulation scheme to determine spatial information on cross-coupling sites and
hence to identify sensors. In practise, the actual inter-mode delay will be sensitive to
variations in centre operating wavelength and to environmental conditions of the fibre
which will give rise to errors in the spatial measurement. In ON/OFF sensor systems,
this may cause sensors to be wrongly identified (especially those furthest from the
receiver which are subject to a larger position error) and will need to be investigated. In
particular, if uncertainty in the spatial measurement is significant, it may be necessary to
use sensors with a cross-coupling pre-bias, which will allow sensors to be identified by
counting off detected cross-coupling sites from the receiving end of the fibre.
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3. Inter-mode delay dispersion.
If the inter-mode delay per metre is wavelength sensitive, then use of a broadband
source may degrade the spatial resolution of schemes which average over the source
spectrum (such as white light interferometry, see Section 2.4.2.1.2). This effect will
be investigated.
T w o -p ro p a g a tio n m ode fib re sy ste m .
The general schematic diagrams of bimodal schemes are shown in Figs. 2.7, 2.8, 2.9.
In the two-propagation mode scheme, a weakly guiding single-mode fibre is operated at
a V-number between 2.4 and 3.8 such that two propagation modes, the LP qj and LPjj
modes, can be supported. The former is the fundamental (H E jj) mode and the latter a
grouping of vectorial modes (HEji , TMgj and TEgj) which together give an almost
plane-polarised transverse EM mode solution. By solving the characteristic equations
for guiding for a specified step-index fibre [Gowar, 1983, p .117] the propagation
constant

and effective index n^ (n^ =

of each (k, m) mode can be

calculated and hence their phase velocities deduced (Vp= c/n^). Fig. 2.10 shows how
the effective index of the first seven modes typically varies with V-number. The inter
mode phase velocity is important in establishing the conditions necessary for coherent
mode-coupling and for mode-splitting [see later], but does not itself define the inter
mode time-delay of the fibre. This is set by the difference in group velocities of the two
modes since the information in each mode travels at the envelope (group) velocity Vg =
dcD/dp. W hilst this is an obvious result for the case of amplitude modulated schemes
(such as the RF sub-carrier phase-modulated scheme of Section 2.4.2.1.2) it is not so
obvious for interference-based demodulation schemes for which differential phasedelay might at first seem to be the main delay term; a proof that this is not the case is
conducted in Appendix 2.1.
The group-propagation time t^ [s] over a fibre length L [m] is given by:

which can be shown to be [Gowar, 1983, p. 136]:
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where:
n2 _ i j 2

A = —— ^
2nj

is the fractional refractive index step at the core - cladding
interface (n j, n^ are the core & cladding reft, indices resp.)

Ng = n^ + 0 ) . ^ ^
dû)

is the group index (N , = c/V = c.dp/do); V group
*
*
velocity)

V

normalised frequency (V= 27t.a.(ni^- ^2
radius)

02 _ Q2
^km = q 2 " '~q 2 '

a core

normalised propagation constant of the L P j^ mode ( p p
p 2 propagation constants for plane TEM waves in the core
and cladding respectively).

The solutions for normalised propagation constant b ^ (V ) for the L P ^ modes shown
in Fig. 2.11, are now rendered independent of fibre parameters (a (radius), n j, Uj)
which helps com putation. Dispersion of the transm ission tim e is obtained by
differentiating eqn. (2.45) with respect to © and gives:
d t.,_ L d N j .
d©

c

d© L

. d(V b)1 . L.A.N^ Vd^(Vb) . L .N , dA d"(V"b)
dV J

cxo.nj

dV

d©

c

dV
(2.46)

material dispersion
term (cladding)

waveguide
dispersion

differential material
dispersion

From eqn. (2.45), the inter-mode group delay can now be calculated for the twopropagation mode system as:
.

^

L .N ,.A rd(V b„,)

d (V b „ )l

L.(0 .n , dA r

,V fd b „ ,

d b ,A l

(2.47)
where all terms are calculated at normalised frequency V.
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Typically, for 850 nm bimodal operation, a 1300 nm single-mode fibre would be used
giving a V-number of approximately 3.55. With A = 0.005 (typ. value) and a pure
silica cladding (nj = 1.457) this gives from Figs. 2.11, 2.12:
toi " ^ 1 1 “ -1-75 ns / km + 220 ps / km = -1.53 ns / km at V = 3.55. (for data see
Appendix 2.2)
Fig. 2.13 shows how the dominant first term varies with V-number for similar
conditions and indicates that at V« 3.03 the group velocities of the two modes are equal
giving zero delay. The Figure indicates that operation in the region 3.3<V<3.7 Is most
desirable in that the wavelength dependence (dispersion) of the inter-mode delay is
minimised. The wavelength dependence in the two propagation mode scheme is entirely
dominated by the difference in the waveguide dispersion term (eqn. (2.46)) for each
mode giving:
d (to i- t^ ) _ L.A.NyV
dû)

c.co.n 2

d^(Vbp,)

d '( V b ,J

dV"

dV"

(2.48)

From Fig. 2.12, the waveguide dispersion terms of the LP qj and L P u modes work out
at approximately +3.48 ps/km/nm and +16.7 ps/km/nm respectively, giving an overall
inter-mode dispersion of -12.5 ps/km/nm (all at V = 3.55) when the contributions of
other two terms of eqn. (2.47) are included (+0.04 (m aterial disp.) and +0.73
ps/km/nm (diff. material disp.)). The delay dispersion arises from the higher rate of
change of the LPjj group velocity with wavelength over that of the LP qj mode, which
can be seen from the differences in slopes of the d(Vb)/dV vs. V characteristics of Fig.
2.12 in the region 2.4<V<3.8. Whilst small by communication standards, the delay
dispersion is significant in bimodal systems because it causes a spatial measurement
error d(toj - tu)/(toi - 1^) of +0.82 % per nm change in operating wavelength, which
is commonly overlooked in the literature. This gives rise to two complications:
The first is reduced spatial accuracy due to variations in centre operating wavelength;
such errors could be overcome in most demodulation schemes by using fixed cross
coupling sites at known positions along the fibre (called markers or milestones), which
allow scale-factor spatial errors to be referenced out. By using more markers, this
technique can be used to eliminate local spatial errors arising from tem perature
sensitivity of the inter-mode delay. The temperature sensitivity of the inter-mode delay
is dominated by the effect of change in the cladding refractive index on the operating Vnumber and can be approximated by:
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d (tp 1
dT

d^(Vbot)
dV^
X.n^.c
7C. H« L

d^(V bn)
dV^

In the case of dn^/dT = dn^/dT = 0.68E-5/K (for pure silica) this has a value of -0.18
ps/km /K (@ V=3.55, A=0.005, a=3.28tim , 1=850 nm ), giving for the case of a
uniform temperature change, a spatial error of - 0.01 % / K.
The second complication caused by delay dispersion is reduced spatial resolution and
occurs only in systems in which the delay discriminator averages over the source
spectrum, such as the RF sub-carrier phase scheme and white light interferometry (see
Section 2.4.2.1.2). The limit to the spatial resolution in each scheme will be discussed
later.
The various components associated with a two-propagation mode system will now be
briefly reviewed. As shown in the schematic system diagrams (Figs. 2.7-2.9), the first
component in most cases is a mode stripper positioned after the launch to remove the
unwanted L P jj mode radiation. This is usually achieved by winding the fibre 10-20
times around a 1/2 inch diameter former [Blake et al., 1986] which because of their
differing effective indices (Fig. 2.10) causes a much higher bend loss for the L P jj
mode than for the LP qj.
Next, mode couplers are required to form the sensors. Coupling from the LP qj to the
L P jj mode is usually achieved by microbending the fibre with a periodicity equal to the
beat length (Ly = 2jt/(pQ j-pjj) ~ 300 pm typ.) which causes synchronous coupling.
With V>3, the efficiency of coupling to the LPjj mode (rather than to radiation modes)
is greater than 99 % [Taylor, 1984]. No reports on the linearity or repeatability of the
mode coupling with displacement of the microbending plates could be obtained;
however sensitivity is reported to be extremely high [Taylor, 1984] with a displacement
of 0.01 pm sufficient to cause compiete power transfer in a 1.3 cm long modulator.
The latter figure brings into question the insensitivity of this scheme to unwanted mode
coupling in the fibre sections between sensors and to the ability to achieve the
necessarily low mode coupling levels (< 1%) at the sensors needed to guarantee high
sensor counts and low cross-talk (see Section 3.2).
Another component commonly required is a mode-separator. This device spatially
separates the two fibre modes to allow them to be independently detected (as in the RF
scheme) or to allow inter-mode delay to be inserted (white-light inteferometry). One of
the first separators to be devised [Sorin et al., Feb 1986] used refraction at the interface
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between a polished half-coupler and a glass prism to angularly separate the mode
beams; the angular separation arises from the different effective indices of the two
modes and is generally low (typ. 0.5° for 5n^= 0.002). The second mode separator
reported [Sorin, Sep. 1986] is an all-fibre device and thus is more suitable for practical
systems. This separator replaces the prism of the previous scheme with a polished
half-coupler made from a fibre whose LP qj effective index lies between the indices of
the LP qj and LPjj modes in the dual-mode fibre. This results in high coupling out of
the LP jj mode and a reported mode selectivity >25 dB.
The final device required in interferometric schemes is a mode mixer. The analysis
conducted in Appendix 2.1 indicates that the system output is dependent on the overlap
integral of the spatial field distributions of the two modes (eqn. (A12)). As the LP qj
field is symmetric about the fibre axis and the LPjj anti-symmetric, an asymmetric part
of the total field must be detected for interference to be observed; this typically is
achieved using a mask in front of the detector.
A point which has not been made is that a nominally circular two-moded bus fibre
actually guides six mutually orthogonal polarisation modes; two for the LP qj mode and
four for the L P jj mode, as shown in Fig. 2.14. The polarisation orientation and
relative powers in each of the modes in these two groups is sensitive to micro- and
macro-bending of the fibre and will result in random polarisation fading whenever the
resultant LP fields are either orthogonal or anti-symmetric over the detection area. One
approach to avoiding polarisation fading is to use a highly elliptical-core fibre and
operate it at a wavelength between the first-order cut-off wavelengths of the two
eigenmodes. By filling one LP qj eigenmode (the one which can support L P jj) and
aligning this axis to the plane of microbending at each mode-coupler, operation with
single LP qj and L Pjj modes having stable polarisation states can be assured and
polarisation fading avoided.

Two-polarisation mode fibre system.
In this scheme, the filled and free modes are the two orthogonal linearly polarised
modes of a highly biréfringent (or polarisation preserving) fibre [Vamham et al.,
1983]. In this type of fibre, birefringence is developed either by way of geometry (eg.
an elliptical core) or by creating a stress-anisotropy (resulting in a stress-induced
birefringence) so that the two polarisation modes (designated x for the slow mode and y
for the fast) have sufficiently different propagation constants that coupling between
them is prevented. The two polarisation modes thus propagate as two independent
channels with an inter-mode delay which will now be derived. For a stress-induced
birefringence B, assume that the stress-anisotropy affects the core and cladding
refractive indices for the x and y polarised modes equally so that:
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B=~

= «IX - =

(2.50)

n2, -n^y

where the subscripts 1 ,2 refer to the core and cladding respectively.
The inter-mode group delay can be obtained from eqn. (2.45) as:

(2.51)

t x - t y « “ (N zx-N ^y)

where the approximation ignores the other terms from equation (2.45) which together
contribute less than 0.2 %. For YORK HB800 fibre (with a beat length of 1.5 mm at
830 nm and a core-cladding index step of 0.01) and using the approximation [Gowar,
1983,p.l42]:

(2.52)

b<„(V) = [ L 1 4 2 8 - ^ ^ ]

the inter-mode group delay works out accurately at +1.837 ns/km at 780 nm (see data
in Appendix 2.2). Dispersion of the inter-mode delay has been derived from eqn.
(2.46):
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(2.53)

where the difference in the material dispersion terms for the two modes has been
ignored (<2% of the total). The two dispersion terms in eqn. (2.53) are approximately
+0.012 ps/km/nm and -1.35 fs/km/nm at 780 nm (see data in Appendix 2.2) giving a
total delay dispersion of +0.011 ps/km/nm (a delay change of +0.0006 % / nm). The
delay dispersion has been substantially reduced in the two polarisation mode system
(cf. 14 ps/km/nm for the two propagation mode case) because operation is now
confined to the fundamental LP qj mode only, so the waveguide dispersion terms for
the two modes are now much more closely matched. The delay dispersion is
insensitive to V-number (for 1.9<V<2.2) and operating wavelength (+0.007 ps/km/nm
at 1.3 and 1.55 p.m).
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Temperature sensitivity of the inter-mode delay is obtained by differentiating eqn.
(2.51) to give:
d(t dT
Using the data of Appendix 2.2, the temperature sensitivity of YORK HB800 at 780
nm is -1.25 ps/km/K giving a spatial error, for a uniform temperature change, of
-0.068 %/K. This figure is seven times higher than for the two-propagation mode case
and is due to the high temperature sensitivity of the stress-induced birefringence; the
temperature sensitivity may be lower for form birefringence (data unavailable). The
isolation of the polarisation modes in either fibre under normal handling conditions is
extremely good being in region of -20 dB over 1 km.
The components for realising a two propagation mode system are relatively straight
forward. An efficient launch into one of the eigenmodes can be assured using a bulkoptic linear polariser and a rotational fibre chuck to align one of the fibre axes;
alternatively, a coiled-fibre polariser [Vamham et al., 1984] or a polarising launch fibre
could be used. Polarisation mode coupling at the sensor sites can be achieved using
either microbending [Cannell et al., 1988], uniform lateral stress [Carrara et al., 1986]
or a travelling acoustic wave [Risk et al., 1986]. These options will be looked at in
Section 3.3. Mode separation can be effected using either a bulk-optic or an all-fibre
polarising beamsplitter and mode-mixing by using a 45° analyser.
D o u b le -c o re fib re sy ste m .
An alternative option is to use a double-core fibre [Romaniuk and Dorosz, 1989]. The
fibre could be designed so that the dissim ilar values of A and V for each core
(designated X and Y) giving rise to inter-mode delay also cause cancellation of the
material and differential material terms in the delay dispersion (eqn. (2.51)) thus
allowing high spatial resolution in broadband systems. Unlike the other two systems
which are based on polarisation preserving fibre however, this scheme will suffer from
polarisation dispersion (typically 5-10 ps/km for an unspun single-mode fibre) which
will give a spatial error in the region 0.1 -1 % for inter-mode delays of 10-1 ns/km.
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2 .4 .2 .1 .2 Dem ultiplexing schemes for bimodal sensing system s.
Sub-carrier phase detection.
This is a scheme for detecting the position of a single cross-coupling site or 'event'
along the bus fibre and so is really only useful in security or alarm applications. The
system (shown in Fig. 2.7) sinusoidally modulates the source power at high frequency
(10-100 MHz) allowing the inter-mode delay to be determined from the phase shift
between the filled and free mode envelopes at the receiver. In the first demonstration
[Kotrotsios and Pariaux, 1989] a 10 MHz sub-carrier frequency was used with a 0.1°
receiver phase sensitivity allowing a spatial accuracy of 14 m for a 2 ns/km inter-mode
delay. If this is insufficient, operating frequency could be increased to 100 MHz using
a laser diode source giving a spatial resolution of potentially 1 m. When more than
one mode coupling site exists, the spatial information will be erroneous as the resultant
phase of the free mode envelope will be given by the vector sum of the sub-carriers
associated with each cross-coupled beam.
The most promising application of this system appears to be with a double core fibre.
This is for the following reasons:
1. The inter-mode delay of this fibre can be designed to be high (10 ns/km) which
im proves the spatial resolution (potential for 0.3 m resolution with 100 MHz
modulation).
2. This appears to be the cheapest option. With the fibre costs o f each scheme
approximately equal, the major savings are to be made in the optical components, the
most significant of these being the mode separator. This can be realised simply and
cheaply in the double-core fibre system by using a lens and double-element photodiode
combination.
3. The main drawbacks of this fibre are avoided. The high cross-coupling loss will not
limit the sensor capacity as operation is inherently confined to a single activated sensor
anyway. Being non-interferometric, the system output will not be affected by the
polarisation instability in the fibre, other than the small spatial error due to polarisation
dispersion (noted in Section 2.4.2.1.1) which will not be a problem with a high inter
mode delay (spatial error < 0.1 % for 10 ns/km fibre).
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FMCW technique.
This technique uses an optical frequency ramped coherent source to generate a beat
frequency proportional to delay when the filled and free modes are optically mixed at
the receiver [Franks et al., 1985]. As such, a Fourier transform of the detected power
will provide a profile of the modal cross-coupling level along the fibre enabling the
states of all sensors to be independently detected, but in practice the system is plagued
with a number of problems which increase the processing complexity and limit the
minimum sensor spacing which can be achieved.
One complication rises from the need to use sawtooth modulation of the optical
frequency for any practical source (with finite frequency sweep range). For the
simplest case of a single activated sensor, this in general results in the amplitude
spectrum containing a series of spectral lines, at integer m ultiples of the ramp
frequency, under a sin(x)/x envelope centred at the beat frequency [Economou et al.,
1986]. The beat frequency can simply be derived as:

fb =

(2.55)

where:
Af
Tg

is the optical frequency range (fmax'^min^ over which the source is modulated
[Hz].
is the period of the ramp modulation [s].

T
L

is the inter-mode delay per metre of fibre [s/m].
is the distance of the cross-coupling site from the receiving end of the fibre [m].

For the system to independently interrogate a number of activated sensors, it is
necessary to simplify the spectrum arising from each sensor in order to prevent
crosstalk. This can be achieved by arranging for the beat frequency of each sensor to
equal an integer multiple of the ramp frequency. In the time-domain, the phase of the
beat frequency for each activated sensor will now be continuous between successive
ramp periods so that the output spectrum due to each activated sensor will be reduced to
a single component at the beat frequency. W hilst simplifying dem odulation, this
approach demands that the sensors be accurately located at distances:

L „ = ^

(2.56)

from the receiver (m is an integer) which is not only inconvenient but difficult to
achieve when a small inter-sensor spacing ÔL [m] is required:
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6L = —
A

i

(2.57)
.I

The minimum sensor spacing which the system can support is thus set by the intermode delay of the fibre and the source frequency excursion. Following the analysis of
Section 2.4.2.1.1, the inter-mode delay can be expected to be in the region of 2 ns/km
for both two-propagation mode and two-polarisation mode fibre so that to achieve a i m
inter-sensor spacing demands a 500 GHz source frequency ramp. Unfortunately, the
largest continuous tuning ranges reported for directly modulated laser diodes are in the
region of 60-80 GHz for Fabry-Perot cavity devices, 30-60 GHz for DFB devices
[Dutta et al., 1986] and around 70 GHz for DBR devices [Tohmori et al., 1983],
implying a minimum achievable sensor spacing of order 10-20 m.
These tuning ranges refer to operation in one longitudinal mode only with a low
probability of mode-hopping and not to the discontinuous frequency range (typ. 600700 GHz for DFB/DBR lasers) which can be achieved when m ode-jum ping is
perm itted [Y am aguchi et al., 1984]. M ode-jum ping w ill produce frequency
discontinuities of typically 100 GHz in the optical frequency ramp resulting in phase
discontinuities of the beat frequencies at the mode-hopping instants. The continuous
beat signal will therefore be truncated, resulting in a minim um sensor spacing
commensurate with the continuous tuning range quoted above.
Additional restrictions on the locations of sensors along the fibre will be imposed by the
cross-talk arising from non-linearities in the source optical frequency ramp. Nonlinearity results in variations of the beat frequencies along the ramp and hence produces
unwanted harmonic components in the detected spectrum which give rise to cross-talk.
The injection current-to-frequency modulation transfer functions of three common
Fabry-Perot single-electrode GaALAs laser diodes have been experimentally determined
[Welford and Alexander, 1985] and are shown in Fig. 2.15. At low frequencies (<
100 KHz) the predominant FM process is thermal FM which, through temperature
sensitivity of the refractive index of the cavity and thermal expansion of the cavity
length, results in a shift to longer wavelengths with increasing drive current (typically at
a tuning rate of 3 - 8 GHz/mA). At higher modulation frequencies (>100 MHz) the
predominant effect is carrier-density FM in which the carrier-density dependence of the
cavity's refractive index results in a shift to shorter wavelengths with increasing drive
current. An intermediate region (100 KHz -1 0 0 MHz) can be identified in which the
two processes occur, resulting in a dip in the tuning rate and a phase transition from n
to 0 radians.
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The best modulation linearity of these devices is obtained in the thermal FM region
below 10 KHz, where the majority of FMCW systems have been demonstrated to date.
Here, the main cause of non-linearity in the optical frequency ramp will be a non-linear
thermal response of the laser chip with injection-current ramping. For a typical GaAlAs
single-mode laser (Hitachi HLP 1400), the thermal response times have been published
[Kobayashi et al., 1982] as 0.6 \ l s for the chip, 20 |xs for the sub-mount and 2.3 ms
for the heat sink and together cause between 5 % to 15 % of the ramp period to be
highly non-linear for ramp frequencies in the range 10 Hz to 10 KHz [Economou et al.,
1986]. The additional sidebands which are produced by the ramp non-linearity in a
two-path interferometer are shown in Fig. 2.16 for the case where the beat frequency is
set equal to the ninth harmonic of the ramp frequency [Economou et al., 1986]. The
spectrum is for a ramp frequency of 900 Hz and an optical frequency excursion of
approximately 7 GHz and includes sidebands at the first and second harmonics due to
AM modulation. The spectral leakage at the third to the eighth harmonics is in the
region of 5 to 20 % relative to the beat frequency, which will in practice prevent the
siting of more than about four binary sensors within any 10.ÔL metre length of the bus
fibre (ÔL is the minimum sensor spacing, eqn. (2.57)) if cross-talk is to be avoided.
Better linearity in the source frequency ramp has recently been made possible by the
development of multi-electrode DFB lasers [Yoshikuni and Motosugi, 1987] for FSK
data links. In these devices, the primary FM process is carrier density distribution FM
[Yoshikuni and Motosugi, 1987] which is achieved by controlling the current ratio
applied to a number of electrodes along the cavity length. The tuning rate for this
process is substantially higher than for thermal FM with the result that the uniformity of
the FM transfer function is drastically improved in the intermediate frequency range of
100 KHz to 100 MHz, as is shown by Fig. 2.17. A ramp frequency of about 10 MHz
would be ideal for a bimodal system as thermal non-linearities are avoided (ramp period
less than a fifth of the chip thermal rise time) whilst at the same time, the flyback
portion of the beat signal can be kept at less than 2.5 % of the total ramp period (for a 2
ns maximum inter-mode delay equivalent to a 1km network).
Unfortunately, the large-signal FM transfer function has not yet been reported for these
devices but analysis of the small signal response (Fig. 2.18) and the static (d.c.) largesignal response (Fig. 2.19) indicate that a substantial improvement in ramp linearity
over thermal FM might be obtained if the frequency excursion is kept below 20 GHz (at
an optimum bias of = 0.41^) but this would need to be experimentally confirmed. If
so, cross-talk limitations on the positioning of sensors could be alievated at the expense
of a minimum sensor spacing of 20-40 m.
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A final com plication of the FMCW system is the generation of cross-term beat
frequencies [Sakai, 1986] from the mutual beating of cross-coupled mode beams. As
the optical powers of the cross-term components are
relative to the primary beat
frequencies (where k is the cross-coupling power ratio), they can be made negligibly
small by using a low cross-coupling level in the region -20 to -40 dB (depending on the
total number of simultaneously activated sensors anticipated). Alternatively, if this
m akes the system too sensitive to envirom entally-induced cross-coupling, the
coincidence of cross-term and signal frequencies can be avoided by using one of two
possible layout strategies. The first strategy (Solution 1.1 of [Sakai, 1986] ) is to
restrict sensor locations
(measured from the receiver end of the fibre) to odd values
of m only, so that signal frequencies occur at odd harmonics of the ramp frequency
only and cross-terms at even harmonics only. The second strategy (Solution 1.2 of
[Sakai, 1986] ) is to locate all sensors further than half the total fibre length away from
the receiver which ensures that all possible cross-term frequencies are lower than the
lowest signal beat frequency.
In conclusion, the FMCW system is a relatively low cost solution to detecting a number
of simultaneous activated sensors but demands a high minimum sensing spacing (of
order 10-40 m) and accurate sensor positioning if cross-talk is to be avoided.

Coherence-domain demodulation or white-light interferometry.
This system was first proposed for measurement of spatial distributions o f modecoupling in polarisation-maintaining fibre in 1984 [Takada, 1984] and later proposed
for sensing applications in 1989 [Kotrotsios, 1989]. It offers the highest spatial
resolution potential and best cross-talk performance of all the applicable demodulation
schemes. The method isolates the cross-coupled mode beam from each activated
sensor by optical correlation. To achieve this, a low coherence length source is used to
supply the filled mode beam so that by positioning sensors a minimum distance:

5L > ^
C.X

(2.58)

apart on the bus fibre, the cross-coupled mode beams from each sensor are mutually
incoherent on arrival at the receiver. A scanning M ichelson path-m atching
interferometer (see Fig. 2.9) is then used to cross-correlate the filled and free-mode
beams resulting in a detected power of form (see Section 3.2):
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(2.59)

where:
Pj

is the total detected power
is the power of the k* sensor free-mode beam in activated state (assum ed«Po)

Pq

is the power of the filled-mode beam at the receiver

Sj^

is the state of the

r(i)

is the source self-coherence function

Tj^

is the group-time delay of the k ^ sensor beam wrt to the filled mode.(Tj^= x.Lj^)

'Pj^

is the phase delay of the k^ sensor beam

'P q

is the phase delay of the filled-mode beam

sensor

The state of the j*** sensor is interrogated by matching the interferometer time delay T q
to the group-time delay Tj so that under the condition of eqn. (2.58), the detected fringe
visibility is a function of Sj alone:

V (T j)= h YlE I 'i .S,
Pt

(2.60)

The spatial resolution and cross-talk performance of this scheme are set by the source
coherence function r(x ).

For an edge-emitting LED with a coherence length of

typically 10 p,m, the spatial resolution can be as high as 20 mm with a 2 ns/km inter
mode delay fibre, whilst with higher power sources like Super Radiant Diodes (SRD)
and low-coherence multi-longitudinal mode laser diodes, the system is estimated to be
capable of supporting more than 100 binary sensors at a measurement bandwidth of
100 Hz (see Section 3.6).
Chapter 3 will investigate the potential of the system for supporting binary sensors and
will demonstrate operation of the system with a low-cost multi-longitudinal mode laser
diode.
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2 .4 .2 .2 W avelength-division multiplexing schemes.
By using a wavelength selective mode coupling mechanism at the sensor sites, it is
possible to multiplex and demultiplex cross-coupled beams on a wavelength-division
basis. The most wavelength-selective mechanism is resonant mode-coupling induced in
a m icrobend m odulator [Taylor, 1984]. W avelength selectivity arises from the
wavelength-dependence of the beat length between the two fibre modes, which results
in a coupling maxima at the wavelength at which the beat length equals the pitch of the
microbending grating, giving synchronous coupling [Taylor, 1984].
In a two-propagation mode scheme with a weakly guiding step index fibre (core radius
a, normalised index step A), the beat length (LPqj, L P jj) varies with V-number (or
IfK) as [Blake, 1986]:

L b = 2 :c a f^ l

. F( V)

(2.61)

where F(V), the normalised beat length, is a function of V only and is shown in Fig.
2.20. The fact that the beat length experiences a minimum at V=3.03 means that for a
unique passband for each sensor, operation must be confined to either 2.4<V<3 or
3<V<3.8, with the latter being preferable due to higher m ode-coupling efficiency
[Taylor, 1984]. Modelling of the cross-coupling using the method of [Blake, 1986]
shows that a FWHM = 30 nm is achievable with a 100 period x 295pm pitch grating
with a fibre of (a=3.28 pm , A=0.005} at 850 nm (V=3.55), which is a reasonable
limit for practically sized (3 cm) modulators. As the passband wavelength approaches
V=3, the FWHM increases drastically as (dF/dV )'\ which limits the operating range to
approximately 3.2<V<3.8 ( ie. a wavelength range of 150 nm around 850 nm) giving a
practical limit of 4 - 5 sensors for this two-propagation mode system.
Better wavelength selectivity occurs in the coupling between the two-polarisation
modes of a stress-induced biréfringent fibre, as the normalised birefringence (n^ - n^) is
essentially independent of wavelength, so that the beat length is proportional to
wavelength:

L b = --------n, -n y

(2.62)
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The coupled power fraction has been derived [Cannell et al., 1988] for an ideal grating
as:

K(X) =

2

Sine'

I
\ A

(2.63)

A

where:
Cq

is the peak field coupling fraction along the distorted fibre (a function of fibre

L

distortion and the orientation of the fibre axes)
is the length of the grating.

A

is the pitch of the grating.

Xq

centre wavelength of passband {Xq= (n^ - ny)A)

The filter linewidth (FWHM) can be approximated in the ideal case as:

AX = —
m

( 2. 64)

where m is the number of periods in the grating (m = L / A); ie. m = 75 for a 10 nm
linewidth at 850 nm (with L= 11 cm for Lg= 1.5 mm).
The FWHM and the broadband cross-coupling level are sensitive to the grating and
load uniformities. In the reference [Cannell et al., 1988], the polymer primary coating
on the fibre was found to deform by approximately 10 p.m under normal microbending
operation, so that a pin height tolerance of about ±5 p,m was found to be satisfactory.
Using a 50 mm diameter mandrel grating with 1.59 mm diameter pins packed around
the circum ference, 1.5 turns of fibre (m=150) gave a linewidth of 8.4 nm and a
broadband cross-coupling level less than 1 % of the peak level (Fig. 2.21). W hilst
better linewidths can be achieved using linear gratings, these are unpractically long (300
mm for 150 pins) due to the high fibre beat length (typically a minimum o f 1-1.5 mm).
A typical operating wavelength range is 200 nm for single-mode fibres (limited by bend
sensitivity at V<1.9) so that approximately 20 sensors could be multiplexed in this
scheme.
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2 .5

C o n c lu sio n s.

This chapter has investigated multiplexing schemes for binary sensors which are
capable of supporting a serial sensor configuration on a single fibre bus. A serial
architecture is seen as the only way to make multiplexing of binary optical sensors cost
effective; this is because the need for optical couplers, which make up the bulk of the
cost of other configurations, is avoided whilst the improved optical power efficiency
which results enables a higher sensor capacity to be supported and hence lower 'per
sensor' costs.
The "off-the-shelf" solution provided by OTDR readout of serially configured
microbend-loss sensors has been investigated and found to provide inadequate sensor
capacity at the high interrogation rates (>1 Hz) of interest to process-control and
essential monitoring systems. This is primarily due to the high backscatter loss and can
be overcome by instead operating on the forward-travelling wave; a number of systems
capable of doing this were subsequently investigated. The transmissive systems divided
into those operating with single-channel (mono-mode or multi-mode) fibre and those
with two-m oded fibre. The advantages and lim itations of each schem e were
investigated and are summarised in Table 2.4.
The single-channel schemes use standard telecommunications fibres and so are
comparatively cheap and easy to install but as passive multiplexing is limited to either
the wavelength or intensity domain, the estimated sensor capacities are low (fewer than
20-40 sensors).
The use of a bimodal bus fibre allowing time-resolved transmissive operation offers a
w ider range of demultiplexing options. The option considered to offer the best
performance is the coherence-domain scheme discussed briefly in Section 2.4.2.1.2.
This scheme is estimated to be capable of supporting at least 100 activated sensors at
practical measurement bandwidths with spatial resolution as low as 20 mm and is an
ideal candidate for these applications. The next chapter will report on the design and
implementation of such a system for supporting large numbers of binary (ON/OFF)
sensors.
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s

System

O ptim um
C onfiguration

M ax. Binary
Sensor Capacity

C apacity
Lim itation

M in. sensor
spacing.

A dvantages

D isadvantages

OTDR/
Microbend

MMF

~ 40 (Bm < 1 Hz)

OPB

1 m (OPB)

O ff-the-shelf soln.
Lmax up to 20 km

Poor capacity at
high interrogation rates

WDM

MMF. Bandstop
multi-layer filters

~ 2 0 with
guard-bands

Spectral range /
filter res. OPB
for Ns > 20.

No inherent
limit

Analog measurement
possible by tilt tuning.

Poss. expensive
Off-line sensor install.
High loss limits Bm.

Intensity Division

SMF. Microbend loss-

5 -1 0

OPB

Low cost.

2

Needs accurate sensor
attenuation levels.

Hybrid PFM

SMF. Phase
Modulation

Depends on int.
rate; very high.

Modulator
Bandwidth

Smart sensors and
interfaces possible.

Disad. associated with
hybrid system s-eg. need
for remote power supply.

Fundamental

Low cost, source
& pol. insensitive

One activated sensor
only

Optics & E/O easy
to implement

Needs good source
isolation if mode- hopping
is to be eliminated

H

X referenced.

Time- Resolved Bimodal Systems:
Sub Carrier
Phase Demod.

Two Core Fibre

I activated
sensor only

FMCW

PMF. DFB
Laser source.

Depends on crosstalk level arising
from ramp non-linearity.

10

CDM

PMF. SLD
source

-2 0 0 (Bm =100 Hz)

8

Spectral DM

PMF. SLD
source

-1 0 0

Finesse o f
Spectrometer.

1 -1 0

m for
l(X)m-l km
network

Simple set-up with
standard components.

WDM

PMF. Microbending
bandpass filters

- 1 0 with
guard-bands

Spectral range
to filter res.

No inherent
limit

Low cost

OPB

N/A. Spatial
acc. > 0.5 m
-

2 0

m

cm.

High spatial res.
& sensor cap.

High cost o f spectrometer.
Suffers cross-talk due to
mixing o f cross- coupled
beams.
Limited sensor capacity

V

Table 2.4. Comparison of systems capable of supporting serially-configured binary (ON/OFF) sensors.
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ELECTRICAL

I

OPTICAL

Lj
TO THE
SY STEM

<=>

OTDR

dead
zone

I

1

Fibre Routing
Switch (optional)

Reserve Fibre
(optional)

Primary
Bus Fibre

Sj: Microbend sensors
etc.
5 L [m]

6

upstream
elem ent

L [m]

Lmax [m]

downstream
elem ent

Fig. 2.1. Fibre network for O TDR-interrogated serial sensing system
using m icrobending m odulators.
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Measurand

Electrical Parameters
- Power
- Voltage
- Current
RF Power
Chemical /
Spill Sensing /
Water Penetration
Flow Rate

Intermediary

Pathway

Pathway

Optical
Parameter
Modulated

Microbend - loss induced by
bimetallic or shape memory
alloy coatings (Intrinsic)

Heating Coils /
Thermo-electric
D evices.

Intensity Modulation
Refractive index change
giving guidance loss
(Intrinsic) or reflection
change_____________

Passive Absorber
Coating

A gent causing
Exothermic
Reaction.

I

Hot Wire
Anemometer
Pyrometer

Optical Radiation

Intensity Modulation

Phase change in
interferometer /
polarimeter /birefringence
change in L iN b 03.

Intensity Modulation
Thermochromie dyes
/ Photolum inescence

1

Wavelength /
Spectral Mod.

Micro - resonators

Int. (PFM)
mod.

Fig. 2.2(a). Sensing pathways with tem perature as an interm ediary.

Measurand
Force
Displacement
Strain
Pressure
Micro - switch

Intermediary

Pathway

Flow Rate

Direct Effect

(In trin sic)^ ^

-------------------- m
Vortex Shedding
or via Differential
Pressure

^

Bim etallics / shape
memory alloys

Temperature

^
Expansive Absorber

Humidity /
Water penetration

Optical
Parameter
Modulated

Microbend /
Macrobend
Modulator

Mass - Spring System

Acceleration

Pathway

^

P
II
s ^

Optical Lever
M oving M ask/
Reflector /
Fibre / Lens /
Prism
Modulators

M oving Prism/
Grating /
Zone - Plate

Solenoids / piezo electrics

Electrical Parameters
- power
voltage/current

Fig. 2.2(b). Sensing pathways with displacement as an interm ediary.
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Intensity Modulation

Intensity Modulation

Wavelength /
Spectral
Modulation

Measurand

Intermediary

Pathway

Electrical Power

Optical
Parameter
Modulated

Liquid Crystal /
Electro - Optic /
AFPM Modulatore

I

Most measurands

Pathway

IntensityModulation

Electrostriction

Voltage
Controlled

Conventional Electronic
Sensing Technology

►
PolarisationModulation

Kerr / Pockels Effects
Electrogyration

►

►
E m issive D evices

Current
Controlled

Intensity Modulation
M agnetostriction

Phase / Int.
Modulation

Fig. 2.2(c). H ybrid sensing options.

Measurand

Displacement
(linear or
rotary)

Pathway

Intermediary

M oving magnet /
variable reluctance

I

Pathway
M etallic Glass
M icro-resonator.

Optical
Parameter
Modulated
Intensity Modulation

Ferro-magnetic
Liquid Crystal ?

Electromagnet

Electrical
current / voltage

Fig. 2.2(d). Sensing pathways with magnetic field as an interm ediary.
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(FM)
Intensity Modulation
(baseband)

Standard OTDR:

ELECTRICAL

T = 2Lmax / c

I

OPTICAL

Puise Generator.

r i _ . . . r L
Correlating OTDR

ru LTLT

OR

Pseudo-Random
Binary Scx\
Generator

Tp < 2?L / c

Bus fibre

Transmitter
Delay Programming
signal
Sn (estimate)

Fixed delay
Td = 2SL/c

Td

'3TÎ

I
Decision
circuit

U/D

D

gates

HEHEI

Td(n)

i

,,

Receiver

X

2x2 Fused Coupler

or,

Divider.

Low Pass Filters
at Measurement
Bandwith Bm.

Td(n) is a programmable
delay chosen to selectively
interrogate each sensor's
fibre elements;

Receiver
Bandwidth
Brx
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Fig. 2.4. Coupling from fundamental to cladding modes in a monomode
fibre subjected to microbending [Cannell et al., 1988, Fig. 1].
Solid line; Grating pitch 0.60 mm.
Short dashed line; Grating pitch 0.63 mm.
Long dashed line; Grating pitch 0.75 mm.
Microbending amplitude such that peak coupling efficiency = 50%.
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Fig. 2.10. Normalised propagation constant as a function of
normalised frequency V for some of the lowest order modes
of a step-index fibre [Gowar, 1983].
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Fig. 2.11. Normalised propagation param eter bkm vs.
normalised frequency V for some of the lowest order
modes of a step index fibre [Gloge, 1971].
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Fig. 2.12. The group delay arising from waveguide dispersion as a
function of V number for the LPkm modes of a step-index fibre
[Gloge, 1971].
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Fig. 2.13. Intermodal delay between the LPoi and L P ii modes
of a step-index fibre as a function of V num ber [U ttam , 1985].
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Fig. 2.14. Transverse electric field patterns in the fibre core
for the four degenerate L P ii modes [Gowar, 1983].
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Fig. 2.16. Detected spectrum of an FMCW system in which the
beat frequency has been made equal to the ninth harm onic o f
the sawtooth frequency [Economou et al., 1986].
Sawtooth frequency = 900 Hz; path imbalance of interferometer = 51 cm; drive
current modulation = 4.8 mA p-p.
The first, second and tenth harmonic peaks result from amplitude modulation of
the laser output while the third to eighth harmonic peaks result from thermallyinduced nonlinearities in the source optical frequency ramp.
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Fig. 2.17. FM response of a multi-electrode DFB laser a t
1.5 microns [Yoshikuni, 1987].
Laser has three equal length electrodes; a centre electrode (d.c. current Ic)
and two shorted electrodes either side (total current into device = It).
Circles indicate a bias point of Ic= 0.6 It.
Triangles indictae a bias point of Ic= 0.5 It.
Dots indicate the FM response of typical single-electrode DFB lasers.
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Fig. 2.18. FM response of a two-electrode DFB laser [Zou, 1988].
If = Bias current applied to front electrode.
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The device is a three-electrode DFB laser with shorted side electrodes.
(a) Shows wavelength tuning when centre electrode current is varied whilst the
total device current is held at 100 mA.
(b) Shows the frequency tuning achieved under 100 M Hz m odulation as the bias
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Fig. 2.21. Coupling efficiency (arb. units) between the polarisation
modes of a highly biréfringent fibre subjected to microbending
[Cannell, 1988].
Fibre: YORK H B 800 w ith beat length o f 1.9 mm at 850 nm.
Fibre wound 1.5 turns aroimd a m andrel with 100 pins and a diameter of 50 mm.
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2.7 Appendices for Chapter 2,
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A p p en d ix 2 .1 .

A proof that inter-mode group delay sets the path matching condition in
a transmissive bimodal sensing scheme based on white-light
interferometry.
The proof refers to a two-propagation mode system based on white-light interferometry
(see Sections 2.4.2.1.1 and 2.4.2.1.2). The electric field at the output of the bus fibre
for the case of a single activated sensor (distance L [m] from the receiver) is of form:
E, = a.E„,(x,y,(o).e'® ” ‘"''- + b .E „ (x ,y ,(o ).e '* "'“ '-'-

(A2.1)

where:
pgj,

are the propagation constant and modal field of the

a, b

constants

(0

optical frequency [rads/s]

mode resp. (c=0,l)

After splitting and recombination in the path-matching interferometer of imbalance x [s]
the electric field at frequency co [rads/s] is:
E (x ,y ^ ) = (a.eoi(x,y).F(co - CDo).e'-’^°'^“^^ + b.e^/x^y ).F(co -C0o).e"-'^"^“ ^’^).(l + e '-’^“ )
(A2.2)
where:
F(co - cOq) is the amplitude spectrum of the source centred on cOq [H z]
e d (x ,y )

is the spatial distribution of the mode field.

Hence, the optical power at (x,y,co) is given by:
I(x,y,co) =E(x,y,co).E *(x,y,co) = 2(1+ cos( tco)).F(co- cOo).F*( co- cDoXG
(A2.3)
where:

a\eoi(x,y).ed(x,y)-hb\eii(x,y).e%(x,y)
G = -ha. b. eoi(x, y ). e J i( x,y).e
_+a. b. e; i(x, y). e j Xx,y).e
(A2.4)
and Ap(co) = P o iW )-P n (o )).
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By Taylor’s series, the mode propagation constants can be expressed as:

•Pcl(®o)

%

where:
Pci(®o) —

(A2.5)

dPc,
dm (i)=CD, :P"ci(“ o) = 4dû)'

and c = 0,1.

Ci)=CO,

Thus:
AP((0) = Ap(cOo) + (C O ~(Do).AP'(©0) +

.Ap“(©^)

(A2.6)

where A p(© ) = poi(© )- p'i(© ); Ap"(©) = pôi(co)- Pn(©).
The detected power 1^(1) is obtained by integrating I(x,y,©) over the detector's area and
over the source spectrum. The signal (a.c.) component of IjjCx), designated Ip
given by:

Idac('^)= j jP(© - © 0 ).2 cos(T©).G.d©.dA

(A2.7)

APD—

where:
P(© -

© 0

) = E (© -

© 0

).E *(© -

© 0

) is the source power spectrum.

Substituting (A2.4), (A2.6) into (A2.7) gives:

I dac('^) -

a \ j eoi(x,y).eoi(x,y).dA + b \ jeu(x,y).e*i(x,y).dA
APD

APD

■H»

J P ( m - m „ M e ''" '+ e * “').dm
7e,„(x,y).e*„(x, y). P(m - mo).e-«"-"«^
,b .| I
APD—

+

7 eo i(x ,y ).e„(x , y). P(© b .J j
A P D —.

^+ j.(A P -a,o.A P ').L ^ ^ + j(T + A P '.L )(D ^

(A2.8)
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is

The first two terms can be identified as:

InAc('C) -

a \ J eoi(x,y).eoi(x,y).dA + b \ jen(x,y).e*i(x,y).dA .27t.2g(T)
APD

APD

(A2.9)
where:
g(t)

is the inverse fourier transform of the power spectrum of the source; ie. the
auto-correlation (or self-coherence) function.

g (i) + g (-x ) = 2g(i) since P(co - cOq) and therefore g(t), are real and even.
Equation (A2.9) represents the auto-correlation of the two mode beams arising when
the path-matching interferometer is balanced (equal arm lengths).
The remaining two terms of eqn. (A2.8) are double integrals which can be separated
(assuming continuous functions), to give:
^DAc(^ ) “ a.b . Jeoi(x,y).e*i(x,y).dA.27t. (g'(AP’.L + x ) + g ’(A p’.L - x ) )
APD

a.b. Je;i(x,y).eii(x,y).dA .27r.(g'*(A p’.L + x ) + g ^ (A p '.L -x ))
APD

(A2.10)

where g'(t) is the inverse fourier transform of the function:
Ok )* .A P ".L /2

P'(cû -C 0 q) = P(cû-cûo).e

(A2.11)

The two terms in equation (A2.10) are complex conjugates so simplifying and adding
the first two terms of equation (A2.9) gives an overall response:

^DAc('^) - a \ J eo i(x ,y ).eJi(x ,y ).d A + b l Je,i(x,y).e*i(x,y).dA .27T.2.g(x) +
APD

APD

2.a.b.Re

J eoi(x,y).e*i(x,y ).dA.27C. g'(AP'. L ± x)
LAPD

(A2.12)
where:
Re[x]

represents the real part of x.
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The last term of equation (A2.12) shows that for a broadband source, the path matching
condition giving rise to interference occurs when x = ± Ap'.L; that is, when x equals
the overall inter-mode group delay. The additional function in eqn. (A2.11) represents
the effect of dispersion of the inter-mode group delay (see Section 2.4.2.1.1) in
broadening the auto-correlation function therefore giving reduced spatial resolution.
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A p p en d ix 2 .2 .

Data used for calculating inter-mode delay, delay dispersion and
temperature sensitivity of the delay.
The following (typical) parameter values were used for the two-propagation mode case:
A = 0.005, first-order cut-off wavelength 1250 nm, cladding index 1.457 (pure silica)
Therefore V(@850 nm) = 2.405*1250/850 = 3.55
do)

= +5.86E - 1 8 [s/rad] from [Gowar, 1983, Table 5.2, p. 144]

Group index N 2 = n^ + 0 ).— - = 1.47
do)
[ d(V boi)_ d Ç V ^ I
^ -0.07143 from Fig. 2.12.
L dV
dV J v.3.55
— = 9.42E - 20 [s/rad] at 850 nm from [Gowar, 1983, Table 5.2, p. 144]
d(o
b<,i(3.55) = +0.714, b, ^3.55) = +0.364
dboi(3.55) ^ + 0
dV

^

1 4 1 4

^ db„(3.55) ^ ^ 2164 from Fig. 2.11.
dV

= -0.02256, "

= -0.10863

dV^
dV^
Coeff. of linear expansion a = 5.5E-7 /K (silica)

^ = 0 . 6 8 E - 5 [/K]
dT

Additional data used for the two polarisation case (based on YORK HB800):
Beat length 1.5 mm at 830 nm ; n^y - njy = 0.01 ; A,^ut-off ”
njy = 1.467 ; njy = 1.457 ; n^^ = 1.46755 ; n2^ = 1.45755
giving Ay = 6.8870E-3 ; A^ = 6.8844 E-3
V^(780 nm) = 1.95634 ; Vy(780 nm) = 1.95597
1.47171 ; N j y = 1.47116

f
0.996 Y
boi(V) « 1.1428
from [Gowar, 1983, p. 142]
V ;
V
givmg:

d (y ^ = ,3 0 6 - ° : ^
dV
V'
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nm ; a = 1.42 pm

As shown in [Gower, 1983, Fig.5.12, p. 141] this model is inaccurate for calculating
second derivatives. Instead, using a linear fit from this Figure suitable for 1.9<V<2.2:
Vd^(Vb)
dV^

— 0.7266V +1.8995

d W )
dV^
— = —^
dT
dT

dV^

dV

.4 ,5 1 1 -0.7266V - 1 :^ 8 1
V’

= -3.744E - 7 [T ■'] for YORK bow-tie fibre, from [Ourmazd, 1983]
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C hapter 3.

Design of a coherence-multiplexed serial network for binary or few state
sensors.
3.1 Introduction.
Following the investigation of serial sensing schemes conducted in Chapter 2, this
chapter will present a theoretical and experimental examination of the coherencemultiplexed ON/OFF system introduced in Section 2.4.2.1.2. The chapter will cover
the following areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Detailed theory.
Sensor design and testing.
Experimental procedure and results.
Estimating maximum sensor capacities.
Practical implementation.

3.2 Detailed Theory.
The basic theory of coherence-multiplexing in a bimodal sensing network was briefly
introduced in Section 2.4.2.1.2 and will now be looked at more closely to identify the
optimum system configuration.
The layout of a Coherence-Division Multiplexed (COM) bimodal network is shown in
Fig. 3.1 whilst in Fig. 3.2 an attempt has been made to show the transmission paths
through the system for an arbitrary sensor state combination (only sensors S2 and Sn
activated). At the launch end of the bus fibre (position 1 in the Figures) a low
coherence length source is used to supply the filled mode, for which the electric field
can be represented as:
E J t) = .^ .u ( t) .e ^

(3.1)

where:
?L
is the launch power [W].
u(t) = exp(-j^^(t)) represents source phase noise ^^(t).
Q

is the optical centre frequency [rads/s].

Power transmission term k^^ in the Figure represents the effect of lumped fibre and
connector losses and also the loss associated with the system margin. At the sensor
locations assume that the power coupling level between the filled and free modes is zero
when the sensor is OFF and 'k' when ON; k is assumed to be identical for all activated
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sensors and sufficiently small that the transmission levels of multiply (>1) crosscoupled paths through the system are negligible and can be ignored.
In the analysis, the uncoupled filled mode path through the fibre from position 1 to 2
will be designated the 0^^ path whilst the singularly cross-coupled path generated when
the
sensor is activated, will be designated the
path (see Fig. 3.2). The detected
field at position 3 can then be expressed, ignoring multiply cross-coupled paths, as:
m

E rx (t) = # r . l ( A , . S , . u ( t

+ A ,.S ,.u (t - T,

q=0

(3.2)
The first term in the summation refers to the field reaching the detector via. fixed mirror
Ml and the second term the field via the scanned mirror M2 and:
q
m

is an integer uniquely assigned to each sensor,
is the total number of sensors on the network.

Sq

represents the state of the q^^ sensor (5^=1 when ON and 0 when OFF; S q=1

Aq

for the uncoupled filled mode path).
is the field transmission of the q*^ path from source to detector when the q*^
sensor is ON and one of the interferometer arms is masked out.

vj/q

is the phase delay of the q‘^ path reaching the detector via. fixed mirror M l.

Yint(l) is the interferometer phase delay which includes sawtooth modulation resulting
Tq

from ramping of a PZT translation stage attached to the scanned mirror M2.
is the group transmission delay of the q*^ path from source to detector via.
mirror M l (from previous chapter, Tq-Tg = x.Lq where I is the inter-mode delay
of the bus fibre [s/m] and Lq is the length of fibre from the q^^ sensor to the
Path-Matching Interferometer (PMI)).
is the PMI imbalance time (x^ = L ^ /c [s] where

is the optical path

difference).
Incorporating sensor excess losses into k^^ (the network power transmission), the field
transmission terms can be expressed as:
2

k _ .k .( l - k ) ^ '- '
8

for l<q<m and for the reference path:
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=

(3.4)

O

where Na is the total number of activated (ON state) sensors and the factor 1/8 accounts
for beamsplitter and analyser insertion losses in the PMI. The detected power is thus
given by:

^RX ( 0 =

“

2

“ P l- É

- T , ) . e + A ,.S ,.u ( t- T ,-

q * 0 r= 0

. (A, . S , . u ' ( t - T , ) . e + A ,.S ,.u ‘( t- T ,-X i,,) e -'® '

(3.5)
The self-coherence function

of the source is defined as:

Tu(%d) = (u(t + Tj ).u*(t})

(3.6)

so that substituting in eqn. (3.5) yields:
m m
2 r . (T, - T, ).e'^
- r
- .. (T,
v , - T,
- , + x^, Xe " " '-* '
^ ^q^q-^r^r
q =0 r * 0
+ r„ (T ,-T ,-X |„ ,).e j ^ K , - V a - V k , ( t) )

PrX(1) ~

(3 .7 )

which can be simplified to:
''2r„(T , - T, )cos( V , - V , ) +
k „ -P ,.
^ "
P R x (t)= -^ = H ‘ + 2PL I I A ,S ,A ,S ,
4

q*0

r* 0

q>

V^u(Tq

-X
"'Cint)-COS( Vq

- V r - V in t( 0 ) y

» X,

(3.8)
since r^(Tj) is a real and even function for real sources.
In general, for laser and thermal sources, r^(%j) decays at least exponentially with time
delay

and so it is possible to define a coherence time

[s] as being the time delay at

which r^(Td)=l/e. The system is operated by spacing sensors »

x j x [m] apart on the

fibre so that:
T q -T , = x ( L q - L , ) » x ,
forallq?tr

(3.9)
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Then r^(Tq-T^) « 0 for all q#r and so eqn. (3.8) simplifies to:

P R x ( t ) = - ^ ^ + 2P L S i ( A ,S ,A ,S , . r . ( T , - T , - t ^ , ) . c o s ( v , - V , - V,„,(t)))
4

q = 0 r= 0

q>

(3.10)
The first term represents the average detected power and the second term the fringes
associated with interference between pairs of beams arriving at the detector with equal
overall group delay (and which are therefore mutually coherent). Interference will only
be observed for pairs of beams satisfying IT^-T^-i^J < x^. Pairs satisfying this
condition split into two groups; the first are signal terms which allow the sensor states
to be independently determined and involve the uncoupled reference beam (ie. r=0) and
the second are crosstalk terms (see Section 3.2.3) which solely involve cross-coupled
beams (ie. r#0). The visibility contribution of the crosstalk terms are a factor « Vk
down on the signal terms and so can be made negligibly small by using sufficiently low
ON-state coupling k
PRx(t.X|„.)°

in which case eqn. (3.10) can be simplified to:
+ 2 P|_f ( A ^ „ .S ,.r „ ( T .L ,- T i,,) .c o s ( \) /,- V o - \|/J t ) ) )

4

q=0

(3.11)
From eqns. (3.11), (3.3) and (3.4) the detected fringe visibility V(x^^) observed when
the FMI imbalance is scanned is therefore given by:

q „I ( x
I I.LI .,- X
— iI..„ ) I.er-.'j ( V q - V o )
X s ,.r
q»0

(3.12)
This demonstrates that V(Xj^^) maps the cross-coupling along the bus fibre, with each
activated sensor producing a visibility maxima centred at a unique PM I imbalance
Xijjt=x.Lq ; that is, at a PMI optical path difference
Lint = c.x.L q

of:
(3.13)

^ These terms can be further suppressed in the case of a two-polarisation mode system by using a
polarisation beamsplitter in the PMI or, in either system, by adopting one of two sensor layout
strategies (see Section 3.2.3)
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where:
is the length of fibre from the q* sensor to the receiver,
is the inter-mode delay of the fibre [s/m].
W hen the sensors are sufficiently spaced to reduce crosstalk (see section 3.2.1), the
state of any sensor (say the n^^) can therefore be independently determined from the
detected visibility under path-matched conditions:
V (x.L„) =

- k f - ' " S„ = Vj.S,

for {L^ - L J » Tg / T

(3.14)

In practice, the maximum and minimum detected power levels in eqn. (3.12) can be
accessed by scanning the interferometer phase V}f^t(t) over several fringes using a
piezo-electric translator (PZT) attached to one of the mirrors whilst a software routine
captures the extrema and calculates the fringe visibility.
The ON-state detected visibility Vj is independent of the launch power

and the

common-mode network loss k^^ and only slightly affected by the total number of
activated sensors Na when k is small, allowing a reliable decision on the state of

to

be made. The fall in the ON-state detected visibility as the total number of activated
sensors Na increases (see Table 3.1) represents a form of crosstalk; in Fig. 3.4 the
fractional cross-talk (maximum fall in detected visibility when Na sensors are activated
divided by the ON-state detected visibility when only a single sensor is activated) is
displayed as a function of Na and the sensor mode-coupling factor k.
k

Na
1

10

100

0.1

0.300

0.116

9E-6

0.01

0.099

0.091

0.037

4E-6

0.001

0.032

0.031

0.029

0.012

1000

Table 3.1 Maximum ON-state detected fringe visibility V 1 (eqn. (3.14)
for a bimodal CDM system with a conventional PMI.
Fringe visibilities will be twice those shown above if the PMI uses a polarisation
beamsplitter.

Fig. 3.4 shows that in an ON/OFF system for which the maximum crosstalk tolerable
is 50%, the ON-state sensor coupling k must be less than -20 dB (k<0.01) for Na up to
~100 and less than -30 dB (k<0.001) for Na up to ~1000. Use of a lower ON-state
coupling level will further reduce crosstalk but will make the system increasingly
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sensitive to unwanted (environmentally-induced) coupling in the network. In the twopolarisation mode system, this will mainly arise from unwanted macro-bending of the
bus fibre and will cause up to -40 dB coupling for a minimum bend radius of 1 cm (see
Table 3.2), indicating that -30 dB is a reasonable lower limit for the ON-state coupling
level in an ON/OFF sensing system. In the prototype system only a few sensors (<5)
were to be demonstrated so a relatively high coupling level of -20 dB was used.

Power coupling
between polarisation
modes / dB

Minimum fibre
bend radius / mm.

Maximum fibre twist
rate / turns per m.

-40 dB

10 mm.

3 tums/m.

-50dB

20 mm.

1 tum/m.

-60dB

30 mm.

0.3 tum/m

Table 3.2. Estimated power coupling between polarisation modes of
a linearly biréfringent fibre for various bend radii and twist rates.
Source: [Payne et al., 1982, Fig. 7]
Data assumes:
YORK HB800 fibre with a beat length of 2mm.
Single elastic bends or twists.

3 .2 .1 Limits to the minimum sensor spacing.
The limit to minimum sensor spacing 6L^gg[m] is set by crosstalk arising from the
partial coherence of the source. The effect of partial coherence is to broaden the width
of the correlation peaks associated with activated sensors which will then overlap if the
sensor spacing is insufficient, resulting in crosstalk. Equation (3.12) indicates that the
worst case crosstalk (whole array of Na activated sensors to a single sensor) occurs
when the sensors are the most densely packed (all spaced by

and all activated) and

the phase delays of the cross-coupled beams {\|fq} are identical giving for the central
sensor:

^ = 2 X r „ ( x .8 L „ ,i)
V.

(3.15)

i»l

For a source with Lorentzian lineshape (eg. a laser diode broadened by spontaneous
emission), the self-coherence function will be of form [Wentworth, 1989]:
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f
r .( T ,) = exp

= exp
V

(K

Kl
/(tc.c.AA,)

(3.16)

where AX is the source spectral FWHM, whilst for a source with Gaussian lineshape
(eg. a thermal source or a laser diode predominantly broadened by Gaussian current
noise) the coherence function falls off as r^(T j) = e x p (-ijV x /). Fig. 3.5 shows how
the worse-case crosstalk from coherence overlap varies with sensor spacing (for
Na>10) for each type of source and shows that crosstalk can be kept below 10% if
ÔLj.çg>3Xç/T or equivalently:

6 L ,J c o h ) S - ^
C.X.AA.

(3.17)

However, the theory so far has ignored the effects of dispersion of the inter-mode delay
(dx/dX) first noted in Section 2.4.2.1.1. Because the spatial information in this system
is referenced to the inter-mode delay x [s/m] of the bus fibre, the presence of delay
dispersion produces a further limit to the spatial resolution of form:

5L,„(disp) =

(3.18)

X

where L [m] is the range from the receiver.

The coherence lim it is inversely

proportional to source spectral width AX whilst the dispersion limit is proportional to
AX implying an optimum spatial resolution 6L^gg(min) exists which is achieved when
AX is such that SL^gg(coh) = SL^gg(disp). This gives a minimum sensor spacing of
approximately:
1/2
1/2

X.U
6 L _ (m in ) = ^ ^ ^ --------c .X

(3.19)

This limit has been derived in more detail in Appendix 3.1 for the case of a source with
Gaussian lineshape. The appendix shows more accurately that:

1 . 6 ( g '\ . L '«
(3.20)

0 L ,J m in )« —

for a maximum crosstalk of 5% (whole array of 1000 activated sensors to a single
sensor). This optimum spatial resolution is achieved with a source spectral FWHM of
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[Appendix 3.1]:

(3.21)

^Kpi=

Using the calculated values of inter-mode delay and delay dispersion derived in section
2.3.2.1.1, the limits to the spatial resolution of two-propagation mode and twopolarisation mode systems with 100 m and 1 km networks have been calculated using
eqn. (3.20) and are tabulated below:

Type of system Inter-mode
and fibre
delay
[ns/km]

Two-prop
mode
YORK
SM1250
(@ V= 3.55)

-1.53

Two-pol
mode
YORK
HB800
(@V=1.95)

+1.837

Delay temp
sensitivity
[ps/km/K]
(1%/Kl)

Minimum sensor
spacing @ 780 nm
Lmax
100 m
1 km

-12.5

-0.18

1.8 m

5.6 m

(+0.82 %/nm)

(+0.012 %/K)

+0.011

-1.25

0.04 m

0.13 m

Delay
dispersion
[ps/km/nm]
( [%/nm] )

(+0.0006 %/nm) (-0.068 %/K)

Table 3.3. Comparison of two-propagation mode and two-polarisation mode
CDM systems in terms of estimated maximum spatial resolution.
Data: derived from Section 2.4.2.1.1 and eqn. (3.20) assuming an operating wavelength of 850 nm
and maximum bus fibre lengths of 100m and 1 km.

The results indicate that the two-polarisation mode system offers a potential spatial
resolution 40 times higher than the two-propagation mode version. In the twopolarisation mode scheme, operation is confined to the fundamental LP qj mode so that
the difference in waveguide dispersion levels between the two polarisation modes is
much lower than in the two propagation mode system resulting higher spatial
resolution. As noted in Section 2.4.2.1.1, the need for highly biréfringent fibre in the
two-propagation mode scheme to eliminate polarisation-fading means that the costs of
the two options are likely to be similar, so that superior performance makes the two
polarisation mode system the most favourable option. The only disadvantage is a
slightly higher temperature-induced spatial error (0.068%/K) which can easily be
overcome by interpolating spatial information between fixed cross-coupling sites
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(m ilestones) along the bus fibre. For these reasons, the tw o-polarisation mode
approach was selected for the prototype system.
Fig. 3.6 demonstrates how the spatial resolution of a two-polarisation mode system
based on YORK HB800 fibre (at X = 780 nm) varies with source spectral FWHM and
is based on eqn. (A3.12) of Appendix 3.1.
3 .2 .2

C h o ic e o f s o u rc e .

Table 3.4 below shows the source options considered in ascending order of cost:

Source Type
(Device studied)

A/nm

A>/nm Total
Power

Launch
Power
in SMF

Maximum
Power in
Device
SMF for
Cost
Spatial
AA,=8 nm
Res. for
*2
Lmax=lkm *1

3 mW

1.5 pW

*2
0.13 m

Multi-mode LD; 780 nm 2 nm
low coherence
type (LT023)

5mW

1 mW

0.35 m

ELED
(GO LED)

100 pW 10 pW

♦2
0.13 m

5mW

0.19 m

LED

850 nm 80 nm

0.1 pW

(HFE 4000/
HFE 1450)

830 nm 60 nm

SRD
830 nm 15 nm
(GO DIP 3000S)

0.5 mW

£10 (1 off)
Bare device

£31 (1 off)
£15 (1000+)
Bare device
IpW

£550 (1 off)
Bare device
£1370(1)
Bare device
£3230 (1)
Pigtailed

Table 3.4. Comparison of sources for bimodal CDM ON/OFF sensing systems.
*1 spatial resolution calculated using eqn. (A3.12) of Appendix 3.1 for a two-polarisation
mode system using YORK HB800 fibre.
*2 Maximum spatial resolution achieved with 8 nm spectral width (for Lmax= 1 km), so
source must be bandpass filtered.

A surface emitting LED is the cheapest broadband source available but due to its large
emissive area and high numerical aperture will launch negligible power into SMF (<
100 nW achieved with HFE 4000 LED into YORK HB800). Multi-mode laser diodes
provide increased launch power but generally have quite long coherence lengths (>
10mm) so that spatial resolution is limited to >40 m; alternatively these sources can be
operated below threshold giving much higher spatial resolution (0.1m) but the low
launch power (typically <30p,W) prevents system operation at high m easurem ent
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band widths (see Section 3.6). However, in laser diodes for video-disk players (eg.
Sharp LT023), the coherence length is deliberately shortened (typically to <1 mm) to
reduce optical feedback noise (which corrupts the recovery of the analogue-recorded
video signal). These devices could offer spatial resolution down to 0.5 m in the CDM
system with launch power up to several milliwatts and so for their cost (£15-£30)
represent the best option for the prototype system. The edge-emitting LED (ELED) and
super-radiant diode (SRD) provide the highest spatial resolution of all but with a cost
penalty; of the two, the SRD is favoured due to its high output power and near
optimum spectral width (see Fig. 3.6) for 100m-1km networks.
3 .2 .3 C ro s s ta lk c o n s id e ra tio n s .
Crosstalk will arise chiefly from four sources in a two-polarisation mode system with a
conventional (non-polarisation splitting) PMI:
1. From adjacent sensors due to the overlapping of their correlation envelopes. As
studied in Section 3.2.1 this can be reduced to satisfactory levels by increasing the
minimum sensor spacing (for ON/OFF systems with laser sources, a sensor spacing
>3x^/1 metres is sufficient for <10% crosstalk (see Fig. 3.5)).
The remaining crosstalk terms arise from the generation of additional (unwanted)
correlation peaks caused by:
2. The mutual mixing of singularly cross-coupled beams (ie. from the autocorrelation
of the free-mode); see Fig. 3.3(a).
3. The mixing of doubly cross-coupled beams with the reference beam (ie. from the
autocorrelation of the fiUed mode); see Fig. 3.3(b).
4. The mixing of unwanted doubly reflected paths in the system with the reference
beam causing cross-talk when the filled mode is autocorrelated; see Fig. 3.3(c).
The crosstalk arising from 2. is implicit in eqn. (3.10) and is identical to that produced
by 3. resulting in an overall fractional crosstalk:

m

m

s s r n

V.

(3.22)

q>r

This indicates that any two activated sensors (say the q* and r***) produce an unwanted
visibility maxima (of magnitude « 2Vk relative to the peak signal visibility given by
eqn. (3.14)) which is centred at

^^us causing crosstalk to a sensor located at
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Lq-Lj. [m] from the receiver. For -30 dB sensor ON-state coupling, the crosstalk arising
from any single pair of activated sensors will therefore be at most 6.3%. However, the
possibility exists that a number of activated sensor pairs could have the same spacing
and phase delay (especially when Na is large) so that the total crosstalk could well
exceed the design limit in large systems. Two approaches to overcoming this problem
are:
1. Layout strategy.
This approach guarantees that no sensor is located at {L^-L^} m from the receiver for all
{q, r} and can be achieved by either by siting all sensors further than L ^ ^ /2 [m] from
the receiver or by siting sensors at an odd multiple of an arbitrary range [Sakai, 1986].
The former is the more practical method but is expensive in fibre.
2. Use of a polarisation-splitting PMI.
If a polarisation beamsplitter is employed in the PMI (see Fig. 3.7) autocorrelation of
either fibre mode is suppressed, reducing crosstalk mentioned in 2., 3. and 4. above.
The crosstalk wül be reduced by the isolation level of the polarising beamsplitter which
is typically >25 dB for both fibre-optic and bulk-optic devices indicating satisfactory
worst-case crosstalk (<10%) for Na < 500 (with -30 dB ON-state coupling). Crosstalk
due to pairs of beams which have undergone a total of >2 cross-coupling stages will be
at least a factor k (0.001) down on the signal terms and so can be neglected.
3 .3 S w itc h d e s ig n a n d te s tin g .
Two mechanisms are suitable for realising ON/OFF polarisation mode cross-coupling
sensors (or switches) having displacement or force activation; these are microbending
[Cannell, 1988] and applied lateral stress [Carrara, 1986]. In the form er case,
synchronous coupling between the polarisation modes is achieved by microbending the
bus fibre (in the plane at 45° to the biréfringent axes) with a pitch equal to the beat
length and results in a coupled power fraction proportion to (applied force)^. In the
second case, applied lateral stress to a short section of fibre causes a local rotation of
the biréfringent axes which produces mode coupling, the magnitude o f which is a
function of the applied force per metre (and application angle) and the phase delay over
the stressed region.
A comparison of the performance of the two coupling mechanisms was conducted with
results shown in Table 3.5 below.
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Parameter

Conditions

Cross-coupling mechanism
Microbending

Source of info.

Lateral stress

Coupling level:
♦1

♦2

♦1 [Cannell, 1988]

Force
sensitivity
[grams]

-20 dB

70

-30 dB

20

Excess loss [dB]

-20 dB

0.015

*3

< 0.01

*4

*3 [Cannell, 1988]
♦4 Measured value

Fibre strain [%]

-20 dB

< 0.1

*5

< 0 .0 2

*6

♦5 [Cannell, 1988]

Optical
Bandwidth
(FWHM) [nm]
for:

Ls = 1 cm
X = 780 nm
Lb =1.5 mm
-20 dB coupling.

*2 for Ls = 0.7 mm ;
the first coupling
maxima

15

♦7
0.89 XLb /Ls

Optical
Bandwidth
(FWHM) [nm]

50

100 nm

*8
)t.X/Bt(X)Ls

50 nm

*6 For a primary
coated fibre (see
Section 3.3).
*7 [Cannell, 1988]
Lb - fibre beat length
Ls - stressed length.
*8 Bt(X) Total biref.
at centre wavelength.

Table 3.5. Comparison of polarisation mode coupling mechanisms in linearly
biréfringent fibre.
The comparison showed little ground on which to choose between the two cross
coupling methods. Both are suitable for realising binary switches having force
sensitivities comparable with conventional electrical microswitches (typ. 80-200 grams
for button actuation and 30-50 grams for lever types), low excess losses and low fibre
strains (guaranteeing a long fatigue life). Application of these coupling methods to
multi-level or analogue sensing depends on the repeatability of the cross-coupling with
applied force and unfortunately no experimental data in this respect could be found in
the literature.
For the prototype system, the lateral stress mechanism was chosen as it was anticipated
that it offered higher repeatability when used with primary coated fibre. Retention of
the primary coating is advantageous in reducing surface damage and moisture ingress
both of which accelerate stress corrosion [Harmer, 1989] but is disadvantageous in that
most common coatings (epoxy acrylates and elastomers) creep under load which can
reduce repeatability. Under microbending, creep in the coating alters the fibre's
maximum displacement d and hence affects the cross-coupling directly (coupled power
fraction is proportional to d^); this problem is usually overcome by using specialised
primary coatings (aluminium or ceramic) at increased fibre cost.
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In the lateral stress method however, the cross-coupling is a function of lateral force per
metre acting along the fibre which, because the stiffness of the coating is low, will be
relatively unaffected by creeps.
Polarisation cross-coupling due to applied lateral stress was analysed using the method
of [Carrara et al., 1986]. In this treatment, the biréfringent bus fibre is assumed to be
clamped between parallel jaws of length
[m] (the 'stressed length') by a uniformly
distributed force of F [N] at an angle 0 [rads] to the slow biréfringent axis. The lateral
stress induces a birefringence Bg^^=a.C.n\kQ.F/2Ld whose principal axes are at an
angle tc/ 2 - 0 [rads] to the intrinsic biréfringent axes (where a = 1.58 for round fibres;
C = 3.7E-12 m^/N is the elasto-optic coefficient for silica; kg is the propagation
constant in vacuum; n is the core refractive index; and d the fibre diameter). The
resultant birefringence can be obtained by vectorially adding
to the intrinsic
birefringence B^^= 2 tc/L^ (Ly is the beat length at the operating wavelength) w hich
yields a total birefringence of magnitude By:
By = (b L + B % -2B ,„,.B .„.cos(29))‘"

(3.23)

with axes at an angle a (from the unperturbed orientation) given by:

The coupled power fraction between the polarisation modes due to the birefringence
rotation can easily be deduced as:
k = (sin(2a).sin(\|/ / 2 ) f

(3.25)

where y = By.Ls is the total phase retardation over the stressed length L^.
For a given applied force per length, maximum cross-coupling is achieved when 0=jt/4
rads and y = (2u+l)7t (where u is an integer) with the latter condition also ensuring
minimum sensitivity of the coupling to temperature- and longitudinal strain-induced
fluctuations in y. Under these conditions and for low coupling level:

k = ^ o c (F /L )"
B|m
for B e x t« B in t

(3.26)

^ Creep in the coating will affect the contact area and transverse load distribution between the jaw
and fibre but should not affect the coupling level by more than a few percent.
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This implies an applied force per length of 750 N/m for -20 dB coupling (225 N/m for
-30 dB) for YORK HB800 fibre at a wavelength of 780 nm (n =1.467, d=125 p,m,
Ly=1.4 mm). The maximum tensile stress produced in the fibre by such a loading was
investigated to see if satisfactory fatigue life could be achieved. Assuming flat parallel
jaw faces exerting uniform force per metre P [N/m] on the fibre, the maximum tensile
stress can be deduced from [Timoshenko and Goodier, 1951 pp. 382, 376, 374] as:

O .J m ax)=

(3.27)

where:
Omax

is the maximum compressive stress in the fibre and occurs at the centre of
the surface of contact.

a^enCmax) is the maximum tensile stress and acts radially at the boundary of the surface
of contact.
kj =

1 —V?
-w here subscript i = 1, 2 refers to the fibre material and the contacting
tc .

E j

material respectively and for which:
Vj
Ej

is Poisson's ratio.
is Young's modulus.

For a 125 |im dia. uncoated silica fibre (Vj = 0.17; E^ = 76 GPa) and aluminium jaw
faces (Vg = 0.34; Ej = 70 GPa) this gives amaximum tensile

stress for 750 N/m

loading (-20 dB coupling) of 85 MPa. With the fibre primary coating on (Vj = 0.4; E 2
= 2 GPa typ.) the maximum stress is reduced to ~20 MPa due to the increase in contact
area. The maximum tensile stress to guarantee a time-to-failure from stress corrosion
>100 years was deduced as -200 MPa (a worst-case estimate from [Harmer, 1989 Fig
4.1 for 1% max. proof strain and n = 28]) so satisfactory lifetime can be achieved with
or without the primary coating. The use of a plastic contacting layer (such as the
primary coating or a plastic coating on the jaw face) clearly is to be recommended,
giving a high safety factor (10) against stress corrosion.
The cross-coupling theory indicated that the force per length acting on the fibre governs
the maximum cross-coupling level which can be achieved under optimum conditions
(force angle 0 = 45° and total phase retardation
= ( 2u + 1)tc ( u : integer)). For low
coupling levels (for which Bg^^«B^^) optimum phase retardation is established by using
a stressed length

(u4-l/2)Ly (ie 0.7, 2.1, 3.5 ..mm for the YORK HB800 fibre).

Choosing a low stress length improves force sensitivity and decreases the temperature
sensitivity of the coupling level. However, at very small stress lengths it becomes
increasingly hard to achieve a uniform load distribution along the fibre. In the
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prototype switch design (Fig. 3.8), one of the jaw faces was freely pivoted to eliminate
load non-uniformity and operated successfully for stress lengths greater than a few
millimetres (so that sufficient couple acts on the jaw).
The nominal loading used for the prototype (-20 dB coupling) switches was a total
force of 2.6 N (at 45° to the intrinsic biréfringent axes) over a stress length of 3.5 mm.
The total force was controlled by a spring in the lever assembly with the fibre being
rotationally and positionally constrained using fibre clamps on either side of the main
cross-coupling clamp. The restraining clamps had rubber contacting surfaces and
reduced spring rate so as to cause negligible cross-coupling(«-40 dB).
Figs. 3.9 to 3.11 indicate the theoretical force-, force angle- and stress lengthdependence of the coupling level in the final sensor design, assuming uniform loading
in the longitudinal fibre direction and point loading in the transverse direction. The
individual tolerances required of each of the operating parameters (force, force angle,
stress length, temperature, wavelength) to keep ON-state coupling variation to less than
1 dB or 3 dB (while the other parameters are at nominal levels) were calculated as
follows:

Parameter

Nominal
level

Tolerance for < 1 dB
cross-coupling variation
with other parameters at
nominal levels.

Tolerance for < 3 dB
cross-coupling variation
with other parameters at
nominal levels.

Total force

2.6 N

± 0 .3 N

+ 1.1 N
- 0 .8 N

Force angle

45°

+10°
-13®

-1-17®
-20®

+ 0.18 mn:

+ 0.32 mn:

- 0.26 mm

- 0.39 mm

Stress length

3.5 mm

Temperature
(assuming;
d\|f/LdT = 6
rads/m .k)

25T

±45®C

±75®C

Wavelength

780 nm

± 50 nm

± 75 nm

Table 3.6. Theoretical parameter tolerances of the prototype -20 dB modecoupling switch.
A modification to the basic prototype switch to enable very high force sensitivity («30
grams) was also investigated. The flat upper jaw face (Fig. 3.8) was replaced with a
transverse 2 mm diameter glass rod which enabled repeatable load distributions to be
achieved over stress lengths as small as 50-100 |xm, giving a force sensitivity of 30-50
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grams. The contact area between the rod and fibre was calculated using the method of
[Timoshenko and Goodier, 1951, p.377] from which maximum tensile stresses of 310
MPa (bare fibre) and 50 MPa (primary coated fibre) were estimated for -20 dB coupling
and 35 gram force sensitivity; this indicates that the primary fibre coating must be
retained for satisfactory fatigue life.
The repeatability of the coupling and the excess losses of the two switch designs were
experimentally determined using an analyser and power meter on the unused output
(point 5 of Fig. 3.12) of the first receiver beamsplitter of the main system set-up. After
setting up the launch and receiver system (to be described in Section 3.4) a single
sensor was located as far from the receiver as possible to ensure that the filled and free
mode beams were incoherent at the analyser which improved the accuracy of the cross
coupling measurement. The 45° rotational alignment of the bus fibre at the clip-on
sensor was achieved by trial and error by maximising the ON-state coupling level (or
the detected visibility in the final system) and took about one minute. In the final
system, if this method is inconvenient, rotational alignment could be achieved either by
direct observation of the fibre axes (using a birefringence-sensitive microscope) or by
mechanical keying in the case of a D-type bus fibre. Repeatability and excess loss were
determined for both switch designs (with and without the primary fibre coating) with
the following results:

PARAMETER

TYPE A SWITCH
(FLAT 3.5 mm JAW)

TYPE B SWITCH
( 0 2 mm GLASS ROD)

Primary
coating

No primary
coating

Primary
coating

15%

> 20%

2%

2%

Force sensitivity for -20
dB cross-coupling / N

2.5 N

2.5 N

0.5 N

0.35 N

Excess Loss in ON-state
/dB

0.007 dB

0.015 dB

< 0.005 dB

Repeatability of coupling
level (rms fluctuation in
coupled power fraction as
a percentage of mean
level).

No primary
coating

0.012 dB

Table 3.7. Test results for the mode-coupling switch.
The Type A switch exerts the lateral force on the fibre through a 3.5 mm long flat jaw.
The Type B switch exerts the lateral force through a 2mm diameter glass rod alligned at
right angles to the fibre axis.
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Both switches provide adequate repeatability for ON/OFF sensing but the Type B
switch (with a glass rod contact surface) is better for multi-level or analogue sensing
with a potential measurement dynamic range of approximately 50 (17 dB) when a 100
gram pre-loading is used. Poorer consistency of the load distribution over the stress
length is believed to be responsible for the lower repeatability of the Type A switch.
3 .4 S e ttin g up th e p ro to ty p e sy ste m .
A schematic diagram of the prototype system is shown in Fig. 3.12 and is based on the
findings of the previous investigation.
The system was set up in bulk-optic form on an isolated optical bench. A temperature
controlled mount was designed to house the laser diode on the launch micro-positioner
and provided a temperature stability of better than ±0.2°C at 25°C. The first source
investigated was a conventional multi-mode laser diode (Sharp LT-022, X=780 nm)
which was driven by a Seastar laser driver in optical power stabilised mode using the
monitoring photodiode inside the laser package. The output beam (at « 1.5 mW ) was
collimated and passed through a quartz polariser to improve the extinction ratio at low
output powers. After aligning the polariser and focusing the output beam into the bus
fibre (which was held in a rotary mount) an overall launch efficiency of about 30% was
obtained.
To rotationally align one of the fibre axes to the polarised input beam, the power in each
polarisation mode at the fibre output was monitored. To do this, the output beam from
the 100m YORK HB800 fibre was collimated and passed through a rotatable analyser
to a detector. A relatively high cross-coupling (-10 dB) was induced about 0.5m from
the output end of the fibre using a type A switch (with a 2.5 mm stress length) which
ensured coherence between components of the two polarisation mode beams at the
output. The fibre axes at the output were then identified from the positions of the
rotatable analyser which gave minimum fringe visibility when the inter-m ode phase
delay was scanned (by heating and cooling the fibre section between the switch and
detector). The extinction ratio between the detected power in each polarisation mode
was then maximised (with the switch removed) by rotating the launch end of the fibre.
The final extinction ratio was « 20 dB.
Next, the path-matching interferometer was set up as indicated in Fig. 3.12. A
broadband polarisation beam splitter (PBS), N ew port 10FC16PB.5, was used
providing isolation of better than 30 dB. The reflected beams from mirrors M l and M2
exit the PBS from the entry face so an additional non-polarising beamsplitter (BS) was
required to recover the interferometer output. As a result, the mean detected power is
half that for a conventional PMI whilst the signal power remains the same. From eqns.
(3.11) and (3.12) this gives for the polarisation-splitting PMI system:
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P r x (t-ti.,) =

(A /L „.S ,.r„(x .L ,

+ 2Pl f

-

x^,>cos( V ,

- x|/„ -

\|»i„,(t)))

q -0

(3.28)
and a doubling of the detected visibility to:

v ( x . , ) = 2 k ' ^ ( i - k r - ’".

s *ry(x.L

'tjntX®

(3.29)

q»0

Mirrors M l and M2 were held in tilt and yaw stages with the latter mirror mounted onto
a PZT translation stage bolted to a 1 \Lm increment Micro-Controle stepper motor.
Like any bulk-optic interferometer, care was needed to ensure that the two-interfering
beams at the output were aligned sufficiently well to give high spatial coherence
[Culshaw, 1984, p. 195]. An angular misalignment 0 [rads] between the output beams
causes the detected fringe visibility to be degraded by a factor:

C=

sin(7t.w.sin0. A )

(3.30)

7t.w.sin0./X

where w [m] is the beam width or the detector width (whichever is the smaller). This
implies an angular alignment of better than 1 minute of arc for C > 0.8 and w = 1mm
and so is quite severe. To perform the alignment, the analyser and detector (Fig. 3.12)
were removed to allow the filled mode beam to be cast onto a screen 2.5m away.
Using an IR viewer, the beam was focussed onto the screen and, by suitably adjusting
the mirror positions, was overlayed onto the cross-coupled beam induced by a -10 dB
switch on the bus fibre. By alternately masking out one or other of the interferometer
arms to aid alignment, the beams were eventually overlayed to within 0.5 mm
corresponding to an angular alignment better than 45 seconds of arc. For C>0.99, the
beam width must then be less than 0.3 mm which was achieved using a pinhole in front
of the large area detector (Fig. 3.12). Neutral density filters were used to prevent
receiver saturation at high source powers.
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The detector was a silicon PIN with an integral amplifier (Centronics OS15-10M/10K)
having a bandwidth of 10 KHz and a NEP=6E-13 W/VHz which is close to the thermal
noise limit (2E-13 W/VH z from eqn. (3.35)). The output was optionally bandpass
filtered (fg=300 Hz, Af=50 Hz) and sampled by an Apple Macintosh II computer using
a LabDriver data acquisition card. With a free-running ramp generator (period 33 Hz)
modulating the interferometer phase delay Yint(0 over several fringes via. the PZT
translator attached to mirror M2, the computer (running LabVIEW software) calculated
the detected fringe visibility from the maximum and minimum power levels observed
over a batch of samples. Fig. 3.13 shows the detected power P^x(t) at a visibility
peak and indicates some amplitude modulation of the 300 Hz phase-generated carrier
caused by swaying of the dithered mirror. To eliminate any variation this might cause
to the visibility measurement, a 50 sample batch with a 0.3 ms sample interval (total
acquisition time 15 ms) was selected so that the maximum visibility over the ramp was
captured.
The scanning of the interferometer path imbalance was controlled by the computer
using an RS-232 link to the Micro-Controle stepper-motor driver, allowing automatic
visibility scans to be made.
3 .5 R e s u lts .
Two Sharp GaAlAs laser diodes were investigated; a conventional multi-longitudinal
mode VSIS type (LT-022MD) and a low coherence length version (LT-023M D),
typical spectra of which are shown in Fig. 3.14. Sharp would not disclose how the
line width broadening in the LT-023 device had been achieved but it is expected that the
end facets have been anti-reflection coated to increase the level of spontaneous emission
relative to the stimulated emission level.
In taking visibility scans in the final system, the balanced position (ijnt^O) of the
scanning mirror in the PMI was indicated by a visibility peak arising from slight
angular misalignment (« 5°) of the output fibre axes with respect to the polarising
beamsplitter axes; the misalignment resulted in relatively low suppression (-20 dB) of
the autocorrelation of either fibre mode but sufficient to eliminate crosstalk and to
produce this 'end-of-fibre marker’. A similar visibility peak or marker is anticipated for
the launch end of the bus fibre arising from inevitable launching into the free mode.
Fig. 3.15 (a) & (b) show visibility scans obtained with each source at moderate output
power and with a single activated switch (-21.9 dB coupling) at 10 m from the receiver.
From eqn. (3.12), the scans indicate the source self-coherence function (in terms of
path difference) centred at a PMI optical path difference

c.x.Lj« 5.5 mm (for the

previously estimated value of x = 1.837 ps/m); additionally superimposed is a lower
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level envelope centred at Lj^ = 0 which is due to the suppressed autocorrelation of the
filled mode noted in the previous paragraph. The Figures show a number of points:
1. It is clear from Fig. 3.15 (b) that path-matching occurs at

4.7 mm giving a

measured inter-mode delay i = 1.57 ps/m @ 780 nm; this agrees to within 15% of the
calculated value. The secondary x-axis scale L = L^^/c.i [m] represents the effective
range of the cross-coupling sites from the receiver.
2. The self-coherence function of a conventional multi-mode laser diode has been
theoretically derived and compared to the experimental result of Fig. 3.15 (a)).
Assuming Lorentzian lineshape, the single-sided power spectrum can be expressed
(ignoring cavity dispersion) as:
^
G (0))= X P .-S (to-((O o + 2ii.AV(„.n))*
n*-m

2t

‘ .

(3.31)

i 4" ((OT )

where:
Pjj

is the power in the n**' longitudinal mode; modes are numbered -m through 0 to
+m (n=0 denotes the central mode, having an angular frequency cOq).

AVf^ is the free spectral range of the laser cavity.
*
denotes convolution.
T^=l/(7C.AVgp) is the source coherence time where Av^p is the spectral FWHM.
The self-coherence function is given by the inverse Fourier transform of the power
spectrum (W iener-Khintchine theorem) and can be derived, using standard Fourier
transforms, for the case of a symmetrical spectrum (P^=P^) as:
p.

r„ (x ,) =

mp

^ + 2I-^.cos(2jt.Av,^Xj)
n*=-tn P y

(3.32)
where Py is the total source power. The theoretical coherence function therefore
comprises a broad exponentially decaying envelope, whose width is determined by the
spectral width, and under which exists a comb of correlation peaks having a peak-topeak spacing of c/AVf^j [m]. This is experimentally confirmed by Fig. 3.15(a) which
indicates (from eqn. (3.32)) a coherence length of 11.3 mm corresponding to a spectral
FWHM of 8.45 GHz and also a peak-to-peak spacing of 2.26 mm corresponding to a
free spectral range of 130 GHz (in good agreement with the spectrum of Fig. 14(a)).
From the width of the correlation peaks in Fig. 3.15(a), the num ber of significant
longitudinal modes in the source spectrum can be estimated (from eqn. (3.32)) as
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approximately seven (at 2.4 mW) . The coherence length of 11.3 mm indicates a
minimum spatial resolution of ~ 70 m (~3Lj/cx from eqn. (3.17)) which is generally
unsatisfactory. Minimal variation in the detected interferogram was observed using
different samples of this source, different drive levels or different launch (and hence
feedback) conditions.
3. Fig. 3.15(b) shows that the coherence length of the LT-023 device is sufficiently
low (< 1mm) that only the main coherence peak (at Ty=0) is significant, with the
subsidiary or secondary peaks suppressed by typically 6 dB at 3 mW. For such a
coherence function, the coherence length can then be sensibly defined as the half width
of the main correlation peak (and not that of the underlying envelope) and has been
experimentally determined as 0.22 mm (@ 2.3 mW) and 0.15 mm (@ 4.3 mW). This
implies a minimum spatial resolution of less than Im @ 4.3 mW (from eqn. (3.17)) if
the crosstalk due to the subsidiary peaks is ignored.
Fig. 3.16 (a) to (d) demonstrates how the coherence function of the LT-023 laser varies
with drive current (at 25°C) for the same conditions as Fig. 3.15(b). It shows that at
drive currents below 60 mA (output power <2.3 mW ) the coherence function is similar
to the LT-022 laser implying that the linewidth broadening mechanism is ineffective
here (this is evident in the spectra of Fig.3 .14(b)). Increasing the output pow er
dramatically increases the linewidth thus reducing the subsidiary peaks in the coherence
function. At 2.3 mW there is optimum suppression of the subsidiary peaks but an
increase in intensity noise which is believed to be due to fluctuations in the power
spectrum (partition noise). The intensity noise rapidly disappears as the output power
is increased further, with best suppression of the subsidiary peaks in this low noise
region being achieved at about 62.5 mA (3 mW). Fig. 3.17 shows the measured self
coherence function at this drive current from which the normalised heights of the
subsidiary peaks have been determined as 0.140, 0.090, 0.077, 0.071, 0.058, 0.052
and 0.045; additional peaks were below 0.02.
Fig. 3.18 shows the system operating at 62.5 mA with (a) three activated sensors at 10,
12 and 14 m from the receiver and (b) no activated sensors. The coupling levels of the
three sensors (nominally -20 dB) had a spread of about 1 dB which resulted in the
observed variation in peak visibility. Due to the subsidiary peaks in the coherence
function of this source, crosstalk will occur between sensors spaced by multiples of
l/(AVfgr.x) [m] or about 4.9 m for this source and fibre and this is evident in the Figure.
The overlapping coherence envelopes from activated sensors combine as indicated by
eqn. (3.29) and so the resultant visibility depends on the phase delays {Vq-Vo} of the
cross-coupled paths. In the worst case, the phase delays of the sensor paths causing
crosstalk will be identical so that their visibility envelopes add to give maximum
crosstalk. This was experimentally verified by positioning the three sensors at 7, 12
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and 17 m from the receiver so that their unwanted subsidiary correlation peaks
coincided with the main signal peaks (Fig. 3.19), The PMI was tuned to sensor S I and
the detection software arranged to capture the maximum, minimum and mean detected
visibility over a period of 20 seconds. During this period, the phase delays of the
cross-coupled paths were randomly scanned by locally heating and cooling sections of
the bus fibre. The maximum observed crosstalk was recorded and compared to the
theoretical worst-case crosstalk calculated by adding the overlapping coherence
envelopes. The results, shown below, indicate reasonable agreement between the two
considering the relatively small number of samples taken (100).

Sensor states
(SI, S2, S3)
ON=1,OFF=0

Calculated max. crosstalk
at SI.

Measured maximum
crosstalk; (Vmax-Vmin)/2Vl

(X,1,0)

0.138

0.11

(X,0,1)

0.046

0.066

(X ,l,l)

0.184

0.12

Table 3.8. Comparison of theoretical and measured maximum sensor
crosstalk levels.
*1 Assumes ON-state peak visibilities for SI, S2 and S3 of 0.196, 0.19, and 0.105 (from
Fig. 3.19(d)) and normalised subsidiary peaks in the source coherence function of 0.14 and
0.09 for the first two peaks respectively (see Fig. 3.17).

In a practical system incorporating this source, care would therefore need to be
exercised in locating sensors so that the worst case crosstalk is kept below the design
limit (typically <40% for an ON/OFF system (Power Penalty < 2.2 dB)). There is no
simple layout strategy which can guarantee this and so crosstalk will need to be
estim ated for each system configuration. In m ulti-level and analogue sensing
applications (see Section 3.7) where crosstalk must be kept to very low levels (perhaps
<1-10%) alternative sources having much shorter coherence lengths (eg. ELEDs and
SLDs) will have to be used if similar spatial resolution is to be achieved.
3 .6 P ra c tic a l im p le m e n ta tio n o f the sy ste m .
Fig. 3.20 illustrates a proposed implementation of the system using commercially
available all-fibre components and is a straightforward development of the bulk-optic
prototype (Fig. 3.12). The system uses polarisation maintaining fibre throughout to
eliminate polarisation fading and employs an all-fibre polarisation-splitting PM I thus
eliminating the alignment difficulty and drift of a bulk-optic or hybrid version. The
scanning of the PMI optical path imbalance would be achieved using a piezo-electric
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fibre stretcher on one fibre arm, driven by a continuously ramped voltage source.
Assuming that all sensors on the network must be monitored simultaneously at a
measurement bandwidth
Hz, the ramp frequency would need to be 2B ^ Hz at the
Nyquist rate and must provide a maximum interferometer path imbalance of c .i.L ^ ^
[m] in order to interrogate the entire length

of the bus fibre. For a maximum fibre

longitudinal strain e ^ , the length of the fibre arms would need to be at least:
L =

C't-Ln,..

Jjjjj

(3.33)

For adequate mean time between failure (MTBF) from stress-corrosion (say >100
years) the maximum fibre strain must be < 0.25 % [Harmer, 1989, Fig.4.1] so the
fibre arms must be at least 60 m long to scan a 1 km network. In practice, for a wound
piezo-electric cylinder stretcher made from a high voltage sensitivity material (Vemitron
PZT-7A) and operating below resonance, the maximum strain will be limited by
electrical breakdown to < 0.15% (ie. requiring an arm length > 150 m for 1km). The
resulting stretcher would be a compact device (0 6 7 x 67 mm for Vemitron Part No.
48-48200 which would be ideal) offering good linearity for ramp frequencies < IK H z
[Dakin et al, 1985] with the only disadvantage being the need to provide a high voltage
(5 KV) ramped power supply.
The detected power at the interferometer output during the ramp would consist o f a
phase-generated carrier (PGC) of frequency 2.c.%.L^^^.B^/X Hz which is AM
modulated by the correlation information (eqn. (3.12)). After detection by a PIN diode
(due to the high received power is there is little SNR benefit in using an APD), the AM
signal would be recovered using a phase-locked loop (PLL) demodulator, normalised
by the mean detected power to eliminate lead sensitivity and sliced to extract the sensor
information.
The maximum number of simultaneously activated sensors which can be supported will
set by SNR considerations (assuming that the sensors are sufficiently spaced that
crosstalk is not a limiting factor). Three main noise sources will affect the detection;
quantum noise (shot noise and excess noise), thermal noise and phase-induced noise.
The first two are straightforward producing single-sided noise densities, after detection
but referred back to units of equivalent predetection optical power squared, of [Gowar,
1983, C hpt.l4]:
2h.c
Gqu(f) = .

A.Tj

2h^c^
P rx(1)

h .c .k ^ .P ^

+X)H

2

y'ldark

T| G.A

2«2
2h^c

4 .x .n

(3.34)
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and:
hjç ^
-|
T|.e.A^

G ^(f)=87C .kT B ,,C -

[W V H z]

(3.35)

where a noiseless pre-amplifier is assumed and:
T|
Cj

is the quantum efficiency of the PIN detector.
is the detector capacitance [F].

Idark

is its dark current [A].
is the receiver bandwidth [Hz] ie. the bandwidth of the LPF following the PLL
mixer.
Excess noise factor.

X

Excess noise is due to source intensity noise (in excess of shot noise) and can be
significant in systems using laser diodes [Yamamoto et al, 1986] and SLDs [Yurek et
al, 1986]. In laser diodes, excess noise is primarily caused by unwanted optical
feedback into the cavity (complex resonator noise), whilst in SLD’s it is intrinsic to the
operation of the device (due to the amplification of random spontaneous emission). For
constant source conditions, the pre-detection spectral density [W^/Hz] of excess noise
will be oc < P R x ^ ( t ) > whilst the shot noise density is «= < P r x ( 0 > s o excess noise is
significant compared to shot noise when received power exceeds a threshold level. The
Sharp LT-023 laser [Sharp laser diode user's manual] has a quoted relative intensity
noise (RIN) of -130 dB at 720 KHz (for P^=3 mW, optical feedback 0.05 - 2% and
temperature 20 - 60°C) which gives an excess noise factor X= 1 .3E 5.< P ^> ; ie. excess
noise significant for <Prx> > 8 |iW. The GO DIP 3000 SLD [Yurek et al, 1986] has a
RIN = -140 dB at 1 MHz (P^=3 mW) giving X =3E 4.<P^^>; ie. excess noise
significant for <P rx> > 32 p.W. These excess noise factors were used in the capacity
calcuiations.
Phase-induced (or incoherent) noise results from the mixing of incoherent beams
(conversion of phase-noise to intensity noise) and is intrinsic to coherence-multiplexed
systems. The spectral density of phase-induced noise in coherence multiplexed sensor
systems employing both laser and thermal sources has been derived [W entworth,
1989]. Equation (16) of the reference indicates a spectral density in this system of:

G p h ( f ) = 2 ( k ^ P J .x ,2 ;iI2 A ^ A ,A „ A „ .S tS ,S „S „.c o s(\)fj - V , + V „ - V „ )
k

I m n

- Tj = Tjj - TJjj ^ 0 for laser sources
Tj^ - Tj = Tjj - TJj, for thermalsources

(3.36)
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Equation (3.36) has been directly calculated for the case of equidistantly spaced -30 dB
\j^, \\f^, % }. The maximum spectral density was

coupling sensors and random
found to ceiling out at

[W ^H z] for laser sources and

~0.04(kjj^.PL)2.Tç [W^/Hz] for thermal sources as the number o f activated sensors
increases above 50 and these worst case levels were used in all calculations. Note the
SLD must be treated as a thermal source [Wentworth, 1989].
For a system with a polarisation-splitting PMI (eqn. (3.28)) the optical SNR, expressed
as the ratio of maximum amplitude of the PGC to the rms NEP, at the optimum
decision instant is then given by:
k

P

where the condition ensures a BER <10'^. From the Nyquist theorem, it is relatively
easy to deduce^® that the minimum receiver bandwidth (the cut-off frequency of the
low pass filter in the envelope detector) needed to achieve a spatial resolution of 6L [m]
is:

(3.38)
For this system, the maximum predicted sensor capacity was calculated using
eqns.(3.37) and (3.38) for the same system requirem ent used in the OTDR
investigation (see Section 2.3.2); ie. a spatial resolution ÔL = Im , a maximum network
length
1 km and measurement bandwidths of 0.01, 1 and 100 Hz (response
times of approx. 100,1 and 0.01 s respectively). Operation with each source detailed
in Table 3.4 was investigated for the system losses of Fig. 3.21 and for a Mitsubishi
PD2101 PIN diode (r; =0.66 @ 800 nm, 0^= 5 pF, Ijark” ^-^ nA) with an ideal pre
amplifier. The following sensor capacities were obtained:

^0 A spatial resolution of 5L [m] implies that the receiver averaging time 1/2B^^ [s] must be less
than 6L/(2Ln^x'®m) [si where 1/2B„, [s] is the ramp period at the Nyquist rate; hence eqn. (3.38).
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Bm / Hz

ELED
LED
LD *1
LD
(HFE 1450) (LT-022) (LT-023) (GO LED)

SRD
(GO DIP
3000S)

0.01

52

1000+

1000+

462

1000+

1

u/s

523

897

u/s

1000+

100

u/s

u/s

106

u/s

228

Table 3.9. Estimated maximum sensor capacities of the proposed
system for different sources and measurement bandwidths.
u/s unsupportable with a Im spatial res.
*1 operated below threshold; PI = 30 pW, xc = 30 fs.

The estimates are encouraging for the laser diode and super-radiant diode sources with
both capable of supporting at least 100 sensors at 100 Hz measurement bandwidth, far
outperforming the OTDR/microbend systems investigated in Chapter 2. As noted in
Section 3.5, systems employing the low coherence length laser diode will need
assessment of the worst case cross-talk arising from the subsidiary peaks in the
coherence function; this may restrict the locations and numbers of sensors in large
systems.

3.7 Potential for m ulti-level or analogue sensing.
Analogue modulation of the sensor cross-coupling to relay analogue or multi-level
measurand information is possible in this system provided care is taken to assess
crosstalk and environmentally-induced coupling levels. Analogue modulation could
take the form of either (a) direct modulation of the applied lateral force at a single
coupling modulator (giving a coupled power fraction proportional to (force)^ and hence
a detected visibility proportional to force [eqns.(3.26) & (3.12)]) or (b) phasemodulation in the fibre section between two closely spaced { « i j x metres) fixed cross
coupling sites [Chen and Giles, 1990] (giving a coupled power fraction proportional to
l+ C o s(A y ) where A\\f is the differential phase delay over the fibre section). Both
methods could provide measurement accuracy up to about 2% for a single sensor but in
a multiplexed system the effects of crosstalk and environmental coupling noise will
severely restrict the maximum sensor capacity when such accuracy is demanded.
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Consider, for example, a requirement for

measurement levels per sensor in a system

based on lateral force modulation (force «: measurand). Assuming a linear disposition
of the measurement levels, the detected voltage of the PGC will also scale linearly with
measurement level which is the optimum situation for the case of signal-independent
noise. The maximum fractional visibility crosstalk/noise which can be tolerated without
decision error will then be 1/(2N^), ignoring for now SNR considerations. Visibility
crosstalk will arise from two sources; firstly, from coherence overlap which can be
reduced to negligible levels by increasing the sensor spacing as indicated in Fig. 3.5;
and secondly from power sharing or sagging of the filled mode power (and hence
detected visibility) with increasing Na (Fig. 3.4). Additionally, visibility noise will
arise from environmentally-induced polarisation coupling caused by clamping, bending
and twisting of the bus fibre; the only such coupling of significance is that occurring
within i j x [m] of each sensor and which is therefore inseparable from the desired
signal coupling.
The maximum fractional visibility noise which can be tolerated from power sharing and
environmental coupling wül each be assumed to be 1/(4N^^). Assuming, optimistically,
that the maximum environmentally-induced power coupling in the fibre section within
±Tg/r [m] of each sensor can be kept below -60 d B ^ \ the maximum (full-scale) sensor
coupled power fraction will then need to be at least a factor

higher than this

(since detected visibility is proportional to V(coupled power fraction) from eqn. (3.12));
ie. for N l= 10 the maximum sensor coupling k must be at least 0.0016 whilst for N l=
25, k > 0.01. Fig. 3.4 then implies that to satisfy the crosstalk requirement for power
sharing (<1/(4N^^)), the maximum number of sensors Na must be < 25 for N l = 10
(max. crosstalk <0.025) and < 2 for N^= 25 (max. crosstalk < 0.01).
This indicates that a practical system is limited to multi-level measurement with fewer
than about 10 measurement levels. The restriction on the maximum sensor capacity
imposed by optical power budgeting has been investigated for the system requirement
and losses of Section 2.3.2 (based on the SLD source). The SNR requirement in a
multi-level system for an error probability < 10'^ is:

SN R=

,
4 V ( G U n + G U n + G ,,( f ) ) B „

1-2.N ^,.C

(3.39)

^^ For a 2 mm beat length fibre, this would require a minimum bend radius >50 mm and a twist rate
<1/3 turn per metre (Table 3.2).
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where:
is the maximum (or full-scale) sensor coupled power fraction.
C

is the maximum fractional visibility noise from environmental coupling and
power sharing at full-scale sensor coupling.

and the other terms are as per Section 3.6.
The restriction on the sensor capacity caused by SNR considerations was found to be
significant at measurement bandwidths above 1 Hz, limiting operation to fewer than 4
sensors (for 5<N^^<10) at 100 Hz, making m ulti-level operation of the system
unsuitable for control applications.

3 .8 C onclusions.
The chapter has investigated theoretically and experimentally a coherence-multiplexed
bimodal system for multiplexing simple binary (ON/OFF) sensors. The system is ideal
for ON/OFF sensing applications as it does not require power splitting components
making it not only cost effective but easy to install and reconfigure by way o f clip-on
sensors. Relatively simple power-budgeting calculations indicate that approximately
200 simultaneously activated sensors (or ’events') could be detected with a response
time better than 10 ms, making the system suitable for most applications envisaged.
Costings of the proposed system (Fig. 3.20 and Table 3.10) based on the one-off
prices of standard components indicate a system price, less fibre and sensor costs, of «
£5,250 or « £25 per sensor in a 200 sensor network which is a reasonable figure (eg.
in conventional building management systems, the target cost, including installation, of
a simple room thermostat is » £150). At present the price of high-birefringent fibre is
artificially high (£9/m) due to low demand, but could be comparable to SM F when
commercially exploited.
If the use of the high voltage supply is undesirable, an alternative method to obtain
cross-correlation information is via the Fourier transform of the optical power spectrum
of the mixed mode field (Wiener-Khintchine theorem); this method is reviewed in
Appendix 3.2. The power spectrum would be measured using a scanning Fabry-Perot
spectrom eter at the output of the bus fibre (replacing the PM I) and the Fourier
transform performed by a digital signal processor. The maximum sensor capacity of
this system is set by the finesse of the spectrometer, which for the 0 .0 1 nm resolution
demanded by a 100 m network will be in the region of 100. The estimated cost of this
scheme is £9,000 (less fibre and sensor costs) or £90 per sensor and so is less cost
effective than the PMI system.
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Component

Type

Cost (1 off)

Source

GO DIP 3000 SRD

£1370 *1

Laser diode to fibre coupler

OZ Optics (Single-Mode Fibre) £325

Fibre Connectors

Radiall MP series

£67 @ *2

Bulkhead adapter

Radiall MP series

£22 @

Fibre Cost

YORK HB800

£ 9 /m

Sensor cost

To be designed.

<£2@

Additional costs for PMI system:
2x2 PM coupler

Sifam

£1100

2x2 PBS coupler

Sifam

£1425

Fibre stretcher

Vemitron P/N 48-48200

£180

5 KV Power supply

FUG HCN Modular Supply.

£500

Detector &
processing electronics.

To be designed.

<£100

Additional costs for spectrally-demodulated system:
Spectrometer

Queensgate QMF-1A

Controller and processing electronics

£6595
£500

Total Costs:
Polarisation-splitting PMI system

£5,250 + fibre and sensor costs

Spectrally-demultiplexed system

£9,000 + fibre and sensor costs

Table 3.10. Component costings for the proposed system of Fig. 3.20.
*1 Bare Device; *2 Minimum of three required.
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3 .9

Figures fo r Chapter 3.
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Fig. 3.1. Bimodal sensing system for serially-configured ON/OFF sensors using
Coherence Domain M ultiplexing (CDM).
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Fig. 3.3. Cross-talk arising from auto correlation in a bimodal CDM sensing
system employing a conventional (non-polarisation splitting) PM I.
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Fig. 3.4. Maximum fractional crosstalk in a bimodal CDM system due
to power sharing (from eqn. (3.14)).
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Fig. 3.13. Oscilloscope trace showing the detected power at a correlation peak
in the prototype bimodal CDM system.
(a) Shows the dithering signal applied to the scanning mirror M2.
(b) Shows the detected power PRX(t) and the AM caused by swaying of the dithered mirror M2.
Conditions: Visibility peak, source LT023MD (Id=62.5 mA, Pout=3 mW)
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3 .1 0 A pp en dices for Chapter 3.
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A ppendix 3 .1 .

The effec t o f dispersion o f the inter-mode delay on the output o f a CDM
bimodal sensing system .
Consider the CDM system of Fig. 3.1 with a single activated sensor at a distance L [m]
from the receiver. For a source with amplitude spectrum F(co), centre frequency cOg
[rads/s] and spectral FWHM Aco, the field in each of the two modes (designated i = 1,
2) at the output of the bus fibre can be represented (ignoring power level differences)
as:
E j(t) = |dco.F(©).exp[-jpj(co)L].exp[jcût]

(A3.1)

Using Taylor's series, propagation constant P-(co) can be expressed up to the second
order as:
(cû-cûo)^ d^P

Pl((0) = Pi(CO„ ) + (CO- Q)„ ). ^
dû)

(A3.2)

dû)'

Assume that the path-matching interferometer (PMI) has an imbalance time

[s] so

that the detected power (at the output of the interferometer) is given by:
P R x (t)o c< E iE i > + <E2E*2 > + 2R e.< E i(t).E 2(t + Xi„j)>

(A3.3)

Applying eqn. (A3.1) to (A3.3) gives:
Prx (t) oc 2 J |F(co)f dû) + 2 Re.{ j dco.|F(co)f .e x p - j[(Pi(co) - p 2 (co))L - co. x j }
(A3.4)
Assuming JlF(co)l^ dû) = Aco and applying eqn. (A3.2) gives a detected fringe visibility:

jlF(co)^.exp -J-

(co-cOo)^ dx
.— .L exp[-j.(co - co<,).(t .L dû)

Aco
(A3.5)

smce:

X=

dû)

(A3.6)

dû)
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dT

d^pi

d^p2

dco

dco^

dco^

(A3.7)

Substituting u = (co - cOo)/Aco gives:
V (x) = |fr«g(u).exp[-jA u^].exphjxu].du|

(A3.8)

where:
g(u)

is the line-shape function

X = Aco.(x.L -

is the normalised delay

A = —.—
1 dx .L.Aco2
A
2 dco
The Fourier Integral of eqn. (A3.8) has been solved for the case of a Gaussian line
shape function g(u) = exp

V(x) =

as [Mengel, 1984]:

(A3.9)

—j- 2 ;f/4" .exp[-x^ /4(1 -i-A^)]
(1 + A ")

so the visibility is given by:

1
V(Xi„t)
int / =

( tL - x,„,)^A co=

TTT.exp-

/

1 h— . — 1 .L^.Aco^
4 vdco.

y,

4 IdCOy

(A3.10)
y

The full width (at 1/e of maximum) of the visibility peak in terms of equivalent range in
metres (x^^/x) is given by:
1/2

8 L ,„ =

4 vdcoy

y

(A3.11)

x.Aco

It can be shown that if a minimum sensor spacing of

[m] is used in an ON/OFF

system, the maximum cross-talk (whole array of 1000 activated sensors to a single
sensor) will be less than 4 % which will be more than adequate. Eqn. (A3.11) will
therefore be taken as the minimum spatial resolution of the system, and can be
expressed in wavelength terms as:
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1/2

dx

1+

ÜX

(A3.12)

This has been plotted in Fig. 3.6. By differentiating eqn. (A3.11) it can be shown that
the spatial resolution ÔL

is minimised by operating with a source spectral width:

J2

(A3.13)

1/2

dcoy
or in wavelength terms:

=
tc. c .L

(A3.14)

dx
d^

giving an optimum spatial resolution:

4.
0 L rJm in ) =

dx
vdco y

dXJ
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(A3.15)

A pp en dix 3 .2 .

Spectrally-dem odulated version of the bimodal sensing system .
In this approach, the cross-correlation between the filled and free mode fields at the
output of the CDM system would be obtained from the Inverse Fourier transform of the
optical power spectrum of the summed fields (Wiener-Khintchine theorem) rather than
by direct mixing using an interferometer. The receiver optics of Fig. 3.20 would
therefore be replaced by a 45° analyser and a spectrometer, for example a scanning
Fabry-Perot filter like the Queensgate MicroFilter. The summed field at the analyser
output will be of form:

E o a t(0 =

X

(A3.16)

T J

k=0

where:
Aj^ is the field transmission of the k* transmission path from source to spectrometer.
is the state of the k^^ sensor (Sj^=0 when OFF, Sj^=l when ON).
Tj^ is the group delay of the k^^ transmission path.
E^(t)

is the source field at the input to the bus fibre.

The spectrum of the field at the analyser output will therefore be:

(A3.17)
k-0

giving a power spectrum:
2 m m
Gou,(f)= t o

2T

= lim
T -» -

l2Tt

0 1-0

(A3.18)
Ignoring terms in the summation which do not involve the reference beam (valid for
low sensor coupling), and observing that T^^-Tq= xLj^(where x is the intermode delay/m
and Lj^ is the range of the k^^ sensor) this simplifies to:

£ a ^S„ + X 2 A jA ^^C o s(2 retL ^ f)
L k-0

(A3.19)

k-1

where G ^(f) is the power spectrum of the source, assumed rectangular (bandpass
filtered). Each activated sensor therefore produces a cosinusoidal spectral modulation
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at a unique periodicity set by its range from the receiver ; as a result, the sensor states
can be independently determined from the inverse Fourier transform of the detected
power spectrum.
The power spectrum would be measured using a spectrometer which (from eqn.
(A3.19)) would need a wavelength resolution

[m] better than:

ô X ,„ < - 7 —

where

bX,,, >

where

(A3.20)

is the total length of the bus fibre, and a free spectral range
12
_
CT.ÔL r e s

[m]:

(A3.21)

[m] is the system spatial resolution. The minimum finesse will therefore

need to be > L ITlaX
„ „ /5 L r„e s . For YORK HB800 fibre with a measured inter-mode delay^ of
1.57 pS/m at 780 nm, eqn. (A3.20) indicates that for a m aximum w avelength
resolution of 0.01 nm (the limit of the Queensgate MicroFilter) the total length of the
bus fibre must be <100 m. Queensgate quote a finesse of 100 for such a filter,
indicating a minimum sensor spacing of 1 m and a maximum sensor capacity of 100
sensors.
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Chapter 4.

M ulti-level digital sensing.
4.1 Introduction.
This chapter will investigate digital optical sensors which can provide multi-level
measurements. The modulation schemes considered fall into one of the following
categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pulse-Amplitude Modulation (PAM).
Pulse-Code Modulation (PCM).
Pulse-Position Modulation (PPM).
Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM).
Pulse-Frequency Modulation (PPM).
Pulse-counting schemes.

This chapter will firstly review sensor architectures for producing these output formats
and secondly will compare each modulation format in terms of optical power efficiency.

4.2 Pulse-A m plitude Modulation (PAM).
Pulse Amplitude Modulation is an obvious way to transmit multi-level measurand
information to the system controller. In digital form, the sensor would provide a
discrete and unique attenuation level for each of a finite number of measurement states
and would be used in a Time-Division Multiplexed network using a pulsed optical
source. Each output state would relate to the level of either a single measurand (within
pre-defined intervals) or perhaps to the combination of levels of a number of different
measurands (each also within pre-defined intervals). For the single measurand case, a
common sensor output type is the staircase characteristic shown in Fig. 4.1. Such an
output could be generated using sectored attenuation masks or reflectors (using linear or
rotary displacement as the principal measurand) or by using a parallel grouping of
binary (ON/OFF) modulators, each having a different measurand threshold level and a
weighted share of the optical power (controlled by imbalanced input splitters and output
combiners). Since the sensor attenuation level is quantised, digital PAM will not be
corrupted by fluctuations in the network transmission level provided the maximum
transmission fluctuation is less than half the minimum attenuation step (in dB) between
the nominal sensor attenuation levels, as shown in the Fig. 4.1. To maximise this
threshold level for a given maximum sensor loss (set by system optical power
budgeting considerations), the nominal sensor attenuation levels must be linearly
disposed (on the dB scale) within the sensor loss range. This implies logarithmic
spacing of the nominal sensor power transmission ratios and arises because fluctuations
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in the network transmission level are a multiplicative noise source (so that the difference
in transmission ratios of successive states must increase with transmission level in
order that every state can tolerate the same maximum network transmission fluctuation).
To compare digital PAM to analogue PAM, assume that in the analogue case,
attenuation varies logarithmically with measurand level (ie. attenuation [dB] a M).
This case ensures that given limits for the maximum fluctuation in the network
transmission level, the maximum measurement error (in measurand units) will be
constant across the measurement range (with the maximum error percentage decreasing
with increasing M)^^. Fig. 4.1 compares the two sensor responses for the same
attenuation and measurement ranges. In the digital case, the measurement resolution is
limited to AM, say, (due to quantising) but provided the netw ork transm ission
fluctuation is less than ±AA/2 dB (AA: attenuation interval [dB]), then no error wiU be
made in detecting within which measurement interval the measurand lies (ideal for
alarm applications and some thermostatic-type control systems).
In the analogue case, the measurement resolution will be limited by system noise rather
than the sensor design, whilst the measurement accuracy will be governed by the
network transmission stability when no reference path exists. For a maximum network
transmission fluctuation of ±AA/2 dB, a decision that the measurand lies in the interval
M i<M <M 2 , say, could potentially be made when the measurand is in the range (M i(AM/2))<M<(M2+(AM/2)), indicating that the minimum measurand interval within
which it can be decided with certainty that the measurand lies is now 2.AM (thus digital
PAM is better for alarm applications). On the other hand, for measurement timescales
much shorter than the envisaged rate of change of the network transmission level,
analogue PAM will offer much higher resolution and accuracy.
4 .3 P u ls e -C o d e M o d u la tio n (P C M ).
Optical sensors using PCM generally divide into two types:
1. Incoherent types, in which the modulation is performed by a Gray-encoded mask or
reflector and which can be used with an incoherent optical source.
2. Coherent types, in which the modulation is performed by a bank of interferometers
or polarimeters and which must be used with a coherent source.

If attenuation varies proportionally to measurand level M (ie. sensor transmission ratio a M),
then given limits for the maximum fluctuation in the network transmission level, the maximum
measurement error percentage will be constant across the measurement range (ie. the actual
measurement error [in measurand units] increases with M).
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4 .3 .1 I n c o h e re n t PC M S e n so rs.
Optical PCM sensors based on masks or reflectors have been demonstrated since 1981
[Nelson and McMahon, 1981]. Early devices used standard fibre-optic splitters,
combiners and delay lines at the sensor head in order to provide TDM observation of
the tracks on the encoder plate using a pulsed optical source. Each track provides the
information for one bit of the PCM output, so by providing N appropriately coded
tracks in parallel, the sensor can provide a measurement dynamic range of 2^ (2^’^ if,
as is common, one of the tracks is used as a reference (unmodulated) channel to
eliminate lead sensitivity). The N-bit wide encoder scale is usually arranged to follow
the Gray-code so that the outputs of successive measurement states differ in only one
bit, thus preventing erroneous transition states being generated during state transitions.
Later sensor designs were based on WDM [Dakin and Liddicoat, 1982] and used WDM
splitters and combiners to provide N spectrally-separated observation channels. The
main incentive over TDM sensors is the fact that the minimum theoretical sensor loss
per channel now varies as 1/N rather than 1/N^ since the recombination loss term (1/N)
for single wavelength recombination is now avoided; this allows either higher sensor
capacities or higher interrogation rates for the same sensor count compared to TDM.
Such devices have been demonstrated with up to 19-bit precision [Harmer, Oct 1989,
Section 10.3.1] although the higher precision devices generally use interpolation to
provide the last 2-5 least-significant bits of precision. Interpolation is usually achieved
by digital incremental operation based on a Moiré fringe pattern [see Section 5.1]
produced by a separate area on the encoder plate which supplies two quadrature outputs
to two dedicated return channels [see Fig. 5.2]. An alternative system providing higher
levels of interpolation uses sine and cosine intensity-modulating tracks [Harmer, Oct
1989, Section 10.3.1].
The majority of optical PCM sensors developed to date have been designed for
aerospace systems (Fly-by-Light) and therefore tend to be too expensive (£1000's per
sensor typically) for industrial and civil applications, the majority of which require less
than military specifications.
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4 .3 .2 Coherent PCM Sensors.
The individual bit sequences on a Gray-coded encoder plate simply alternate
(101010....) with displacement. The Gray-code is generated by arranging that the
period of successive tracks (from the least-significant bit to the most-significant bit)
doubles and that successive sequences start at the quarter cycle point of the previous
track, as shown in Fig. 4.2.
Simple alternating sequences such as these can be generated by interferometric or
polarim etric means (in conjunction with a thresholding receiver) thus allowing a
d ifferen t approach to PCM sensor design. For displacem ent sensing, the
interferometric solution offers a potential resolution of 0.1 p,m (k/S assuming reflective
geometry) compared to typical resolutions of 10 |xm for Moiré patterns and 100 p,m for
line patterns.
One of the first interferometric PCM displacement sensors to be demonstrated was a 3bit digital optical microphone [Mada and Koide, 1983]. As shown in Fig. 4.3, this
sensor used a bulk optic interferometer in which one of the mirrors was formed by a
diaphragm. Excess pressure acting on the diaphragm (either generated from an acoustic
source, thermal source, or by fluidic pressure) causes it to sinusoidally deform and in
so doing, produces a variation in phase/fringe sweep across the diaphragm surface. By
analysing suitable areas of the diaphragm surface, it is possible to derive a number of
fringe signals with periodicities ascending in a 1:2:4:8... ratio, which can be phased (by
tilting the reference mirror) to produce a Gray-coded PCM output.
The limit to the maximum number of bits (n^.^^) obtainable in this scheme is set by the
maximum angular deflection of the reflected beam which the interferometer can tolerate.
Two limits exist; one is set by the fringe visibility consideration (see Section 3.4, eqn.
3.30) and the other by geometric considerations (the deflected beam misses the
detection area). The highest angular deflection, 0 [rad], is suffered by the beam
producing the least significant bit, which the reference [Mada and Koide, 1983] derives
as:

8=—
8.r
(4.1)
where r [m] is the radius of the diaphragm and n the number of bits. Suppose that a
minimum fringe visibility of 0.5 is required (so that the system can tolerate a drop in the
network transmission of up to 4.7 dB), then eqns. (3.30) and (4.1) give:
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(4.2)

where w [m] is the width of the detector (or light collector).
The geometrical consideration gives a resolution limit of [eqn.(6) of the reference]:

Obits —

2.1n(2)
(4.3)

where L [m] is the distance from the diaphragm to the detector (or light collector). For
a fibre-optic version of the sensor, assuming r=5 mm, w=50 p.m (50/125 |xm MME for
return path), X=830 nm and L=10 mm (for 10 mm cube beamsplitter) this gives n < 6
bits (eqn. (4.3); eqn. (4.2) gives n < 7). The main problems of such a sensor would be
the thermal stability of the diaphragm-reference plane assembly, the stability of the
relative phases of the fringe signals and high throughput optical loss compared to
encoder technology (typical encoder coupling loss » 5 dB [Harmer, Oct 1989, Section
10.3.1]).
Another approach which avoids high sensor excess losses is to use intrinsic (in-fibre)
modulation. Fig. 4.4 shows a possible design for a 4-bit temperature sensor using a
bank of polarimeters with sensing lengths in the ratio 1:2:4:8 etc. For this application,
polarimeters are preferable to interferometers as they exhibit high polarisation stability,
reduced lead sensitivity (they can operate in differential detection mode with a single
high-birefringent return fibre ^^) and have a lower phase sensitivity to changes in the
length of the sensing fibre which allows easier phasing of the bit outputs by end
polishing. Fig. 4.2 shows the ideal responses of the bit modulators (after thresholddetection) across the measurement range for the 4-bit PCM sensor. As the Figure
shows, the overall tolerances on the position of transition edges of the bit modulator
outputs, from the ideal case, must be better than ±AM/2 (AM: measurement resolution)
if the sensor is to access all output states in the correct Gray-code sequence across the
measurement range. Inaccuracies in the position of bit transitions will arise from:

By omitting the analyser at the sensor head, and instead using a high-birefringent return fibre to a
polarisation beam-splitter at the receiver (as shown in Fig. 4.3), the two anti-phase and orthogonallypolarised outputs of the polarimeter can be detected and subtracted to give a fringe signal centred on zero
volts, which can be optimally detected using a zero-crossing detector, irrespective of fluctuations in the
common-mode network loss.
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1. Inaccuracies in the absolute phase of the polarimeters or interferometers (caused
by inaccuracies in the polishing of the sensing fibre ends and drift in the
operating wavelength).
In a reflective polarimeter, the phase sensitivity to changes in sensing length is
4 tc/L j, rad.m*^ (ie. 8.4 rad.mm'^ when Ljj= 1.5

mm).

As Fig. 4.2 im plies,

the maximum tolerance on the phasing of the bit outputs is ± tc/(2 ^ ^ ) rad (max)
(D: Bit number; LSB=1, MSB=Uy.^g) so that when end polishing to establish
correct phasing, sensing lengths must be well within:

L,

(4.4)

where k is an integer such that

is within tolerance for the measurand phase

sensitivity requirement (next paragraph). For the LSB, the maximum tolerance
is ± 0.1 mm and for the 4th bit, ±0.01 mm. The phase sensitivity to changes in
the operating wavelength is:

where B is the normalised birefringence (B=n^-ny) and L the length of the
sensing fibre. As the phase sensitivity to changes in operating wavelength and
the measurand are both proportional to sensing length, then the shift in the bit
responses along the measurand scale, caused by a given wavelength shift, will
be the same for all the bits (irrespective of significance). As such, wavelength
drift will not disrupt the relative phases of the bit outputs (ie. the Gray-coding),
only the accuracy of the quantising levels. For an accuracy of ±AM/2, the
sensor design of Fig. 4.4 will require a wavelength stability better than ± 0.4nm
which is easily attainable (with a source temperature stability better than ±1.5®C
for GaAlAs laser diodes; typically, dV dT=+ 0.25 nm/°C [Prewett, 1987, Fig.
20] ).
2. Inaccuracies in the phase sensitivities of the polarimeters or interferometers to
the desired measurand (caused by inaccuracies in the initial sensing lengths and
differences in measurand-polarimeter coupling efficiencies).
The phase sensitivity to the measurand is proportional to the length of the
sensing fibre. Across the measurement range, over a phase shift of
rad the maximum tolerance on the phase is ± ti/(2^‘^^) rad implying a fractional
tolerance on all the sensing lengths of ±

(ie.± 3% for nyits=4). The

length tolerances given in Fig. 4.4 are ±1% in order to meet the overall set-up
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tolerance when the other inaccuracies are present.
3. Drift in the phases of the polarimeter/interferometer outputs (caused by cross
sensitivities).
All fibre polarim eters and interferom eters exhibit phase sensitivity to
temperature, strain and pressure. In this sensor, the phase sensitivities of each
interferometer to these measurands are different because of the differences in
sensing length which are required for sensor operation. As a result, any change
in an undesired measurand (even if identical for each interferometer) will disrupt
the relative phasing of the bit outputs. Consequently, this approach to sensor
design is really only suitable for temperature measurement, for which the effects
of strain can be reduced by mechanical isolation of the sensing fibres whilst the
effect of pressure is generally negligible in most applications due to the low
phase sensitivity of silica fibre (typically 5 rad.m '^ Atmos'^).
Such an approach has not been reported in the literature to date, presumably due to the
relatively high phasing tolerances and general complexity compared to the pulsecounting system to be presented in Section 4.7).

4.4 P u lse-P osition M odulation (PPM).
The maximum signal bandwidths of most (directly-modulated) semiconductor laser
diodes and optical detectors are in the region of 1 GHz, which limits the minimum
effective optical pulse-length to about 1 metre [= pulse duration o f 3 ns]. As such,
pulse position modulation sensors are generally limited to extrinsic rather than intrinsic
modulation mechanisms with only a few implementation options available. Examples
of PPM sensors are laser range-finders, tachom eters based on double-pulse
transm issive or reflective operation and some hybrid (ie. fibre optically-powered
electrical) sensors. One intrinsic PPM sensor which has been reported [Johnson and
Ulrich, 1978] is a strain sensor based on the return time delay o f an optical pulse
transmitted down and reflected back from the end of a sensing fibre; however, as the
return time delay changes typically only 10 fs per ^istrain per metre of sensing fibre,
the sensing length needs to be over 100m for only moderate sensitivity which is
impractical for most applications.

4.5 Pulse-W idth M odulation (PWM).
In this scheme the sensor modulates pulse width in response to the measurand. Pulse
Width Modulation (PWM) sensors demonstrated to date include temperature sensors
based on infra-red fluorescent decay rates in inorganic phosphors [Grattan and Palmer,
1985] and some hybrid sensors [Spooncer et al., 1987]. It is hard to arrive at a
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generalised passive PWM sensor or system architecture for useful m easurand
intermediaries like linear or rotary displacement which excludes this scheme from
further analysis.

4.6 Pulse-Frequency M odulation (PFM).
The options for Pulse Frequency Modulation (PFM) are much more varied than for
PPM and PWM, as interferometric and micro-resonator principles can be exploited.
Interferometric operation is usually by the FMCW technique (see Section 2.4.2.1.2) in
which the sensing interferometers or polarimeters are set with unique imbalances so that
their FM outputs are frequency division multiplexed; dem odulation can be by
frequency-discrimination or better still, by pulse counting (see Section 4.7).
O f the micro-resonator sensors, the most simple to integrate into systems are the
optically-excited versions [Stokes et al., 1988] which require only CW coherent
radiation above a threshold power level in order to produce a high-frequency deviation
lead-insensitive sub-carrier FM output. Optical-excitation is usually established by
placing a semi-transparent mirror in front of the silicon bridge to form a Fabry-Perot
cavity; this introduces a position dependency into the thermal absorption of the bridge
structure which, when the operating point is adjusted, establishes self-oscillation
provided the optical power is above a threshold level
[W] given by [Zhang et al.,
1989]:

p
“

>A_
F.X
(4.6)

where:
F
X

is the finesse of the Fabry-Perot cavity (typically 3).
is the optical response of the bridge (deflection for a given irradiated power);
typically 0.001 m/W (l|xm/mW).

This threshold power is typically in the region of 200 |xW, so for a star network with a
coupler excess loss of 0.5 dB and splice losses of 0.2 dB (ie. a drop loss of 12.5
logjo(Njj) dB, see Section 1.4.4.1) the system capacity will be limited to « 22 sensors
if intrinsic safety is required (P^ax*^ 10 mW [Hills, 1990] ) and approximately « 250
sensors if not (assuming P ^ ^ = 200 mW, high-power Spectra Diode Laboratories CW
laser with fibre pigtail).
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4 .7

P u ls e -C o u n tin g S c h e m es.

The most obvious example of pulse-counting operation is simple event counting (eg.
batch counting) using binary (ON/OFF) sensors. A more sophisticated example is the
application to interferometers operating in FMCW-mode proposed by [Ohba et al.,
1989]. Ohba noted that in operating an interferometer using an optical frequency
(sawtooth-) ramped source (as in the FMCW technique [Franks et al., 1985]), the
number of fringes N. swept over the ramp period is proportional to both the optical path
imbalance OPD- [m] of the interferometer and the maximum optical frequency sweep
Af^jpt [Hz] of the source and is independent of the linearity of the optical frequency
ramp (provided that the frequency change remains monotonie over the ramp period):

N. =

(4.7)
c

The measurement of a parameter causing change in the path imbalance of a sensing
interferometer (eg. temperature or strain) can therefore be accurately made using a
directly-m odulated or temperature-modulated semi-conductor laser since the only
unknown, the optical frequency range of the source, can be eliminated by dividing the
fringe count in the sensing interferometer by the fringe count N q m easured in a
reference interferometer (in a stabilised environment) having a fixed path imbalance
OPD„:

(4.8)
N„

OPD„

The measurement resolution of this system (ie. the change in optical path difference
AOPD [m] to cause N. to increment or decrement by one fringe) is given by:

A0PD = ^

= :^ .^ .L ..5 x
2jt

(4.9)

where:
S*

is the phase sensitivity of the sensing fibre to measurand x (typically, for a
monomode fibre, the temperature phase sensitivity S j is » 100 rad.m
the strain phase sensitivity

« 10 rad.m'^|xstrain‘^).

Lg

is the sensing length [m].

6x

is the measurement resolution [in measurand units].
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and

The maximum continuous frequency range of GaAlAs laser diodes (X=830 nm) is of
order 50 GHz for both direct (current) modulation and thermal modulation giving the
following estimated measurement resolutions:

Ls

5T/®C

6e/}i strain

4.5 km

0.1

1

450 m

1

10

45 m

10

100

Table 4.1. Estimated measurement resolution of a passive sensing
system using pulse-counting.
The system will clearly offer only moderate measurement sensitivity for practical
sensing lengths but has the advantage of allowing frequency-division multiplexed
operation by the use of different optical path imbalances for each interferometer in the
netw ork (see Fig. 4.5). As noted in Section 2.4.2.1.2 (eqn.(2.55)), the beat
frequencies fy. of the interferometer outputs in an FMCW system are given by:

(4.10)

T .c

where T^ is the period of the ramp modulation [s] and L. the path imbalance [m] in the
i**' interferometer. FDM operation requires that the fringe counts of all sensors in the
network are contained within unique ranges and do not overlap at any time. Since the
maximum fringe count N p ^ is set by the source coherence length
[m] by way of:

(4.11)

the maximum number of sensors

is limited by N ^ ^ .D < Np^^j^ where D is the

dynamic range (or maximum number of measurement states) of the sensors. Typically,
single-longitudinal mode GaAlAs laser diodes have a power-bandwidth product of 100
MHz-mW so that
« 30 m at 10 mW. Np^^j^is then « 5,000 so that approximately 50
sensors (max) can be accommodated with a dynamic range of 100.
This system shows excellent potential for multi-level measurement applications due to
the simplicity of the sensors and processing electronics and insensitivity to source nonlinearities (bar mode-hopping which will need to be avoided by temperature control and
optical isolation).
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4 .8
In vestigation into the optical power e fficien cies o f various pulsem o d u la tio n form ats in in ten sity -m o d u la ted o p tica l fib re sen sin g
system s.
This section will compare the following pulse-modulated systems in terms of estimated
maximum sensor capacities in the most common situation where the dominant system
noise source is signal-independent receiver noise (eg. thermal or amplifier noise):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Binary Pulse Code Modulation (PCM).
M-ary PCM.
Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM).
Pulse Position Modulation (PPM).
Amplitude Modulation of Frequency Division Multiplexed sub-carriers
(AM/FDM).
6. Frequency Modulation of FDM sub-carriers (FM/FDM).

The prim ary aim of the analysis is to compare each scheme for the same system
requirem ent and under identical conditions rather than accurately identify the
multiplexing limit which can practically be obtained from each system using specific
com ponents. The analysis will be based on the follow ing com m on system
requirements:

1. Measurement requirements.
Systems must provide an M -level quantised measurement, with a m easurem ent
bandwidth

Hz and a maximum bit error ratio (BER) of 10'^. Sensor capacities will

be investigated for M in the range 2 to 1024, and measurement bandwidths of 10, 100
and 1000 Hz. Sensor excess losses (other than fundamental power splitting losses
where more than one modulator is employed) will be ignored.

2 . Network requirements.
Calculations of sensor capacities will be based on a star-configured reciprocal network
based on 2x2 couplers, with component losses being covered in two cases; firstly, in
the ideal com ponent case, where network optical loss per sensor is given by
201ogio(N§) dB and secondly, in the realistic case, where coupler insertion losses are
0.5 dB and splice losses 0.3 dB, for which the network loss is approxim ately
251ogio(Ng) dB (see Section 1.4.4.1). Fibre loss and other variable system losses will
be ignored. No allowance will be made for power margin or source power degradation
through aging.
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3 . Thermal or am plifier noise dominated case.
This is the most common case for PIN photodiode based receivers operating with total
detected optical powers not greatly exceeding 3CB [W] (C: PIN capacitance [F]; B
receiver bandwidth [Hz]) [Culshaw, 1984, p.55J; ie. typically a few microwatts (C=10
pF; B=100 KHz). This analysis will assume a flat signal independent Noise Equivalent
Power (NEP) [W.Hz*^^^]. In general, the receiver will comprise the detector and
pream plifier, followed by a demultiplexer and demodulator, providing an analog
voltage representation of the measurement state to a linear Analogue to Digital
Convertor (ADC) for digital output interfacing. At the input to the ADC, since the
noise power is signal independent and network transmission fluctuations have been
ignored, the signal voltages corresponding to each measurement state will be assumed
to be linearly spaced to maintain the best receiver sensitivity and BER.
The next sections will establish the systems equations for each modulation scheme,
allowing the optical power budget to be solved for the highest sensor capacity under the
aforementioned conditions.

4 .8 .1 Binary PCM, M-ary PCM, PAM System s.
These systems usually operate on a Time-Division Multiplexed (TDM) basis in which a
sample value is transmitted from the sensor head in the form of a frame of C characters
or pulses each having one of L possible intensity levels, where the total number of
measurement levels is given by M=L^ (L, C integers). Binary PCM is the case where
L=2, and PAM where C = l. Such sensor outputs can be generated by sharing pulsed
optical power between C intensity modulators in the sensor head, and recombining the
modulated outputs ensuring characters are separated in time by using suitable fibre
delay lines.
At the receiver, the state of each character is assessed sequentially on arrival by an Llevel quantising scale provided by the ADC, and the measurand level evaluated after
receiving C characters. In the case where the lowest state corresponds to no light being
received, the signal voltage (at the ADC input) corresponding to the
is given by:
\ ( k ) = 9 ^ .R ^ .P ,p ,.k /(L -l)

character state

(4.12)

where:
SR
R^

is the responsivity of the detector [AAV]
is the transresistance of the preamplifier [Û ]

Pgpt

is the peak optical power received in the L-1 state

and 0 < k < L - 1 .
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The signal voltage is accompanied by an rms noise voltage V„of magnitude:
V„ = 9Î.R „.N EP.V b ;:

(4.13)

where:
NEP is the Noise Equivalent Power of the receiver [W.Hz‘^^1
B„
is the receiver bandwidth [Hz]
The band-limited noise voltage is assumed to have a Gaussian PDF, so the resulting
error probability P^ for single-observation direct detection is given by [Gowar, 1983]:
P, = e r f c ( A V ,/2 V J

(4.14)

where AV^ is the voltage margin between the character states (see eqn. (4.12)). For a
BER=10'^, A% / 2 Vj, must be greater than 6.0 (6.11) for binary (multi-level) detection.
This enables the minimum necessary value of P^^^ to be calculated for a specified
receiver bandwidth. Assuming Nyquist sampling, the minimum character rate is
2.B^.Ng.C [s'^1 for a measurement bandwidth of B^ [Hz], and N , sensors. The
minimum receiver bandwidth is B ^.N ,.C [Hz], again at the Nyquist rate.
The above enables the calculation of the minimum received power necessary to meet
measurement and error rate requirements. To calculate the maximum num ber of
sensors which can be multiplexed it is necessary to consider how received power varies
with the network size and sensor type. Assuming a peak launch power P^, the peak
detected power, ignoring fibre loss, will be:

P . . = ^

(4.15)

in the lossless coupler case and:

(4.16)

P o p t - J ^ 2 .5 Ç 2

when coupler insertion loss = 0.5 dB and splice loss = 0.3 dB (Section 1.4.4.1). The
term accounts for the power loss in the sensor head due to dividing and recombining
optical power amongst C modulators. Solving the above equations for maximum N^
yields in the lossless coupler network:
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12.22 C “ .(L -1 ).N E P ../ b ^
and in the practical network:

‘

Î5— ^ ------------ E =
12.22 C “ . ( L - 1 ) . N E P . . ^

(4.18)

In either case, it is necessary to maximise the function f(L,C)=(C^^(L-l))"^ to yield the
highest multiplexing capacity, subject to the requirement for M (=L^) measurement
levels. Substituting C = log(M )/log(L ) into f(L,C) gives:

M will be fixed for each application, so the function to be maximised is:

g (L )=

(4.20)
( L — 1)

This function is plotted in Fig. 4.6 for L in the range 2 to 32 together with:

g '( L ) = M ^

(4.21)

(L-1)

which represents the case where the sensor power splitting loss also obeys the practical
loss case (of eqn. (4.16) above). Fig. 4.6 indicates that for maximum multiplexing
capacity, the optimum number of intensity levels L is in the range 8-10 for the ideal
sensor case and 15-20 for the practical sensor case. When the number of measurement
levels required, M, is less than these figures, maximum multiplexing capacity will be
achieved by using PAM (ie. L=M, C = l). Of course, this analysis is purely done on
pow er budgeting and ignores the need to provide referencing to elim inate lead
sensitivity when multi-level signalling is used.

4 .8 .2 P u lse-P osition M odulation.
In this scheme the sensor modulates the transit time of an optical pulse carrier to relay
measurand inform ation, which is typically physical displacem ent. The system
comprises a pulsed optical source supplying a number of sensors in a TDM sequence
using a suitable tree-configured network. Sensors provide a reference return pulse and
a delayed signal pulse by way of fixed and moveable mirrors respectively, with the
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displacement being measured at the receiver by a delay discriminator acting on the
leading edges of the two pulses.
In terms of minimum received power, the system is similar to binary PCM requiring an
optical SNR >12 for reliable pulse detection, but suffers additional noise due to finite
pulse rise time at the receiver output, which introduces intensity-noise to time delay
noise conversion. For an rms noise voltage
given by eqn. (4.13), the delay
discriminator output noise is given by:

VDN=K.t,.TT^

(4.22)

where:
K
t^

is the delay discriminator responsivity [V.s*^]
is the rise time of the leading pulse edge, assumed to be limited by the receiver
bandwidth to:

=i

Vç =

(4.23)

is the peak pulse voltage at the discriminator input.

P^p, is the peak optical power received.
The signal voltage at the discriminator output is given by:
V o s = K .t,

(4.24)

Where pulse delay t^ is in the range 0 < t^ < t^ . The ratio of peak signal voltage to rms
noise voltage at the discriminator output can now be derived, and must exceed
12.22(M-1) to resolve the M measurement levels at a BER=10’^:

^ 12.22(M - 1 )

(4.25)

subject to the minimum optical SNR noted earlier, and given by:

N E P .^ B ^

> 110

(4.26)
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These equations enable the minimum received optical power to be calculated for
specified t^ and
The latter are related by the sample rate S [samples/s.sensor]
given for a TDM system at the Nyquist rate by:

where:

tp is the pulse width [s] assumed to be >

B rx

for reasonable shape preservation.

This implies a maximum time delay:

To calculate the maximum sensor capacity, assume the peak optical pulse power
received is related to the launch power by eqns. (4.15) & (4.16) in the ideal and
practical network cases respectively, where C=2 (for the provision of a reference return
pulse). Using this relationship in conjunction with eqns. (4.25), (4.27) and subject to
eqn. (4.26), the maximum sensor capacity may be iteratively derived from the
following equations:

N :(m ax) <

subject to:

where x=3 for the lossless coupler network, and x=3.5 for the practical network.
4 .8 .3 A M /F D M .
This is an analogue Frequency Division Multiplexed (FDM) scheme in which sensors
amplitude modulate unique sub-carrier frequencies. The receiver comprises narrow
band filters to separate sensor returns and AM demodulators to extract measurand
information. One possible implementation is an FMCW system with a star network in
which each sensor arm contains an imbalanced Mach-Zehnder fibre interferometer to
generate a unique sub-carrier frequency for the intensity-modulating sensor which
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follows it. The path imbalances of the fibre interferometers would be chosen so that the
sub-carrier frequencies are equal to an integral multiple of the ramp frequency (to
eliminate fly-back discontinuities and therefore simplify the output spectrum) and
sensor arms would have delays differing by much more than the source coherence
length to eliminate cross-term frequencies. The detected power P^pt for a single sensor
system, ignoring fibre loss and lead sensitivity, can be shown to be:

Pd.. = ^ ( l + C o s « D ,t ) ) .T

(4.31)

where:
Pjjpt

is the maximum received optical power [W]

(Og

is the sub-carrier angular frequency [rads.s'^1

T

is the sensor power transmission factor, assumed to be proportional to the
measurand.

The maximum signal voltage to rms noise voltage ratio at the demodulator output must
therefore be:

assuming an IF bandwidth of 2.B ^ and a range-to-resolution equivalent to M
measurement levels. In a multiplexed network with

sensors, the peak received

power will be related to the launch power P^ by:
P.
2N
where the factor of 2 accounts for the 3 dB power loss in the combining couplers of the
Mach Zehnder interferometers and x=2 (x=2.5) for a lossless (practical) coupler
network. The maximum sensor capacity can be calculated from eqns. (4.32) & (4.33)
as:

N ,(m a x ) ^

4

g

_ i ) . n e p ^ 2 B„
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4 .8 .4 FM /FDM .
In this scheme the sensor uses broadband Frequency Modulation (FM) of a unique
sub-carrier frequency to relay measurand information. A good example of such a
sensor is the self-oscillating microresonator for pressure, tem perature or strain
measurement [Stokes et al., 1988]. The system source would be operated CW, and
would supply sufficient power to a number of networked sensors for self-oscillation to
occur. At the receiver, sensor returns are separated after detection by bandpass filtering
and measurand levels extracted by FM demodulation.
In the case of an input optical SNR ratio above the second FM threshold, given by:

^ ------- k 5 . 6
2.N EP .JIB

(4.35)

the maximum signal to rms noise voltage ratio requirement (for BER< 10‘®) at the
discriminator output must be [Connor, 1986, pp.84-87]:

°K = S 1 2 .2 2 (M -1 )
2.N EP..,/ZB

(4.36)

where:
m^ =

is the m odulation index, relating peak frequency deviation Af and

measurement bandwidth

.

Below the second FM threshold, the system is considered inoperative in this analysis.
It is hard to generalise about the value of the modulation index m^ since peak frequency
deviations of microresonator sensors have been reported ranging from tens of Hertz to
hundreds of Kilohertz [Zhang et al., 1989], with measurement bandwidths from 1 Hz
to 1 KHz. In practice, assuming sensors can be fabricated with unique resonant
frequencies lying in a band within ± f/2 Hz of an optimum centre frequency f^^ Hz and
assuming signal bandwidths of 2(Af+B^) Hz (Carson's rule), the peak frequency
deviation will be set by:
2(Af(max) + B ^ ).N ,< f,

(4.37)

giving a maximum modulation index of:
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nif (max) =

-1

(4.38)

4 .8 .5 Estim ating maximum sensor capacities.
Using the equations of the previous sections, sensor capacities have been compared for:
1. A receiver NEP = 2 x 10’^^ W .H z'^^ for

10 MHz, based on a Centronics

OSI1-300K/10M hybridised detector.
2. Peak source launch powers of 10 mW (estimated intrinsic safety lim it [Hills,
1990]).
The results are shown in Figs. 4.7 to 4.12. In Fig. 4.9, the following num ber of
intensity levels L and characters C were used to maximise the sensor capacity for each
number of measurement levels M (as noted in Section 4.8.1):

M

L

C

2

2

1

4

4

1

8

8

1

64

8

2

100

10

2

256

16

2

512

8

3

1000

10

3

Table 4.2. Number of intensity levels and characters
assumed in the optimum M-ary PCM case of Fig. 4.9.
As noted in Section 4.8.4, maximum modulation indices for the FM/FDM system were
calculated according to eqn (4.38) in each case assuming a resonator frequency range
fj.= 100 KHz (ie. ± 50 % on an optimum centre frequency of 100 KHz). This has
resulted in the clamping of the maximum sensor capacity to 49 when B ^= lK H z in
order that mp-0. The modelling of the FM/FDM system has ignored the need for
optical excitation power in the case of micro-resonator sensors.
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The results indicate the following:
1. At large values of M (>32), Binary PCM, M-ary PCM, PAM PPM and AM/FDM
all give very similar results for all measurement bandwidths investigated, in both the
ideal and practical network cases. For low measurement bandwidths (<100 Hz) and at
large M, FM /FDM offers a significant increase in sensor capacity over the other
schemes caused by the large modulation index and therefore, large FM improvement.
In this analysis, assuming a maximum resonator frequency range (of 100 KHz) results
in a fall in the modulation index with increasing measurement bandwidth (eqn. (4.38))
and a lowering of the FM/FDM sensor capacity.
2. At low values of M (<32), the highest m ultiplexing capacities across the
measurement bandwidth range tested are offered by AM/FDM, PAM and binary PCM
(in descending order), being only superceded by FM/FDM for the case B ^=10H z.
That the AM/FDM system offers slightly better performance than the other timedivision multiplexed schemes is inevitable and arises from the fact that although both
systems have similar noise bandwidths, the average detected signal power from each
sensor is much lower in the TDM case due to the gating of the detected signal.
In practice, schemes using multi-level intensity-modulation become less attractive as the
num ber of intensity levels increases because greater demands are placed on the
referencing schemes needed to eliminate lead sensitivity. For analogue intensityreferencing (eg. the coupler bridge) and wavelength referencing, the limit to long-term
measurement accuracy is of order 1% [Culshaw, 1987, p .l9 ] corresponding to a
maximum of 100 measurement levels; as such, binary or few level PCM are becoming
increasingly important where high dynamic range measurements [>20 dB] must be
made.
FM/FDM is the preferred technique both in terms of optical power efficiency and lead
insensitivity with significant SNR improvements available provided m^ » l .
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4 .9 C o n c lu sio n s.
Digital intensity-modulating sensors have quite clear advantages in terms o f sensor
simplicity for few-level (<4) sensing and in terms of measurement potential for very
high dynamic range measurements (>8 bits precision), which is reflected in the
application of this technology to date. Where digital intensity-modulated systems find
competition with analogue schemes toughest is in applications requiring intermediate
measurement precision, due primarily to the lack of cost-effective digital sensing
schemes.
For long-term m easurem ent accuracies less stringent than about ± 0.5% , selfreferencing techniques such as the coupler bridge [Gu Li-Zhong, 1986 or OSCA Doc.
No. 86/1 OF] and the recirculating sensor loop [Spillman and Lord, 1987] can provide
simple analogue intensity-modulating sensors with adequate resilience to variations
both in the network transmission level and in the performance of the optical source and
detector (even in the case of a multimode fibre system for the former technique). Such
schemes, whilst demanding 4(2) couplers at the sensor head and 4(2) fibre connections
from each sensor to the system controller, allow very simple and reliable analogue
intensity modulators to be used (of which there are a wide variety) and allow the use of
low coherence sources like LEDs and multi-longitudinal mode laser diodes which are
generally insensitive to launch conditions.
The next chapter will look at incremental digital sensing schemes with the aim of
finding a cost-effective digital (intensity-modulated) solution to applications requiring
intermediate measurement precision.
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Figures for Chapter 4.
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Chapter 5.

Dem onstration of an intrinsic incremental digital sensor.
5.1 Introduction.
This chapter will investigate optical sensor systems based on increm ental digital
sensors. Incremental sensors are attractive for multiplexed systems as they can provide
a low-loss, high dynamic range digital output (requiring only two return channels to the
system controller) from an extremely simple sensor head. The simplicity of these
sensors arises from the fact that bi-directional increm ental operation can be
accom plished by providing two binary output sequences each of which varies
alternately (010101 ...etc) with parameter change but which are mutually in quadrature
(Fig. 5.1(a)). Such outputs can be readily generated from interferom eters and
polarimeters (either of bulk-optic, integrated-optic or fibre-optic form [Sheem et al,
1982] ) or from single- or dual-track encoder scales [Stevenson and Jordan, 1988], all
of which should be cheaper to fabricate than the PCM encoders discussed in Section
4.3.1.
By monitoring every change in state of the two quadrature outputs, the direction and
magnitude of parameter change can be tracked by using appropriate combinational logic
(Fig. 5.1(b)) to control an up/down counter, containing the current measurand estimate,
at the system controller. All the required logic is readily available in single chip form
(eg. the Texas Instruments THCT2000 Incremental Encoder Interface) at very low cost.
W hilst purely increm ental measurement is suitable for some applications (eg.
displacement measurement in machine tools and some inspection equipment) most
practical systems will additionally require a means of establishing absolute measurand
levels immediately after power-up and after power outages. This process, known as
initialisation, therefore provides the data to enable the increm ental measurement
circuitry to track absolute measurand levels. Whilst adding a further complication to the
system design, the problem of integrating absolute and incremental measurement in this
arrangement is not insurmountable and, as will be investigated, can lead to an increase
in multiplexing capacity compared to purely absolute measurement systems.
One suggested initialisation scheme for incremental encoder sensors is to use an
additional track alongside the incremental scale(s) which contains a known pseudo
random binary sequence (PRES) [Stevenson and Jordan, 1988]. This is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 5.2 in which a single return fibre and detector is allocated to
the absolute scale. Absolute position is deduced by comparing detected sections of the
PRES with a similar pattern generated by a microcomputer in the system controller.
For a PRES derived from an n-bit linear feedback shift register with a maximal-length
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sequence of 2“- l bits, the absolute position can be established when a scale
displacement of at least n bits has occurred since within the maximum sequence length,
groupings of n consecutive bits will be unique (property of binary DeBruijn sequence).
In such a system, the incremental scale is essential for determining direction of travel
and can usefully be employed to increase the resolution by several orders above that
provided by the absolute scale. In general the incremental scale will be a grating
operating in conjunction with a fixed index grating to produce a Moiré fringe pattern for
detection by two return fibres spaced a quarter of a fringe spacing apart.
Such a sensor can provide extremely high dynamic range displacement measurement
from a relatively simple sensor head (only 1 input and 3 output fibres required) but will
require careful fibre or lens alignment if high excess losses are to be avoided. The aim
of this chapter is to investigate how initialised and tracked operation can be achieved
using intrinsic sensors such as fibre interferometers and polarimeters so that high
multiplexing gains can be achieved using sensors which are extremely simple to
fabricate.

5.2 M ethods for obtaining quadrature-phase outputs from in terfero 
meters and polarimeters.
M ethods for obtaining two quadrature-phase outputs from an interferom eter or
polarimeter have been investigated principally for the purpose of eliminating signal
fading [Sheem et al., 1982]. Three methods have been proposed:
1. Two-wavelength operation.
2. Two-polarisation mode operation.
3. Use of a 3x3 output coupler.

5 .2 .1

Tw o-w avelength operation.

In this method, applicable to all standard interferom eter types, the source is
continuously switched between two wavelengths Xj and

^ 2

which satisfy:

(p ( X j-(p (X 2 )= (2 n -l)7 t/2

(5.1)

where:
(p(X) is the interferometer phase retardance at wavelength X [m].
n
is an integer (generally n=l ).
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As a result, quadrature-phase outputs are obtained alternately in rapid succession
allowing tracking to be performed provided the switching rate is sufficiently high that
every state change is intercepted. For a polarimetric sensor head (the cheapest option
being couplerless) having a sensing fibre of length L [m] and effective refractive indices
of n^ and n^for the slow and fast biréfringent axes respectively, equation (5.1) can be
rewritten as:
J_ ^

A(p= (p (k J-(p (X 2 ) = 2 7 t(n ,- n^)L.

2jt.AX.(ng -n ^ )L

(5.2)

V-

where the approximation holds for AX = ^ 2 - X^ « Xj, which is generally the case.
The fibre beat length

= Xj / (n, - n^) (when specified at Xj) so that the condition for

quadrature output (eqn. (5.1)) is satisfied when:

(5.3)

4L

For a sensor with a 2m sensing length and using a 1 mm beat length fibre, AX will need
to be approximately 0.1 nm at 830 nm (for n= l) which can easily be achieved by direct
(current) modulation in most GaAlAs laser diodes without mode-hopping (typically the
continuous tuning range of Fabry-Perot cavity laser diodes is 60-80 GHz or 0.14-0.18
nm at X=830 nm). Note that the phase shift Atp is proportional to the optical path
difference (n^-n^)L of the polarimeter (eqn. (5.2)) which is itself modulated by the
measurand. Tracking can be maintained provided that (n-l)Tt <A(p<n7i; this ensures
that the two quadrature outputs (called Bo and Bi after Fig. 5.1(a)) always maintain a
lagging (leading) relationship whenever the measurand is increasing (decreasing). This
corresponds to an optical path difference (OPD) range of X^ / (2. AX) [m] so that with
an OPD resolution of X^ / 4 [m] (a quarter of a fringe spacing) the potential
measurement dynamic range Dy will be:

DT = 101ogio(2Xi/AX) = 101og 10

(2 n -l)L j

(5.4)

For the example quoted above, this works out at 42 dB ( s to 14-bit precision) when
n= l which should be satisfactory for most applications. The technique should offer
sufficient m easurem ent resolution for most industrial applications (7t/2 rads
corresponding to a temperature resolution of 0.16 °C or a strain resolution of 0.55
listrain with a 2 m sensing length of YORKHB800 fibre^^).

Assumes a temperature phase sensitivity of 5 rad.K'^m"^ and a strain phase sensitivity of 1.43
rad.m’^pstrain'^ from [Rashleigh, 1983]
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5 .2 .2 Tw o-polarisation mode operation.
This m ethod [Furstenau, 1988], applicable to M ach-Zehnder and M ichelson
interferometers, uses the residual birefringence present in a monomode sensing fibre to
introduce a tc/2 rad phase shift between the two orthogonally polarised modes
supported by the sensing fibre (see Fig. 5.3(a)). The length of the sensing fibre must
be carefully set to a quarter of the beat length which for commercial monomode fibres is
typically in the range O.l-lOm. The arrangement shown uses a polarising beamsplitter
to route the quadrature outputs onto two separate return fibres but this could be changed
to a Hi-Bi non-polarisation-splitting coupler and a single Hi-Bi return fibre if desired
(followed by a PBS at the receiver to analyse the quadrature signals).
This method of generating quadrature outputs requires careful polarisation control and
good physical stability of the signal and reference fibres to prevent external
birefringence from corrupting the phase delay and the fringe visibility. The stability
problem is a serious disadvantage of this technique compared to the two-wavelength
method.

5 .2 .3 Interferom eter using a 3x3 output coupler.
In this method, a 3x3 directional coupler is deployed at the output of a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer, as shown in Fig. 5.3(b). The outputs, in general, contain both sintp and
cos(p terms [Sheem, 1981] as shown in the Figure, so that appropriate processing can
be used to extract the desired (l+sintp) and (l+cos(p) signals. The two main
disadvantages are the need for a polarisation controller to align the polarisation axes of
the signal and reference beams (to give high fringe visibility) and the need for two
return buses in a multiplexed system (which increases the cost). A major advantage is
that standard monomode delivery fibres can be used so the fibre cost should be low.

5.3 Dem onstration of an intrinsic incremental digital sensor.
It was decided to set-up an incremental temperature or strain sensor based on twowavelength interrogation of a polarimetric sensing head. This is probably the best
configuration for an incremental sensor for systems applications as:
1. The sensor head, being a standard polarimeter, is couplerless (and therefore cheap),
requires only single delivery and return fibres, does not suffer polarisation-fading and
does not require a polarisation-controller. Additionally, as the sensing and reference
arms are contained within a single fibre, the sensor installation is simpler than for an
interferometer.
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2. The additional optical components required can be fabricated cheaply eg. wound
fibre polarisers.
3. The sensor and network should be simple to fabricate and install especially with the
new fusion splicers which are capable of providing automatic rotationally-alligned HiBi splices
The main disadvantages are the need for Hi-Bi fibre and an optical isolator (see later)
both of which are currently expensive.
The prototype set-up is shown in Fig. 5.4. A temperature stabilised (better than
±0.2°C) single-longitudinal mode GaAlAs laser diode (Hitachi HLP1400, X^830 nm)
was initially directly coupled to a 30m length of Hi-Bi fibre (YORK HB800, L^=l
mm). The fibre was rotated onto axis at the launch end (giving an extinction ratio > 20
dB) and the far end was then fusion spliced with 45° axis alignment to a 2 m length of
sensing fibre of identical type, thus illuminating both polarisation modes equally. The
45° alignment was achieved manually by first identifying the axes at the output of the
sensing fibre (by finding the positions of a rotatable analyser which gave minimum
fringe visibility) and then, by trial and error, rotating one of the fibres being held in the
fusion splicer until the detected powers in the two orthogonal modes of the sensing
fibre were equalised.
The output of the sensing fibre was then spliced with 45° axis alignment to a fibre
polariser thus forming a conventional polarimeter. The polariser was a coiledbirefringent-fibre type [Varnham et al., 1984] made by winding 35 turns of YORK
HB600 fibre (cut-off wavelength = 600 nm giving V=1.75 @ X=830 nm) around a 17
mm diameter plastic mandrel with random rotational alignment. This number of turns
and bend radius were found to give the best performance for the 2m length of fibre
available, giving an extinction ratio of 24.3 dB, a guided-mode loss of 1.6 dB and a
maximum theoretical fringe visibility > 0.99 (see Fig. 5.5). The output fibre of the
polariser was spliced to a 2m section of 50/125 pm multi-mode fibre and subsequently
coupled to a silicon p.i.n. detector. The polarimeter was found to have a fringe
visibility of 0.8 which is adequate.
It was decided that the sensor would be characterised in term s o f tem perature
measurement though strain measurement could also have been chosen. As mentioned in
Section 5.1.1, the system when operating with a 2m sensing length provides a 0.16 °C
temperature resolution and a 0.55 pstrain strain resolution so that using an 8-bit counter

15 eg. Fujikura make a Hi-Bi fusion splicer (FSM-20PM) for use with 1.3 pm PANDA fibre which
can provide 1° rotational accuracy (for 0°, 45® or 90° splices), <0.04 dB splice loss and fusion time < 4
minutes.
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to store the incremental fringe count, a temperature range of 40 °C or a strain range of
140 pstrain can be unambiguously tracked. This was considered to be an adequate test
range for building management systems applications.
A logic board was constructed to control the switching of the laser drive current, to
condition the detected quadrature signals and to control the 8-bit counter. The signal
conditioner com prised a switched attenuator to norm alise the effects of source
amplitude modulation inevitably resulting from direct (current) modulation, a low pass
filter to minimise noise and finally a data slicer. Counter control was provided by a
Texas Instruments THCT2000 incremental encoder interface i.c.
The logic board was interfaced to an Apple Macintosh II computer via. a National
Instruments NB-MIO-16 data acquisition card allowing counter reset control, reading
of the counter output and also reading of a reference temperature sensor (Comark digital
thermometer) against which the optical sensor was calibrated. Software (LabVIEW)
was arranged to provide calibration curves of counter value vs. reference temperature
and also time traces.
The calibration was achieved by temperature cycling a water bath in which the two
sensor were immersed. Initially, problems were encountered arising from temperature
gradients between the two sensors (primarily caused by the fact that the thermocouple
reference was a true point sensor whilst the polarim eter gave line-averaged
measurement over its 2m sensing length). This problem was largely overcome by
contacting the two sensors to a solid copper cylinder in the water bath and by reducing
the heating and cooling rates.

5.4

R esults.

The direct modulation FM response of the Hitachi HLP1400 laser diode has been
reported [Welford and Alexander, 1985]. At low frequencies (<10 KHz) the tuning
rate is typically 3 GHz/mA (equivalent to a wavelength tuning rate of 0.0069 nm/mA)
so that initial tests used a drive current step of about 15 mA to generate the quadrature
outputs from the 2m prototype sensor (eqn. (5.3)). A wavelength switching rate of
100 Hz was used, allowing tracking of temperature rates of change of up to 16 °C per
second.
W ith direct coupling between the laser and delivery fibre severe m ode-hopping
problems were experienced initially due to Fresnel reflection back into the laser cavity
from the fibre network. Temperature tuning had little effect on reducing the
longitudinal mode instability and the only success was made (at the expense of launch
power) by backing off and skewing the launch fibre from the laser. This allowed stable
tracking operation over a time scale of a few minutes.
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The way in which external optical feedback induces longitudinal mode instability in
semiconductor lasers has been well researched [Goldberg et al., 1982]. The main
mechanism is believed to be fluctuations in carrier density and refractive index in the
laser cavity induced by beating of external cavity modes which are developed by the
external reflection site. The reference indicates (eqn. (7)) that external cavity modes can
be eliminated by keeping external reflectivity r < r^ where:

and:
nl is the single-way optical path length of the laser cavity [m].
Rj is the reflectivity of the front facet of the laser.
L

is the distance of the external reflection site from the front facet [m].

Fig. 5.6 shows how this critical reflectivity level varies with range for the Hitachi
HLP1400 laser diode used (f.s.r = 0.275 nm giving nl = 1.25 mm ; Rj= 0.25). The
Figure indicates that reflection sites at long range are the most significant with only -80
dB reflectivity needed at L = 10 m (maximum source coherence length) to produce
external cavity modes. To eliminate the problem, an optical isolator (HOYA M-500)
providing >30 dB isolation was introduced into the launch system, whilst the detector
end of the fibre was carefully terminated using index-matching gel to keep backreflectivity low (<30 dB). The launch loss (10 dB one-way) and network loss (6 dB
one-way) provided the additional loss necessary to prevent external cavity modes, and
indeed mode-hop free operation was finally achieved over an 8 hour test period
(minimum).
Fig. 5.7 shows the final calibration achieved, confirming a 0.2°C tem perature
resolution and excellent linearity and low hysteresis over a 40°C temperature cycle. The
trace linearity is masked to some extent by residual temperature gradients between the
optical fibre sensor and the thermocouple reference arising from the finite thermal
resistance of the copper block connecting them together. Table 5.1 summarises the
measured and predicted best performance of this sensor system.
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LAB. PROTOTYPE

PREDICTED BEST

MEASUREMENT RANGE

TESTED 20 C-60 C

-50 C TO +400 C

TEMP RESOLUTION

0.2 C

0.05 C TO 0.2 C

DYNAMIC RANGE

TESTED 25 dB

SENSING LENGTH

2m

Im to 20m

STRAIN SENSITIVITY

1 }i Strain

2 to 0.1

EXCESS LOSS

6dB

IdB

PARAMETER

40 dB

Strain

Table 5.1. Sensor performance data.

5.5 Practical System Implementation.
Possible initialisation schemes for a multiplexed TDM array of these sensors include
FMCW [Economou, 19861 beat frequency measurement and white-light path matched
differential interferometry [Kotrotsios, 1989]. Of the two, the path matching scheme
was considered the most suitable as it can support sensors with identical nominal path
imbalances so that the problem of customising sensors is eliminated.
Fig. 5.8 shows a proposed scheme for integrating PMDI initialisation and digital
incremental tracking of a number of polarimetric sensors arranged in a TDM ladder
network. The system combines the tracking and initialising functions by interlacing
interrogation frames as shown in Fig. 5.8(b). The first two frames obtain tracking
information by interrogating the network with pulses from a laser diode at the two
wavelengths necessary to produce quadrature phase outputs from the (identical)
polarimeters. A memory store and appropriate up/down control can then maintain
sim ultaneous tracking of a number of stored counter values representing the
temperature/strain measurement at each sensor.
The third interrogation frame of Fig. 5.8(b) is allocated to initialising the system, which
could be either an on-going process or occur on system power-up only. To determine
absolute polarimeter imbalances (and hence absolute temperature/strain levels) the
system uses a low coherence length source (an SLD or ELED) and a scanning pathmatching polarimeter (Fig. 5.8(a)). The path-matching polarimeter is optically in series
with each sensing element and its output will produce a fringe pattern only when its
optical path imbalance matches (within a source coherence length) that of a preceding
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sensing polarimeter. By pulsing the incoherent source to provide tim e-division
multiplexing, the interference condition can be detected in any sensing element using
appropriate processing and demodulation. Determining absolute temperature/strain
levels is thus achieved by accurately determining the imbalance in the path-matching
interferometer when it is matched to each sensor element during the scanning cycle.
This is typically achieved by using a PZT stretcher on the matching polarimeter (in a
temperature stabilised environment) and calibrating, in advance, its path-imbalance vs.
PZT drive voltage response. The PZT voltage would be continuously ramped over the
intended path-im balance range of the sensors allow ing absolute m easurand
measurement via. the voltage at the path-matching instance. The path-m atched
condition would be detected by a fringe visibility detection circuit. The absolute
measurement at each sensor would be used to update the relevant stored counter value
in the memory after which tracking of all counter values would be immediately resumed
on the next frame.
The particular system shown in Fig. 5.8 would not solely rely on the characterisation of
the PZT stretcher to determine imbalance. Instead, it could use the available tracking
facility to monitor optical path changes in the path-matching polarim eter during the
scanning cycle. This would be achieved in an identical manner to the tracking of
temperature-induced imbalance changes in the sensing interferometers by interrogating
the matching polarimeter at the two coherent wavelengths, which are directly supplied
to it by the first ladder link.
This of course implies another way in which the system could be initialised in the case
of temperature measurement without need for PMDI. This is shown in Fig. 5.9.

5.6 Im plications for M ultiplexing.
The performance of the tracking technique in large TDM sensor arrays was investigated
by considering the lim itations imposed by optical pow er budgeting. The
tracking/initialising approach was compared to systems based on binary PCM, analog
intensity-modulation and PMDI alone.
To do this, the relevant terms in the optical budgets of each system were identified
(Table 5.2); these were based on a requirement for N sensors, a measurement dynamic
range of D dB and a measurement bandwidth of B Hz. Consideration of the minimum
update/sampling rates and frame widths in each system enabled the receiver processing
gain, achieved by signal averaging, to be identified for each case, allowing accurate
determination of receiver sensitivities.
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BUDGET TERMS:

ANALOGUE (INTENSITY-MOD)

LAUNCH POWER (dBm)
(peak pulse)

DIGITAL PCM ENCODED

0

0

FIBRE LOSS
(dB)
NETWORK LOSS (dB)
(see A 0)

A1

1

1

1

25 LOG(N)

25 LOG(N)

25 LOG(N)

2

2

SYSTEM MARGIN (dB)

3

2 + 20 LOG(Nbits)
Not Applicable(DIGITAL DET)

D

RECEIVER SENSITIVITY(dBm)
(at 50 MBits/s)
LESS:
10 LOG

y
/

1
4BWN

10 LOG

A2

3

3

-40

-40

-40

/

1
4BWNNbits

10 LOG

A6
2B

2B
2WN

AO For a Star Configured Network
using 0.5 dB insertion loss
2x2 couplers and 0.3 dB splice
losses, (see Chapter 1)

A2 Sensor head divides power
between 'Nbits' bit
modulators where
Nbits = D/3.01

A1 For 60 nm linewidth LED in
single-mode fibre.

A3 Allows discrimination of
centre of visibility
function

10 A3

Not Applicable(DIGITAL DET)

3

A6

MIN UPDATE TIME:

NOTES:

-15

1

2

FRAME WIDTH:

0

25 LOG(N)

SENSOR EXCESS LOSS (dB)
(ON-state or min. loss)
SENSOR DYNAMIC RANGE(dB)

PROCESSING GAIN (dB)
( see A3 )

WHITE-LIGHT PMDI.

DIGITAL INCREMENTAL

/

1

A4

10 LOG

V

A7

J_

A4 S is the number of
quantising levels given by:
S = 10A(D/10)
A5 Due to the averaging of
M frame returns where:
M = Min Update Time
Frame Width.
(for M int. >1)

A4

4BWNS

A6

2B

tiBS

2WNNbits

7T

4nBWNS

4WN

2WNS

A8

A6 Nyquist Rate
A7 To intercept each state change and
hence maintain tracking. This assumes
full range sweep at B Hz.
A8 A frame comprises an interrogation at each
of S optical path difference settings of the
path- matching polarimeter.

Table 5.2. Optical Power budgets of passive TDM sensor systems based on various modulation schemes.

For each system, the maximum number of sensors which could be supported in a starconfigured network was calculated, based on a pulse width of 20 nS (inter-sensor timedelay 40 nS), dynamic ranges of 10 to 40 dB, and bandwidths of 0.1, 10, and 1000
Hz (the latter is of significance in dynamic strain sensing). The results are detailed in
Table 5.3.
Results from this relatively simple analysis indicate that in all cases considered, digital
tracking will allow the highest sensor capacities; typically 60-80% higher than digital
(PCM), and over 100% higher than analog (whose capacities will be further restricted
by optical crosstalk and self-referencing). In relation to white-light PM DI (which
would form the initialisation phase in an integrated system), digital tracking allows a
10,000 fold increase in sampling rate for the same system requirement.
The improvement over binary PCM is achieved in the tracking system by the use of a
single m odulator at the sensor head; a binary PCM sensor is required to divide
delivered optical power between 'D/3' bit modulators (and then recombine modulated
beams afterwards), resulting in a high sensor excess loss. The improvement over
analog intensity-modulated sensors is achieved by the use of digital detection; the
maximum received power in an analog system must be D dB greater than the receiver
sensitivity, thus reducing the maximum network loss which the system can tolerate.
The im provem ent in sampling rate over PMDI is due to the high level of signalaveraging which the PMDI approach needs to recover the budget deficit caused by low
launch power.
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(a) Analogue intensity-modulation.
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(b) Digital PCM encoded.
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(d) White-light PMDI.
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6

4
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Table 5.3. Estimated sensor capacities of passive TDM sensing systems
based on various modulation schemes.
* Denotes Frame-width limited rather than power limited.
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5 .7

C o n c lu sio n s.

Quadrature-phase tracking has been successfully applied to a simple fibre polarimeter,
allowing differential measurement over a dynamic range of up to 40 dB. The sensor
system's use of a single modulator at the sensing head, coupled with digital telemetry
has been shown to alleviate some of the constraints imposed by optical power
budgeting on the sensor capacities of large TDM sensor systems.
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5 .8 F igures fo r Chapter 5
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Fig. 5.1. Incremental digital sensor operation.
(a) Quadrature outputs from an incremental digital sensor.
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Fig. 5.2. Displacement sensor combining a grating for high resolution and a
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Fig. 5.3. Methods for generating quadrature-phase outputs from fibre
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C o n c lu s io n s .
The research set out to investigate the options for realising economically-viable passive
OFS systems for the sponsor’s main application areas of process control and building
m anagement systems. The research concentrated on three different m easurem ent
requirements; ON/OFF (or threshold) sensing, few-level sensing and intermediate
precision measurement (involving measurement dynamic ranges up to 40 dB). In all
cases, solutions were investigated which fully multiplex all sensors on the network; ie.
provide independent interrogation of each sensor’s state irrespective of the states of the
other sensors. The solutions which were targeted share the following desirable
characteristics:
1. Multiplexed operation to enable the costs of the electro-optic components and
electronic processing within the system to be shared am ongst a num ber o f point
sensors.
2. Use of digital modulation techniques for the relaying of sensor information to
the central controller to enable the number of sensors supportable by a single optical
source-detector pair to be maximised. This will minimise the per sensor costs detailed
in paragraph 1 above.
3. Use of networks with minimal optical coupler or tapping costs per sensor. In
the case of ON/OFF and few-level measurement, systems which can support a serial
(in-line) sensor array were principally considered since the need for optical couplers or
taps within the network is avoided.
4. Operation with simple, reliable and low cost point sensor designs.
The following serial ON/OFF or few-level point sensor systems were investigated
initially:
1. OTDR interrogation of microbend-loss modulating sensors.
2. WDM based on sensors with insertable optical filters (either bandstop or FabryPerot).
3. Intensity-Division M ultiplexing with weighted intensity-modulating sensors
(either microbend loss or insertable neutral density filters).
4. PFM or sub-carrier phase modulation. As this is a hybrid option requiring
electrical circuitry and electrical power within the network, it will be an unattractive
solution in some applications requiring intrinsic safety. .
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Modelling of the passive systems detailed above revealed that all are limited in practice
to maximum multiplexing capacities of order tens of sensors. This makes the systems
with high processing costs (options 1 and 2) uneconomic. Option 3 was considered
economic but limited in practice to 5-10 sensors per source-detector pair.
O f all the multiplexing schemes considered, temporally-based schemes such as TDM,
FDM and CDM were found in general to be the most cost-effective for the following
reasons; the multiplexing elements are simply fibre delay-lines associated with each
sensor, the processing is largely electronics based and is therefore low cost; as a result
of the previous advantage, the systems are relatively simple to expand and reconfigure.
W ith serial systems with only a single optical channel in the bus fibre (eg. using a
m onomode or multim ode fibre), tem porally-m ultiplexed operation is lim ited to
reflectometry based on backscattering mechanisms. Unfortunately, such an architecture
offers disappointingly low multiplexing capacities at practical measurement bandwidths
due to the high optical power losses associated with the backscattering process.
To avoid the problems associated with backscatter loss whilst retaining temporallymultiplexed operation, the investigation centred on transmissive serial schemes based
on bimodal operation of the bus fibre. In this mode of operation, each sensor would
act as a switch able mode-coupler between a filled mode and an unfilled (free) mode
travelling unidirectionally in the bus fibre. The two guided modes, being either
different propagation modes or different polarisation modes, travel at different group
velocities from the point of coupling to the receiver so that transitometry can be used to
derive ranging infonnation on mode-coupling sites (or sensor states) along the bus
fibre.
The optimum configuration of this system architecture was investigated in terms of the
applicable demultiplexing schemes and designs, bus fibre types and sensor designs.
From the results of the study, a novel implementation of the system was demonstrated
based on coherence-domain multiplexing of serially-configured ON/OFF sensors. In
this demonstration, a low-coherence length laser diode was used to fill one polarisation
mode of a highly-birefringent bus fibre whilst simple point sensors provided a
controlled level of mode-coupling to the free mode in the ON state by applying lateral
stress to the bus fibre. A path-matching polarisation-splitting interferometer was used
in conjunction with electronic processing to optically correlate the filled and free mode
beams at the receiver thus providing the mode-coupling profile along the bus fibre,
from which the sensor states could be independently derived. Modelling of the system
suggests that in excess of 100 ON/OFF sensors can be supported at interrogation rates
as high as 100 samples per second per sensor.
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Spatial resolution (or minimum sensor spacing) is of order Im with the source used in
the demonstration and of order 20 cm with a super-luminescent diode source, both
figures quoted for a 1 km length of highly-birefringent bus fibre. The result of a
component costing study of an all-fibre version of the system was found to be
comparable to conventional electronic technology.
For multi-level sensor systems, research was initially limited to comparing conventional
multiplexing schemes in terms of maximum multiplexing capacity for the same
measurement requirements. Novel schemes were then investigated which can provide
high dynamic range measurement from sensors based on intrinsic (in-fibre) digital
modulation techniques. In particular, a novel temperature sensing scheme based on a
simple fibre polarimeter was demonstrated using digital incremental operation. The
system used a wavelength-switched laser diode to generate quadrature-phase outputs
from a polarimetric sensing head, thus eliminating ambiguity in the direction of fringe
travel. The sensing scheme offers a potential measurement dynamic range of 40 dB
and a temperature resolution of order 0.1 °C. The systems potential of the scheme was
investigated for the case of time-division multiplexing and Path-Matched Differential
Interferometry (PMDI) initialisation. The potential is promising with 10-100 sensors
supportable for a 20 dB dynamic range and measurement bandwidths in the range 0.1
to 1000 Hz.
To conclude, the research has demonstrated two novel commercially-viable systems for
ON/OFF sensing and intermediate precision measurement. The use of digital
modulation techniques has resulted in systems which are insensitive both to optical
crosstalk and fluctuations in the network transmission level and has improved optical
dynamic range and therefore multiplexing capacity. The systems are ideally suited to
applications requiring any of the following attributes; high EMI/ESI, electrical isolation,
intrinsic safety, low size and weight, high transmission range and chemically inert
sensors and networks. The competitiveness of the systems compared to conventional
electronic technology in a given application increases with the number o f these
attributes which are highly desirable. In general, conventional electronic technology
can match OFS technology as regards many of these attributes but inevitably at the
expense of non-standard higher cost components and/or higher certification costs.
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